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Top Players Collection

ms srl founded in 1969, is based in Sommariva
Bosco, in Italy. Our product range includes
more than 20 thousand standard codes products.

The high quality and innovative standards of I.M.S.
tool holders and ability to offer our customers a wide
range of personalized services to satisfy every need
and binding them in time, are our main strengths,
which have always distinguished us, and allow us
to maintain our leading position on the Italian and
foreign markets.

Our production is focused on milling tools. Besides
a varied range of standard tools, we have the abil-
ity to produce special design tools, which brings
our production to a high standard of quality.

Now available in our products line a wide range of
hydraulic technology, particularly the hydraulic
chuck for cylindrical tool shank and the hydraulic
mill arbor.
The hydraulic technology is mainly used within the
metal and wood working industries, but also in the
areas of mold making and medical industry.

Thanks to the strong position acquired over
decades of intensive activity I.M.S. is able to act as
a protagonist in the context of globalization of in-
dustry and maintain its identity, its own brand along
with its operational autonomy.

The synergies produced in this context, have
contributed to the growth of the
company through optimization of
production and sharing of techno-
logical, logistical and marketing ca-
pabilities.

New 2013 – Ims starts the production
and sales of suction cup for glass
and marble working machines. The
suction cup are made of aluminium.
The top rubber with the high  sup-
porting surface of the suction cup, ensures a strong
resistance to sheet or slab tilting, a reduction of vi-
brations and therefore a long life for all the pro-
cessing tools.

Every Ims product encapsulates experience, tech-
nology, innovation and quality in all its forms. Dur-
ing the processing process, we strictly meet all stan-
dards: Din, Uni and Asme. 
At your request, we can also issue test certificates
for each item or individual unit designated for im-
mediate identification.

Our strong points : Uni En Iso 9001:2008 certified com-
pany, maximum attention to quality, Service and af-
ter-sales support, maximum safety, total reliability.

Ims: parts of your business. ▲

IMS

www.ims.eu

I

THE LEADING
BRAND
IN THE FIELD 
OF TOOL 
HOLDERS 
FOR CNC 
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et’s be frank: the German May is always thrilling.
Having the opportunity to see everything in ten
days, really everything that can be found upstream
of sofas, wardrobes, doors, stairs, windows, skirt-

ing boards, wooden houses, mattresses, beams, kitchen
stets and chairs, does not happen every day!
Yes, ok, we are tired of hunting exhibitions, the industry is
no longer what it used to be, innovation is always done by
the same companies, Italian design has many significant
“peers” around the world, the crisis is still there and biting,
rumors (not to say denigration) seep through the waves of
time, real “characters” – meaning people you meet once
and remember forever – are less and less, customers only
look at prices…

Anything you want. But take a look around. Try to change
your point of view, just for a while. See how many people are
still doing, producing, fighting, looking for opportunities,
finding new roads; they don't just sit at their stand, clench-
ing to their chairs, they move around, they watch, they try
to understand...

You cannot stand at the window. It’s hard, but we must carry
on. The crisis – and the many pages hereafter are clear ev-
idence – is hitting strong, in Italy more than elsewhere, in
others like elsewhere.

And so, everyone has to carry their own bag on their shoul-
ders and keep going their way.

Not everyone has lost fifty percent of revenues. Not every-
one has frozen up waiting for better times. Someone is hold-
ing on strong, someone has lost minor portions of business,
someone has even increased revenues.
But how? They just don’t sit and wait. They constantly
search for corners around the world where some needs
what they produce or they know. Maybe with some more
sacrifice, with a car that doesn't turn heads when you drive
by, some more dinners out in a nice pizzeria, a soft drink
with friends at the pub.

Does it sound banal? Of course. But we meet a lot of peo-
ple, we interview plenty of them. And those who are “re-
sisting” are those who “make”, those who get satisfied
with a soft drink... the happy hour is banned. That’s a joke,
sure, but it sounds oddly serious...

Enjoy Germany.

P.S.: We were almost forgetting to remind you that, also this
time, you can get your free digital magazine, just take a
look at http://www.xylon.it/riviste.asp. ■
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news

FORESTRY
Timber Committee renamed

As part of the review of its work, the Eco-
nomic Commission for Europe has
changed the name of the Timber Com-
mittee to “Committee on Forest and For-
est Industry” in order to better reflect the
Committee’s current focus and tasks. 
Through a joint programme with the Eu-
ropean Forestry Commission of the
Food and Agriculture Organization,
the Committee covers a range of for-
est-related subjects, in particular on the
interface between forest management
and the work on wood and non-wood
products and forests services. 
“A name is not about semantics” said

Paola Deda, Chief of the joint Ece-Fao
Forestry and Timber Section and sec-
retary to the Committee, “but about
identity”. The Ece Committee on Forest
and Forest Industry is addressing
much more than timber and the new
name makes justice to its functions”.
In addition to preparing a new pro-
gramme of work, the joint bodies are
developing an Action Plan for the for-
est sector in the green economy. The
plan identifies the forest sector as a key
sector in guiding the transition of the
Unece region towards a stronger and
greener economy. ■

PROMO LEGNO
International conference “Wood-growing cities”

It will take place in Milan on May 24th

at the Auditorium of the “Gruppo 24
Ore”, via Monte Rosa 91, the interna-
tional conference organized by pro-
mo_legno entitled "Wood-growing
cities".  Free admission to availability.
Wood as a building material has gained
importance, considered unthinkable un-
til a few years ago.
The global awareness about the ex-
ploitation of natural resources and the
environment has led to a new way of
thinking in the field of architecture.
Research has made significant im-
provements in fire safety and acoustics
of wood construction and development
of new materials combined with com-
puterized calculation and production
now allow new forms of design.
With the increasing use of wood in con-
struction, in our cities and in our coun-
tries is flourishing a "second woods"
and, with it, an important containment
reservoir of carbon dioxide which con-
tributes to improving the climate.
One of the oldest building materials
contributes decisively to an architec-
ture-conscious exploitation of re-

sources, a familiar material is today
stronger than a new versatility. These
are the messages that wants to spread
the international conference "Wood-
growing cities", by which is meant to
raise public awareness about the trans-
formation of wood as a building mate-
rial for the construction of contempo-
rary buildings.
Further information at www.promoleg-
no.com. ■
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SCM GROUP
A historic debut at the Saloni in Milan

The tools for transforming a great idea
and a splendid project into a practical,
effective and functional product. Being
a link between great ideas and great
projects and making a dream reality.
This is the mission that Scm Group has
been pursuing for over sixty years.
A strong commitment that received im-

portant confirmation in Milan from 9 to 14 April in the pres-
tigious setting of the Milan Furniture Fair, the largest, most
famous and most popular exhibition of furniture and fur-
nishings worldwide.
Here, they havel presented “I Wood Like - Handmade &
digital crafting” event which is essentially a concrete, prac-
tical demonstration of how an idea for a chair, a table or an
item of furniture becomes a finished product and how this
can provide an excellent opportunity for many young peo-
ple in the future. All this with the help of technology.
A unique, extraordinary occasion in which woodworking
machinery has been taken into the "Mecca" of world furni-
ture and design representing the best of Italian and inter-
national manufacturing for the first time ever. 
The project involved Scm Group working alongside Fed-
erlegnoArredo (the Italian federation of companies involved
in the transformation of wood and its derivatives) and Cul-
turalegno (a cultural association that promotes the culture
of wood and traditional, handcrafted and artistic wood-
working) who will work together to demonstrate the many
transformation processes available as well as the underly-
ing values and the possibility that wood offers of experi-
menting with your own creativity and starting your own busi-
ness.
In a stand covering 480 square metres near the Salone Satel-
lite – the area that the Furniture Fair has always set aside
for young people, designers and up and coming compa-
nies – FederlegnoArredo, Scm Group and Culturalegno
demonstrated how to transform raw materials into finished
products using handcrafted processes (with practical
demos by the Culturalegno Association) or ones that use more
innovative, high performing technologies. The “Tech Z5” Scm
Machining centre was in action in Milan and will be used to
create the “Vaulted Table”, a splendidly innovative
“table/sculpture” designed by the London-based Bloom-
lab Architecture & Design.
In an adjoining area, FederlegnoArredo will present its work
in support of the Nuovo Polo Formativo del Legno-Arredo,
a new wood and furniture training centre, which will start op-
erating in Brianza next October. ■



FAIRS
Komaf 2013 (Korea machinery fair)

Komaf 2013 (Korea Machinery Fair),
which has been held biennially since
1977 as a leader of machinery exhibi-
tion, will be held again from 16 to 19 Oc-
tober at Kintex - Korea International Ex-
hibition Center. It is organised by Koa-
mi (Korea Association of Machinery
Industry). Merebo Messe Marketing
based in Hamburg/Germany is the rep-
resentative for Europe and America
(www.komaf.merebo.com).
Komaf 2013 is divided into several ar-

eas such as motion control & factory au-
tomation, machine tool, plastic & rubber
technology, industrial plant & equipment,
cargo & logistics, heavy electrical equip-
ment, air-conditioning & refrigerator
technology, pneumatic & hydraulic
technology, test & measurement, envi-
ronmental technology, parts & materials,
nuclear power equipment and Korea
Venture. 751 exhibitors from 24 countries
and more than 91000 trade visitors at-
tended the last Komaf in 2011. ■

PALLMANN
New managing director 

Since April 01, 2013 Dirk Homann is the
commercial managing director of Pall-
mann Maschinenfabrik Zweibrücken
GmbH & Co. KG as well as its general
partner GmbH, Ludwig Pallmann Ver-
waltungsgesellschaft mbH. To prevent in-
solvency of the Pallmann Group, Siem-
pelkamp Maschinen- und Anlagenbau
GmbH & Co. KG acquired a qualified mi-
nority in both companies in April 2012 via
its wholly owned subsidiary Siempelkamp
Maschinenfabrik Beteiligungs-GmbH.■

FAIRS
"Klimainfisso" hit the target

"Door and window" remains one of the
sectors of the construction industry
able to offer a vision towards recovery,
not only for innovation capacity of
manufacturers of components and
systems, but also for the world of fairs.
This is the clear message that comes
out of the first edition of "Klimainfisso",
the new trade fair of the production of
doors and windows promoted by Fiera
Bolzano, which was held from March
7 to 9. With over 130 exhibitors ex-
hibitors from Italy, Austria, Germany,
Poland and England, the event was at-

tended by about 4,500 visitors. Fea-
tured were not only the latest technol-
ogy but also the know-how and ex-
pertise gained by companies in the field
of windows, doors and facades, which
drew professionals, technicians, fab-
ricators and retailers looking for solu-
tions for high performance enclosures,
as well as an opportunity to study with
an international conference dedicated
to regulation for construction prod-
ucts, proper installation, shading sys-
tems, applications, glass-making, en-
ergy efficiency. ■

Dirk Homann.
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FAIRS
More than 20,000 people at Legno&Edilizia 

The 8th biennial, international Leg-
no&Edilizia fair about the use of wood
in construction took place at Verona Ex-
hibition Centre from 14 to 17 March.
More than 20,000 professional visitors
from all over Italy and further afield
came to see the latest offerings from
170 European companies in the exhi-
bition and to take part in the four days
of conventions, seminars and talks. The
large number of visitors from all over
Italy highlighted the great interest
shown by the country’s market in this
area of construction, which is growing
despite the crisis. The figures show that
5,000 wooden homes were built in 2012
(+20%). By 2015, the volume of resi-
dential wooden constructions is ex-

pected to double. It will account for 12%
of the new housing market, which has
been suffering from serious stagnation
for years.
The event gave prominence to a com-
prehensive range of the latest products
from Austria, Denmark, Germany, Ire-
land, Italy, Luxembourg, Poland, the

Czech Republic, Romania and Switzer-
land, including materials, wood, tech-
nology, software and machinery. There
was also a packed schedule of sessions
promoted by universities, associations
and manufacturers. 
The events at the exhibition on Sunday
included guided tours of wooden homes
for the public and professionals, and the
prize-giving ceremony for the “Wood
Species & Design” competition, which
involved the creation of an original
item for play or practical purposes
and was organized by Piemmeti SpA,
Icar 12 at Iuav University in Venice, the
Land and Agricultural & Forestry Sys-
tems Department of the University of
Padua, and Tecnologos magazine. ■
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FAIRS
Feria Habitat Valencia powers up: all together in February 2014!

Feria Hábitat Valencia has al-
ready drawn up the master plan
for its next edition, which takes
place from 11th to 14th February
2014 and will celebrate 50th an-
niversary.  One of the major new
features of the show is that it will
be running at the same time as
the two other major Spanish
trade fairs related to interiors: Ce-
visama and Fimma – Maderalia.
The move has the backing of all the
sectors involved and is designed to cre-
ate synergies between the four exhi-
bitions so that visiting professionals gain
an insight into all areas of industry re-
lated to the home. The initiative is
unique amongst the specialist inter-
national fairs and has been launched

in response to the changes in the in-
dustry and in business models.
Taken together, the content of these three
fairs offers a showcase, on a scale
never seen before, dedicated to interi-
or design, decor, architecture and the
home and embracing furniture, lighting,
home textiles, ceramic coverings, mar-

ble, kitchens, bathrooms, doors,
windows, parquet and laminated
flooring...in short, everything that
could be needed to fulfil a com-
plete design project for a habitable
space. What is more, the appeal
of each individual fair to Spanish
and international professionals
will be further enhanced by the
fact that this content will also ap-
peal to their clients in the in-

creasingly important contract market
(equipment and resources for com-
munal facilities).  This target market con-
sists mainly of architects, interior de-
signers and decorators who are look-
ing for comprehensive decorating so-
lutions and account for over 20 percent
of all visitors to each of these shows. ■
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PEOPLE

“The crisis exists. That’s undeniable. An extreme-
ly long and heavy crisis. But it is also true that it has
not brought everybody to their knees, it has not af-
fected people to the same extent”. This was the start
of our chat with Ambrogio Delachi, president of
Acimall and experienced “sailor” in the wood in-
dustry. As it often happens, we asked him some time
for a few remarks and views to introduce this issue
of Italianwoodtech dedicated to the German May.

“The situation is difficult for many”, he continued.
“But all those who have managed to organize them-
selves in the right way and on time, all those who
have been far-sighted, today are not experiencing
a dramatic situation. It is undeniable that since 2008
a global “economic transformation” has been oc-
curring, but there are still companies resisting the
shock wave, terrible as it may be.

And we are back to the same old story that I have
been personally repeating for many, too many
years:  we have experienced decades during
which customers fought to have our machines, years
of strong demand. It’s no longer like that: today it is
vital to have the right organization from a di-
mensional as well as technical and product
point of views. We need to be able to understand
– and, much better, to anticipate – the needs of our
market, providing our customers with technologies
combined with proper technical solutions, without
which it is impossible to survive in an increasingly
sophisticated, competitive and demanding market. 
Italy has always boasted excellent companies, but
when it was the time to significantly invest in "high
technology", this was not done and so they let for-
eign competitors overtake them. Today we are ex-
cellent promoters of mid-range technology, but we
are not able, in most cases, to propose and be kept
into consideration for the supply of big and tech-
nologically advanced equipment with high level of
automation. We can still count on many niche com-
panies that are recording great success in global
markets, but they represent niche markets however.
It’s a business of big numbers, where we are
squeezed between German high-end technology
on one side and emerging countries’ manufactur-
ers on the other side, whereby we cannot certain-
ly compete with the latter in terms of pricing”. 

Mr. President, where did we go wrong? What have
we missed?
“In the companies producing furniture and wood
technologies, process experts are missing. We
are convinced that a wardrobe or a chair are always
produced in the same way:  that’s not true. The pro-
duction process of a window or a stair has
changed and users look for suitable technical sup-

“DIMENSION, QUALITY,
FLEXIBILITY, SERVICE!”
These are the four keywords that have to lead the “revival” 
of Italian companies. There is the risk, unfortunately rather realistic, 
to be excluded from an increasingly demanding market.

Ambrogio Delachi.
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sighted banking system that cannot recognize and
protect good entrepreneurs?   
And I repeat once again: lots of our companies
need new energies both as to technical-tech-
nological side as well as in the sales area. It is
necessary to think about the cooperation with oth-
er companies more proactively and with an open-
minded approach, even with a limit to the sales as-
pect if it is not possible to act differently. We must
understand that there is no other way than creat-
ing joint-ventures, associations and companies
gathering five, ten complementary manufacturers
that know how to integrate their expertise and – with
the rationalization of their products – face togeth-
er a global market that asks for specific industrial
standards – otherwise unachievable by single com-
panies due to their limited resources.
A customer that is willing to invest some hundreds
thousands euros wants to know who is in front of
him, what are his credentials and his economic and
financial situation, who will deal with the assistance
and spare parts, how and with which times, who
designed the software and how he will ensure the
updating process or the necessary evolution.
Do I have to add anything else?
Investors are always very attentive, not because they
are looking for the lowest price but because he is
willing to spend also much more money exclusively
in front of certainties. Thus it is significant to have
a machine suitable for their process and ensure qual-
ity, service, assistance, updates and flexibility”.

“Let me conclude with two words that are really im-
portant, today much more than ever: I am talking
about “flexibility” and “customization”. Everybody
is pronouncing these words, but I am not convinced
that all of them really know how much they repre-
sent. We are not talking about making an orange
and a green chair, but to be extremely flexible also
on huge production lines that produce thousands
of pieces per time unit, customize with huge sim-
plicity the living room of Mrs. Maria as compared
to Mrs. Giulia's one without losing time.
We will be facing extremely difficult times, tests that
will not be passed by everybody. I am firmly con-
vinced that “made in Italy” has many things to say,
that we can continue on the way for which we are ap-
preciated in the world, but all the entrepreneurs that
have not had yet the strength, the knowledge or the
bravery to make choices that cannot be postponed
could soon perceive to have arrived too late…”. ■

port. And I add: not only in the definition stages of
the equipment or the purchase, but across the en-
tire machine lifecycle. Providing assistance and
post-sales services now that all sales are abroad,
and in increasingly remote markets, makes things
a bit more difficult…  
Second thing: takeovers and mergers seem to have
convinced everybody of the need to solve problems
at the industrial level and no investments have
been made on products, technologies. Too diffi-
cult, maybe, because in order to have success you
do not need to have experiences in huge assem-
bling lines but you just need to know the peculiarities
of wood and wood-based products processing. And
we have lost the expertise.
We visit potential customers and we ask them what
they want, what they need. A mistake. In my opin-
ion we would get more results if instead of “being
subjected” to the customer, waiting for his needs
we went to propose him to make the same things
but in a better way with reduced time and higher
profitability. Our must is to have the expertise to un-
derstand his problem and offer the best solution;
we must be the ones who propose. We are no
longer the problem solvers of thirty years ago, when
the customer knew where he wanted to go and we
told him how to get there.  Today our customers are
aware that things are changing but they struggle
to find those who have the tools to find an answer.
I repeat: we do need more wood technicians, peo-
ple who perfectly know the processes and adapt
the machines to the processes and not the
processes to the machines.
“If we add  – continued the President of Acimall –
that there are no more quantities, that we need ma-
chines with huge flexibility, allowing to ensure the
extreme finished product quality also for furniture
items of lower market-ends.
Today a high level of quality is a prerequisite, if
you buy a furniture item in retail chains as well as
in the shop of one of the most renowned design
brands, and furniture must also provide the buy-
er with necessary warranties as to safety and en-
vironmental impact”. 

At this stage what can we do?
“First of all we must receive different answers from
the banking system. How many excellent com-
panies have acted, invested and spent money to
do the right things and then found themselves in
deep water not for their fault, but due to a short-
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SCENARIOS

The year 2012 was really tough for the woodworking
technology industry, not only in Italy, but for all lead-
ing players worldwide. For this reason, we decid-
ed to compare the export trends of the major wood-
working equipment manufacturing countries, name-
ly Germany, Italy, China, Taiwan, Austria and the
United States.
The figures were processed by the Studies Office
of Acimall, which monitors monthly trade flows
based on customs codes corresponding to wood-
working technology.
The first thing to point out is a general trend of rel-

ative stability in foreign trade on a global scale,
with slight differences among the major competi-
tors. German and Italian manufacturers are syn-
onyms for quality, according to tradition, and con-
sequently they are a “forced choice” for anyone
around the world looking for reliable and effective
solutions, delivering the best quality of finished prod-
ucts. This does not cancel the fact that it is ab-
solutely necessary to keep a close eye on Chinese
technology, which is increasing its competitive
strength in some markets.

Going into details, Germany closed 2012 with ex-
ports decreasing by less than 10 percent, an all-
in-all positive result, considering that the two cen-
tral quarters of the year (April to September) were
characterized by a disappointing trend.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY:
GLOBAL COMPETITION

EXPORT BY MAJOR EXPORTING COUNTRIES
January-December 2012

Exporting country Total value (mio Euros) 12/11 % var.
Germany 1,776 -9.8
Italy 1,153 -3.7
China 701 3.3
Taiwan 460 -2.4
Austria 359 0.2
Usa 307 14.6

Source: International Trade Center.
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countries that purchase more woodworking equip-
ment from abroad. In the top positions we find again
Brazil, up by 25 percent, an even more significant
growth rate after the excellent performance in 2011. 
A special mention goes to the United States, whose
positive variation by 8 percent refers to a very high
value, around 450 million Euros; the increase is par-
tially due to the rally of domestic sales in the con-
struction industry.
Among the best performers we also find the Arab
Emirates, which in 2012 imported machines worth
more than 20 million Euros, with strong recovery
from the crisis years.

THE WORST CUSTOMERS...
Among the countries with negative trends, France
almost lost 15 percent points, while China fell back
by 22.6 percent, though the latter had to consid-
er that 2011 had gone far beyond expectations.
Italy and Spain confirmed their state of depression,
with reductions by more than 20 percent and do-
mestic furniture consumption and purchase down
to all-time lows.
The last mention for critical situations is Argenti-
na, once again facing a very uncertain national sce-
nario; in 2012 the country imported machinery for
19.7 million Euros, down by 58 percent. 

by Carlo Alberto Strada ■

Acimall Studies Office

Also Italy recorded a rally in the final period
(see article on page 30, Editor’s note), al-
though early signals in 2013 are not very en-
couraging.
Slight growth for China, topping the 700 mil-
lion Euro threshold and further widening the
gap from its competitor Taiwan, which suf-
fered from 2 percent shrinkage compared to
2011.
Export from the United States achieved
strong growth, mainly addressing the neigh-
bor market of Canada.

ABOUT MAJOR MARKETS
The first section of the report (summarized in
the charts on page 000 and 0000) compares
international competition in the key glob-
al markets for woodworking machinery im-
port.
The United States are still the top market on
a global scale. All big equipment manufac-
turing countries export large volumes to the US,
although in recent years we have seen an increased
penetration by Asian products, with China and Tai-
wan in the forefront. Excellent results also for
Germany, with over 100 million Euros, while Italy is
slowly restoring pre-crisis export levels.
In Russia, the market is dominated by Germany
and Italy, strengthening the 2011 result. Good re-
sults also for Chinese equipment.
Also China is a big machinery importer, where Ger-
many ships over 150 million Euros annually, at least
four times as much as Italy. 
In Europe, the two leading markets are still Germany
and France: the former – apart from Austria's results,
mostly due to geographic proximity – there was a
great performance by Italy, which in 2012 delivered
products worth over 100 million Euros. In France
virtually all supplies come from Germany and Italy.
Let’s close with Brazil, which is currently the most
significant emerging market, with a strong presence
of Italian and German companies with local oper-
ations; they are trying to approach this country de-
spite all difficulties caused by protectionist meas-
ures adopted by the government to the benefit of
local manufacturers.

TOP-50 CUSTOMERS
Some remarks about the second section of the re-
view by the Studies Office of Acimall, focused on
the top-50 import markets worldwide, i.e. the

EXPORT BY MAIN COMPETITORS
(quarterly trend values, million Euros)

Source: International Trade Center statistics processed by Acimall.

Germany Italy China Taiwan Austria Usa



SCENARIOS

USA

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION ON MAJOR MARKETS
(export by major equipment manufacturers, figures in million Euros)

Source: Int. Trade Center statistics processed by Acimall.

RUSSIA

Source: Int. Trade Center statistics processed by Acimall.

CHINA

Source: Int. Trade Center statistics processed by Acimall.

GERMANY

Source: Int. Trade Center statistics processed by Acimall.

BRAZIL

Source: Int. Trade Center statistics processed by Acimall.

FRANCE

Source: Int. Trade Center statistics processed by Acimall.
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SCENARIOS

In the final period of 2012, Italian export offered some
surprising trends, with a slight improvement of the re-
sults of Italian woodworking technology worldwide.
This is the evidence given by import/export figures
processed by Acimall, the association of Italian man-
ufacturers of woodworking and furniture manufac-
turing machinery and plants, for the year 2012. Last
year, Italy sold technology (tools not included) for 1,153
million Euros, down by 3.7 percent from 1,197 in
2011, however with a significant rally from expected
8 percent reduction based on the figures available
until few weeks ago. We remind you that the total val-
ue of Italian production, tools included, estimated at
January 2013, was 1,553 million Euros. So, the feared
“disaffection” of foreign markets has not occurred and
we can say there was “relative stability”, especially
if you consider this trend in relation to previous years,
which had been quite positive. The real problem is
still the Italian market, which has been standing still

for a long time. This is a worrying trend, as the Ital-
ian technology system cannot do without domestic
demand and compensate its decline with stronger
commitment on faraway and "tough" markets, which
absorbs time and resources. The business people
of “made in Italy” keep facing this challenge with ded-
ication and courage: our machines are all over the
world, with an extensive and consistent diffusion that
no other global competitor can boast.
But let's stick to the statistics published by the Aci-
mall Studies Office. The European Union remains
the top customer, with 524 million Euros (minus 6 per-
cent from 558 in 2011), obvious evidence that prox-
imity markets offer the best results. The top position
is taken by Germany, which was Italy’s best customer
in 2012 (104 million Euros versus 97 in 2011, plus 7.6
percent), as a result of a strong domestic market that
is investing in technology. 
Instead, there was a 16.9 percent reduction of Ital-

ITALIAN EXPORT TECHNOLOGY:
GERMANY IS THE “TOP CUSTOMER”
Italian export (1,153 million Euros, tools not included) were relatively 
unvaried in 2012, with a minor 3.7 percent reduction compared to 2011.

“TOP” MARKETS 2012
FIRST 10 MARKETS BY POSITIVE 
RATE OF CHANGE
(% variation compared to 2011)

“FLOP” MARKETS 2012
FIRST 10 MARKETS BY NEGATIVE 
RATE OF CHANGE
(% variation compared to 2011) 
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year. In Brazil, Italian export amounted to 61 million,
up by 18 percent from 51 in 2011.

Just a quick look at Oceania, stable around 15 mil-
lion Euros, before we move on to Asia, where the Mid-
dle East increased by 4.6 percent (47 million versus
45 in 2011). The Arab Emirates were quite interest-
ing; after a shrinking three-year period in 2009-2011,
they reached 11 million Euros, 70.3 percent more than
the previous year.
As you can easily imagine, Syria collapsed, while pos-
itive signals came from Jordan and Qatar which –
though with small volumes, just above 4 million Eu-
ros in total – feed hopes for an “interesting” future.
Two key markets are located in the Far East. One is
China (50 million Euros in 2011, 40 in 2012, down by
22 percent), where we had got used to more posi-
tive trends. It was a physiological reduction, follow-
ing massive investments in recent years; and we
should not forget it is a very far market, with plenty
of issues and constantly growing local production.
A peculiar situation is found in India, where in 2012
Italy exported woodworking machinery for 11 million
Euros, just 42 percent of 2011. It is worth stressing
that most Indian users look for traditional machinery,
which favors competitors based nearer to the coun-
try and rules out a substantial part of Italian technology,
which fits into the high-end of the market. In addition,
two Italian companies, Biesse and Costa Levigatri-
ci, have local production sites, which negatively af-
fect export volumes. ■

ian technology sales to France (88 million Euros ver-
sus 105 in 2011).
Poland consolidated its position (49 million Euros in
2012, 56 in excellent 2011), a country where Italian
companies have a strong foothold and interesting
trends. Spain continued its downward trend, it was
one of Italy’s key customers before the crisis, with sales
exceeding 100 million Euros, while in 2012 it stopped
at just above 24.
A stable situation in extra-EU Europe, which pur-
chased for 209 million Euros versus 204 in 2011. Rus-
sia was under the spotlights, offering great satisfaction
to Italian companies in recent years and driving growth
in this region. In Russia, Italy sold woodworking equip-
ment for 77 million Euros, 20 percent more than in
2011, which had already been an excellent year.
Ukraine and Belarus were also positive: Italian com-
panies are well established in both countries, though
with lover trade values, namely 10 million Euros in
Ukraine and 20 in Belarus. Satisfaction also from
Turkey, another established market that, in 2012, was
worth 40 million Euros for Italian export. Summing up
the results of these two macro regions, it is clear that
continental Europe is Italy’s top customer, ac-
counting for over 60 percent of Italian export.

Africa purchased Italian woodworking technology for
a value of 63 million Euros. There are no really inter-
esting trends and we still have to wait before we can
tell whether it is a real promise for the future. There
had been an upsurge in Gabon in 2011, with 17 mil-
lion Euros, but they dropped to 6 last year. Notice that
most Italian export is shipped to Northern Africa, both
for logistic reasons and for the fact that these coun-
tries are more developed.
North America is strictly dependent on the results
of the United States, which is still a major destina-
tion for Italian technology with 70 million Euros in 2012,
23 percent more than in 2011, but still far from the 110
million threshold Italy had reached before the crisis.

Mexico was constant (around 7 million), Canada
dropped (13 million Euros versus 15 in 2011, down
by 11.5 percent. However, these markets have
longstanding and profitable collaboration records with
Italian companies. The role of the United States for
North American economy is similar to Brazil for South
America, especially after Argentina’s downturn, again
struck by the consequences of heavy financial cri-
sis that also impacted Italian woodworking machin-
ery, dropping from 17 million Euros in 2011 to 8 last

2012 ITALIAN EXPORT
TREND OF MAJOR MARKETS BY COUNTRY
(Tools not included, in million Euros)

Δ% 12/11
Germany 104.6 +7.6
France 88.1 -16.9
Russia 76.0 +20.9
Usa 73.7 +23.5
Brazil 61.2 +18.1
Poland 49.4 -12.3
Belgium 47.1 -4.7
United Kingdom 46.8 +49.4
Turkey 39.8 -6.1
China 38.8 -22.7

Source: Acimall Studies Office, April 2013.
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We needed a breath of oxygen. We needed some
optimism, a new emotional spur, we needed to see
lots of people, hearing many languages, a valuable
sign for a made-in-Italy offer that is increasingly cling-
ing to foreign markets, because if we should live on
sales within the Italian borders, there is not much to
be happy about.

And the Milan days – from 9 to 14 April – welcomed
a big crowd from all over the world. We know well that
the Saloni are a well-lubricated “machine gun”, with
an attraction power of the good old times. The exhi-
bition and the Fuorisalone were one big party.
Maybe some events were a bit depressed, maybe
the crisis was still visible in the streets of the Milan
movida, but it's a fact that there was really much go-
ing on.
Entrepreneurs, the “economic actors” of this big show
will draw their conclusions in a few weeks, to see if
the figures on the plus side are increasing, if orders
are pouring in stronger and, maybe, some positive
signs also come from the domestic market.
Trends, fashion, glamor, design, creativity, that’s all
good, but after all, the ultimate purpose is giving con-
sumers what they need or what they dream of or have
loved at first sight. Then, consumers must be willing
to buy, or better, must have the financial resources

to do so. But that's banal: before the big media cir-
cle, before thousands of different and/or new things,
before a design that pays attention to all pockets, how
can’t you find something to buy? Something to real-
ly feel a part of this big show?

FIGURES
Let’s come to figures we can already send to files.
There were 324,093 visitors, including 285,698 in-
dustry operators from 160 countries (the rest were vis-
itors attending the sections and the days open to the
public). As many as 68 percent came from abroad,
versus 63 percent in 2011, the most similar edition
because it had the same biennial events (lighting and
office).
If you want to be choosy and look at 2012, we can
say that in the kitchen year (a product category with
a charm that SaloneUfficio and Euroluce cannot beat)
Milano had received 331,649 visitors, including
292.370 industry operators, 64.5 percent of them from
160 countries. And also twelve months ago, the most
“interesting” trend was the growing number of in-
ternational visitors, 6 percent more than in 2011.

The message for over 2,500 exhibitors attending the
furniture show and accessories exhibition, Sa-
loneUfficio, Euroluce and SaloneSatellite is clear: the

I SALONI 2013,
ANOTHER SUCCESS
Once again, Milan celebrated furniture, lighting and office furniture. 
Excellent results, plenty of people, great expectations that we hope 
will be confirmed by “after-Salone business”.
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al players. The numbers confirm the fact that the Fair
is a vehicle that enables its exhibitors to make the most
of very real business opportunities with extremely high
end operators. We need to start capitalizing on the
success of this last week without further ado” – he
concluded – “by going out into the regions and con-
solidating partnerships with those with their fingers
on the distribution pulse, in order to bolster our pres-
ence on the global markets and prevent any of the
effort we have put in thus far going to waste.”

“Interiors of tomorrow” provided the leitmotif for this
edition of the Saloni, with French architect Jean Nou-
vel’s seminal installation “Project: office for living” at
SaloneUfficio, showcasing five unique and singular
work scenarios illustrating the fact that a working en-
vironment has to be able to transmit creativity, in-
spiration and enjoyment..

“The success of this edition of the Salone del Mobile
is an important signal to our companies. However,
we absolutely must not let down our guard as regards
the internal market, which is evidencing signs of con-
cern that need to be tackled effectively and very swift-
ly”, said Roberto Snaidero, president of Federleg-
noArredo.
I Saloni are also an occasion to see how things are
going in detail; we report this analysis on page 000.

Well, that’s all. There would be much more, actual-
ly, but we are closing this issue of our magazine few
days after the conclusion of the Milan events, because
the "German May" is looming.
You will find more news in other sections, more facts
and events will be reported in the coming months.
We would like to close with a mention to the signifi-
cant interest shown by the political and institutional
world, a sensitiveness that has been really appreci-
ated in a period of great suffering for the entire industry
and supply chain, and a recognition to the Italian fur-
niture industry and the long and prestigious story of
Cosmit and the Saloni.
The Mayor of Milan, Giuliano Pisapia, attended the
opening, with visits from Giorgio Squinzi, head of
Italy’s biggest business lobby, Confindustria, the Pres-
ident of the Lombard Region, Roberto Maroni and
the Minister for Economic Development, Corrado
Passera over the following days. Other visitors to the
Saloni included Antonio Tajani, Vice President of the
European Commission and Lorenzo Ornaghi, Italy's
Minister of Culture. ■

world is watching us. And the world is still buying our
products, as we said.

The most active, according to the figures published
by organizers after the gates had closed, were op-
erators from Asia, the United States, South America
and Africa. “Interest also from the Russian region,
whose countries strengthened their participation with
a significant number of operators looking at the en-
tire product range exhibited at the Saloni, with a spe-
cial preference for proposals with high design con-
tent. A considerable number of delegations of Chi-
nese constructors and American architects were also
seen”, writes the final press release.

And it adds: “The Salone del Mobile has yet again
proved itself to be the most effective promotional tool
for creative excellence, a natural coming together of
business and design, and an unparalleled platform
for our tremendous expertise”, said Cosmit president,
Claudio Luti. “There was an extremely positive at-
mosphere during the Fair, testament to the fact that
even during these tough times, innovation, design and
communication are solid investment levers. The ex-
hibiting companies made huge efforts and significant
investments in order to present themselves in the best
possible light, attracting the attention of internation-
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We find the Federleg-
noArredo president in his
offices in Udine. It’s not an
easy period, for him as well:
the crisis is beating tough,
there is a lot to do to inflate
oxygen into the supply chain,
give some hints for the di-
rections to take, suggest the
idea that there are still great
things ahead of us. And
there are still few days before
the opening of the Saloni, as
we interview him on the
phone. It’s an essential date, especially for the fur-
niture industry that takes the lion's share, not to men-
tion the fact that the Milan exhibition is a tempera-
ture gauge for the health of the entire supply chain.

The first impression is that Roberto Snaidero is more
“thoughtful” than usual, worried about what he sees
around, about the current status of Italian business.
“It couldn’t be otherwise”, he says immediately. “Just
read the newspapers, listen to the radio or watch
tv, and you have plenty of reasons to be pessimistic.
Unfortunately, it’s no longer enough to think that a
business owner should be confident in the future,
otherwise he would change job. We can't hide be-
hind commonplace remarks or forcedly optimistic
attitudes any longer. The situation is heavy, the cri-
sis enduring… a tragic season, to be quite frank,
for our industry and the entire economy”.

“And then – Snaidero adds – we don’t see any de-
termination to create a context where companies
can act and react, shaking off fears and difficulties.
Recent elections have not generate a new gov-
ernment yet, and to be quite clear, we cannot un-

derstand who our inter-
locutors are, who can give
tangible answers.
In recent years, we have
pushed hard on lobbying.
We have submitted our re-
quests to ministers, members
of Parliament, representa-
tive of the economy, politics,
culture and institutions. We
have presented specific re-
quests, making it clear that
the survival of a pillar of
made-in-Italy is at stake, an

industry that gives substantial contribution to our
trade balance. But who can give answers, today?
How long can we afford waiting?”.

That’s clear. It’s no longer enough to create aware-
ness, to cry out the pains of an industry in big trou-
ble, to use a moderate expression: immediate meas-
ures are necessary, tangible tools, a system-wide
project that allows business owners to find the will,
the responsibility and the possibility to carry on.

“Export remains our lifeline”, continues the Fed-
erlegnoArredo president. “Our federation is sup-
porting tens of projects, initiatives, event to help the
companies we represent seize even the smallest
opportunity. There are many markets and results are
not the same everywhere. The crisis is not just in
Italy, with different strength and modes it is all over
the planet.
That’s why we must be even more attentive and
practical, provide our members with services to help
them carry on their business in an increasingly com-
plex and challenging globalization process, in-
volving both products and companies; this is a nev-

LOBBYING AGAINST THE CRISIS:
THE WOOD SUPPLY CHAIN RAISES ITS VOICE

Few days before the Milan Design Week, we met Roberto Snaidero, 
president of FederlegnoArredo, who does not conceal his worries 
for the stagnating market situation and calls for a strong reaction 
by the made-in-Italy world.

Roberto Snaidero.
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on a preliminary balance and an outlook for the cur-
rent year. The figures of the crisis that is striking
the Italian wood-furniture system can help identi-
fy the directions to take to get out of this standstill,
as we wait for a new season of industrial policy to
support made-in-Italy. The report is signed by Cen-
tro Studi Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo, once again
highlighting the alarming situation of companies and
urging politicians and institutions to face their re-
sponsibilities and include furniture in the list of goods
entitled to 50-percent tax deduction for construc-
tion renovation works.

DOWNWARD FORECASTS
Let’s start from current news. According to “Ter-
mometro vendite” – the survey by Centro Studi Cos-
mit/FederlegnoArredo based on certified sales
declarations periodically collected from wood-fur-
niture companies – 2013 started with a short breath,
with the domestic market standing still, or even falling
back: that’s the opinion of 90 percent of companies
(more than 630) involved in the survey.
Drawing a final balance of 2012, the Federleg-
noArredo member companies reaffirm the big dif-
ficulties on the domestic market, with a stable trend
in the final quarter: domestic sales results are still
negative (minus 10 percent compared to 2011), with
a moderate variation showing positive signs also
for foreign sales (plus 4 percent approximately).
The most suffering segments are those that depend
on the Italian construction and real estate market,
such as finishings, kitchen furniture and offices.
At the beginning of 2013 there are still no positive
signs, with a negative outlook for all companies in-
volved in the survey: in January, 60 percent of com-
panies still indicated falling orders, 30 percent stag-
nation and only 10 percent expanding business. 

Forecasts for 2013 are still negative for the do-
mestic market (only 17 percent of companies ex-
pect growth), while international markets offer
positive prospects according to 64 percent of busi-
nesses, especially for the companies that have been
able to strengthen their export propensity and com-
petitiveness on the international scenario.
Considering the number of companies involved in
the survey, growth will benefit a minority share: only
4 out of 10 companies (39 percent of respondents)
believe that 2013 will be a year of partial recovery
from 2012. The rest (28 percent) expect further
shrinkage or no variation (33 percent). 

er-ending activity, there can be no break, it must
be constantly supported and nurtured.
And we are alone in doing this, let’s be honest: we
can expect nothing from the government. The in-
stitute that supports international trade is restart-
ing to work after a “pause” of a couple of years,
whereby the only consequence was the cancella-
tion of any support to companies, and now a waste
of resources to re-activate the system, which we
would rather have invested differently”.

And he adds: “In this situation, there are really few
reasons to be optimistic… just look around, visit
the most important districts of our industry, and you’ll
see closed halls, weeds in the courtyards and on the
loading platforms. This situation is really heart-break-
ing, especially if you think how many entrepreneurs
and families are behind those empty buildings.
The situation is slightly better in wood constructions,
which are benefit from more favorable conditions with-
in a "wood system" that has been rejuvenated also
at association level, putting raw material and wood-
based products under the spotlights, more and bet-
ter than in the past. This proves that the federation
pays attention to all its segments, all actors, know-
ing that we can be strong only if we stand together”.

The interview with Roberto Snaidero is almost fin-
ished. It’s Friday, April 5. In four days, the Milan Sa-
loni is opening. A question on this subject cannot
be avoided, which Snaidero answers promptly: “The
Milan Saloni are an event that the world has become
familiar with, a great expression of design, creativity,
ideas that are and will be the foundations of the mar-
ket. It’s an exhibition with no equals, gathering over
300 thousand visitors and industry operators in Mi-
lan, a unique opportunity for the furniture industry
and made-in-Italy in particular. A big crowd of for-
eigners who can lay hands on our creations, a
shock of energy, liveliness and optimism, de-
signed, supported and organized to provide an op-
portunity for companies to play their own part on
a global stage”.

ITALIAN MARKET STANDING STILL.
EXPORT IS THE LAST FRONTIER
In 2012, and probably also in 2013, export is the
lifeline, the only one, for wood industry companies,
still waiting for the political institutions to take key
measures to relaunch national economy.
This is the current situation of the industry, based
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The best opportunities for made in Italy are found
outside the European Union. The markets where
companies are most active include Russia, France
and Switzerland, while the liveliest economies,
generating an expanding flow of orders according
to a wide majority of the sample, are Russia, the Mid-
dle East, North America including the United States
and Canada, and Eastern Asia. On the contrary, Eu-
ropean markets still seem to be punished by the cri-
sis. Russia is one of the countries with good op-
portunities, being the fourth export market with 888
million Euros and a dynamic trend of orders also in
early 2013. In 2012, the trade flow to Russia for the
furniture macro system recorded 9 percent growth,
while for the wood-construction-furniture macro sys-
tem the growth amounted to 29.3 percent. 

DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION, 
ENDURING STANDSTILL
Minus sign for turnover, import, domestic sales,
number of companies and employment: that’s the
trend that illustrates the poor conditions of the wood-
furniture macro system. According to preliminary
figures by Centro Studi Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo,
processed in November 2012 with outlook until
March 2013, last year production turnover
stopped at 28,483 million Euros (it was 32,083 in
2011), while for the current year the expected tar-
get is 27,200 million Euros, down by an estimated
4.5 percent. 
From 2012 to 2013, also import should decline (mi-
nus 5.8 percent) as well as apparent domestic con-
sumption, which has already fallen from 25 billion
Euros in 2011 to 20.5 in 2012, while estimates for
2013 amount to 18.3 million Euros (minus 10.6 per-
cent). Heavy impact on employment, with a
loss of 4.3 percent of employees and 6.7 percent
of companies. Instead, export is still the main driv-
er, with an estimated 2012-to-2013 growth by 5.2
percent, from 12.4 billion Euros last year to 13 ex-

pected this year. The balance is therefore positive
(plus 11.5 percent). The share on industry turnover
in the same timeframe is estimated at 10.1 percent,
which becomes 14 percent if you consider the 2007-
2013 period.

Stagnation on the domestic market is the factor that
most burdens the furniture macro system, in-
cluding furniture, bathroom furniture, office furniture
and lighting. According to preliminary 2012 figures,
last year recorded further reduction by 11.2 percent,
down to 10.4 billion Euros, with 9.2 billion estimates
in 2013. A better trend for export, with an expect-
ed 5 percent increase between 2012 and 2013, and
also a growth in terms of value, from 10.4 billion in
2012 to 11 billion in 2013. Production turnover is de-
creasing, with an export share at 8 percent, having
collected 10.1 billion Euros (it was 20.2 the year be-
fore), with forecasts at the beginning of 2013 for 17.6
billion Euros for the current year, meaning a 2.8 per-
cent reduction. Negative sign for import, with an es-
timated 5 percent reduction in 2013 compared to
the previous year (2.6 million Euros), and the same
for employment (minus 3.6 percent) and companies
(minus 5.3 percent).

Turnover and apparent domestic consumption
are decreasing; export is going well, sustaining busi-
ness in a scenario of enduring crisis. The economic
results of the wood-construction-furniture macro
system, related to primary operations, panels, semi-
finished materials for furniture, packaging and con-
structions, are still affected by the negative de-
velopment of the construction industry on the do-
mestic market. 
According to figures, production turnover in 2012
amounted to 10.3 billion Euros versus 11.8 in the
previous year, with estimates of further reduction
in 2013 (9.5 million Euros, minus 7.4 percent). Do-
mestic sales decreased by another 9.9 percent,
from 10.1 billion in 2012 to an estimated 9.1 in 2013.
Export increased from 1.8 to just below 2 billion Eu-
ros from 2011 to 2012, with 2.04 billion expected
in 2013, up by 6.3 percent and with a 14.8 percent
share on turnover (plus 9 percent in the 2007-2013
period). Import is decreasing (minus 7 percent), just
like employment (minus 5.2 percent) and compa-
nies (minus 7.8 percent). The balance between ex-
port and import grew by 137 percent in 2012.

by Luca Rossetti ■

in collaboration with Olivia Rabbi
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PREVIEW LIGNA 2013

www.ltf.it

Hall 17 - Stand A26
www.rekordsrl.com

Hall 12 - Stand E17

www.zaffaroni.com

Hall 25 - Stand A45
www.imeas.it

Hall 27 - Stand F53

www.ceflafinishinggroup.com

Hall 17 - Stand D32-F33
Hall 12 - Stand E45

www.garnigasrl.com

Hall 12 - Stand E17



How many thousands of edges, 
working centers, edgebanders, panels,
doors, hinges, cutting machines, floors,

paints, adhesives, cutters, tips 
– and so on – will we have the 
opportunity to see and touch 

in a few weeks?

How many tens of thousands 
of workers, entrepreneurs, buyers, 
journalists, pr and photographers, 

furniture makers, door makers 
and fabricators, opinion leaders 

and curious will we meet 
in the corridors of Ligna and Interzum?

And how many stories, 
how many hopes, how many projects,

how many budgets and concerns, 
how many intentions and 

how much satisfaction 
will we have the opportunity to hear?

It will be nice to be still among 
the many protagonists 
of the “German May”.

Il will be nice to realize that there 
are still “fruits” that can be picked up, 

as long as you have the ability, 
the strength, the courage.

This “focus on” tries to anticipate 
all this. Obviously unsuccessfully,  

despite all our good will!
Good reading and good fairs!

Focus on

ligna

interzum
Monday 6, Friday 10 May 2013

HANNOVER

Monday 13, Thursday 16 May 2013

COLOGNE
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LIGNA, TECHNOLOGY...

We have already poured tons of ink about Ligna
2013 in our magazines. In the previous issue, we
offered a comprehensive review of what is await-
ing us from 6 to 10 May. In these pages we want
to focus on specific information to complete the pic-
ture, after summing up the topical news, starting
from the fact that the German May will be opened
by Ligna, followed two days later by Interzum, the
biennial exhibition of supplies, semifinished ma-
terials, components for the furniture industry, to be
held from 13 to 16 May, reviewed on page 000.
Together, the two events will be once again a sort
of encyclopedia of the wood supply chain, all you
need for wooden houses, upholstery, furniture, in-
terior decorations and a hundred thousand prod-
ucts created with wood and wood-based materi-
als. A key reference from forestry to the packaging
of finished products.

SOME FIGURES
To give you an idea of what Ligna is, here are some
figures, starting from 1,700 exhibitors, a bit more
than 50 percent coming from 50 different countries,
distributed over a total exhibition surface of 130 thou-
sand square meters. They will get in contact with
some 90 thousand visitors from 90 countries, these
were the attendance figures of the latest edition in
2011. We will see if the crisis will have an impact on
attendance. One thing is sure: as usual, organizers
have done their best to bring an adequate number
of actors and spectators to the stage of Ligna. 
Talking about Italy’s participation, the Italian del-
egation will be – as usual – the biggest, with 300
companies. We will stop here, referring those
who want more detailed information to the report

we published in our previous issue, easily acces-
sible online at https://www.xylon.it/riviste.asp.

A LOOK AT THE INDUSTRY
At the presentation of the exhibition to the Italian
press, we got directly from Bernhard Dirr, man-
aging director of Vdma Woodworking machines, a
rich set of figures and information about the industry.

“Anyone who thinks they can get by successfully
with simple machines in the growth markets is in
trouble”, said Dirr. “Production cost increases of ten
to twenty percent in countries such as China, along
with rising technical requirements, explain the grow-
ing demand for high-tech machines and facilities
in emerging markets”. And he added: “The need
for intelligent facility designs and flexible, automated
machines will continue to grow with our cus-
tomers’ own experience curve. We see rising de-
mand around the globe for technologies that are
already successfully used in established markets
such as Germany.  This trend is sure to continue”.

RESULTS AND OUTLOOK
Dirr also gave a preliminary balance of 2012: “Af-
ter a lively 2011 the sector has stabilized. Based
on current estimates, German woodworking ma-
chine manufacturers’ sales in 2012 were stable.
Suppliers of primary processing equipment prob-
ably achieved slightly more than the industry av-
erage in 2012. Suppliers of secondary processing
equipment registered high growth rates in 2010 and
2011, resulting in a significantly stronger bench-
mark”. So, a slight reduction in sales is to be ex-
pected in these segments.

… and not only, though the business of machinery and plants 
for woodworking and furniture production is the core of the Hanover 
exhibition. An event not to be missed, opening up from 6 to 10 May.
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And what should we expect for this year? Can we
hope that something is going to change in 2013?
The Vdma manager was clear: “The association ex-
pects continued growth in 2013 in the low single
digits. North America and Eastern Europe will en-
sure further growth and hopefully more than bal-
ance out the continued weak demand in certain
Western European countries. 
One strength of German mechanical engineering
is its global sales structure. This makes us less sus-
ceptible than other supplier nations to regional vari-
ations in demand. 
This year LIGNA is once again providing an addi-
tional push for the industry at just the right time.
We’re eagerly looking forward to see the Hanover
fair gates open,” announced Dirr with optimism.

2012 EXPORT
In Milan, they also talked about German export,
reporting that German woodworking machines
dropped by two percent to 1.5 billion Euros in the
first ten months of 2012. With the exception of press-
es , almost every segment registered a slight de-
crease. The largest reductions were in exports to
Asia (minus 17 percent), the growth driver of pre-
vious years. Europe (plus 5.4 percent) and North
America (plus 7 percent) registered particularly
positive growth. In terms of individual countries,
Russia was the leading export market in 2012, re-
placing China. Russian customers purchased
machines from German manufacturers for a total
of 177 million Euros, a 28 percent increase from
2011. Following in second and third place are Chi-
na (175 million Euros, plus 11 percent) and Belarus
(93 million Euros, plus 431 percent). The strong
growth in exports to Belarus is primarily due to in-
vestments in the wood processing sector. 
According to Dirr “…the outlook for the US market
continues to be positive, with growth of 19 percent.
The turnaround of the real estate market is not only
impacting the price of sawn timber, but also ma-
chine sales”.

Let’s come to import, which rose by two percent
to a total of 286 million Euros in the first ten months
of 2012. “China is by far Germany’s largest sup-
plier, despite the unfavorable currency exchange
– Dirr noted – with a volume of 81 million Euros, ba-
sically stable versus 2011. Next come Italy at 48
million Euros (plus 53 percent) and Austria at 42
million Euros (plus 23 percent).

MARKETS OF THE FUTURE
Dirr also offered an analysis of the most interesting
markets in the near future. 
First of all, he made a distinction between demand
in mature markets, where the only way to grow is
pushing innovation and replace obsolete plants, and
demand in emerging markets, where growth is driv-
en by new needs.
Another factor to be taken into consideration is the
declining importance of Europe, especially West-
ern Europe, which is no longer the hub of big glob-
al trade flows, while Eastern Europe is getting
more important.
There will be opportunities in Asia and South Amer-
ica, where growth rates are very interesting. In North
America, the trend seems to be the same as in
Western Europe, i.e. progressive decline.
German companies see the best opportunities in
the short and medium term in countries with mas-
sive development potential. We are talking about
Russia, Belarus and Turkey in Europe; Brazil and
Colombia in South America, and China, India, Viet-
nam and Indonesia in Asia.

Dirr then added some general remarks, pointing out
that it is not really true that emerging countries are
looking for entry-level or mid-range technology.
“There is no single recipe to be successful in these
countries”, he said.
“Too many people believe that you can or you must
export only mid-tech and low-tech solutions to these
regions. That’s not true. Our experience indicates
a strong demand of high-level technology, be-
cause also in emerging countries, the costs of en-
ergy, raw materials and labor are constantly in-
creasing. So, even there, it is essential to focus on
energy and resource efficiency, pursuing higher lev-
els of automation.
At the same time, there is a growing demand of
goods and products with better and better quali-
ty and design. This translates into a new focus on
modern production technology, feeding interest
in made-in-Germany solutions, to develop new ways
of doing business and build stronger and stronger
local value chains".

To complete the picture, we add that German wood-
working machinery manufacturers are global lead-
ers, with an industrial system consisting of 200 com-
panies, 17,500 employees and a production value
for machines and tools close to 3.4 billion Euros. ■
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FRAVOL INTRODUCES NEW SOLUTIONS
READY FOR HANOVER!

“We are going to Ligna with the right spirit: we know
that we have to play the game on global markets,
and we know we have a product range that can
draw attention". Just few weeks before the open-
ing of Ligna 2013, this is the start of our conversation
with Andrea Volpato, co-owner of Fravol in Vigon-
za, near Padova.
We met him to feel “where the wind blows", to un-
derstand how his company is moving and what they
are presenting at the Hanover exhibition.

“We all know that export is an opportunity we have
to face – Volpato adds – as the domestic market
in Italy is “sleeping”. Made-in-Italy technology for
wood and wood-based materials is suffering, so we
have to define a program to address many markets
beyond the national borders. That’s how we imag-
ined, designed and built our “Fast”, the latest
edgebander by Fravol. The machine meets the cur-
rent demand for more affordable solutions, requir-
ing lower investment budgets, in line with current
working volumes. Our customers have always start-
ed with an entry-level machine and then upgraded
to more complex and performing solutions. Now the
trend is reversing, and entry-level solutions are much
more attractive. It is not a poor machine, it offers qual-
ity and technology, it is designed to be effective with-
out any compromise. With this machine we have
completed our range and we can provide customers

with any solution, from powerful equipment with high
production rates, down to simpler, cost-effective so-
lutions... but still it's a Fravol machine!".

“Ligna will be another occasion to present a solu-
tion that has captured the attention of operators and
we have been pushing for some time. I am talking
about “Fusion”, a patent of the German company
Sgm Shugoma for the application of “laser edges”
to panels without any laser! I will explain better: the
so-called “laser edges” are actually pre-glued
edges which can be manufactured with different
methods. The laser beam heats up the adhesive lay-
er that has the same color as the edge, so that the
edge can be applied to the panel with excellent vi-
sual results, as the “seam”, the joint, is virtually in-
visible. This Germany company we collaborate with
has achieved the same result without any laser, us-
ing a natural combination of heat and high-pressure
air. Combining these two elements in specific pro-
portions, you can generate the required amount of
energy to apply laser edges. You get the same re-
sult while reducing investments by 70 percent ap-
proximately, as well as with an easier process.

Also for Fravol from Vigonza, Ligna is a key event to look at global markets,
considering that the export share is expanding constantly….

Model “F400-23”.

Model ”Hot Air System”.
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This device has immediately drawn our attention
and we have incorporated it into our machines, in-
tegrating its operation also in our control software. 
We have also acquired the exclusive distribution in
Italy to retrofit this unit on existing machinery, an ide-
al solution if you want to upgrade a squaring-edge-
banding plant or line for the application of laser edges”.

Fravol has even more arrows to launch at Ligna, such
as the new control panels with touchscreen that
will replace old displays in all machines. Energy-
saving led screens (seven watts) offer excellent re-
sults in terms of pictures and graphical elements.

“We are “fond” of technology” – Volpato says – be-
cause technology is Europe’s resource. These
monitors prove it. We are proud of this solution, as
it represents a significant step forward in human-
machine interaction. We have been working hard to
have all controls represented by easy-to-understand
icons. It’s a sort of “universal language”. The visu-
al quality of the monitor makes them even easier and
quicker to read. This fits into our strategy to control
our edgebanders with proprietary software that runs
on a standard pc with specific features. You don’t
need any plc: with a machine you can easily find in
any store, you work with no problem, you download
updates, manage all controls very easily, with the
same familiar approach of your home computer. We
have initially applied this approach to high-end ma-
chines, now it has been extended to all edgeban-
ders. After all, technology is making huge steps, at
faster and faster speed, offering increasingly sim-
ple components. In Canada, just to make an ex-
ample, we have setup a 24x7 automated factory,
running 24 hours a day, seven days a week realized
in collaboration with our dealer Cnc Automation. A
powerful anthropomorphic robot, receiving instruc-
tions from a standard pc, handles the whole

process. When an order comes in, the robot gets all
the instructions for the panel to be produced. It loads
into onto a nesting center that cuts out the required
elements. The robot picks up the elements and feeds
them to the edgebander; meanwhile, it stores semi-
finished materials in the warehouse or brings the pan-
els for the next operation close to the loading tables
of the nesting center. The same robot loads the edge-
banded elements in the required size and shape into
the boring machine. In the final stage, the elements
are unloaded and the order is closed. Everything is
ready to be shipped to the customer”.

Last but not least, an agreement has been signed with
the German company Leitz, that will supply new pan-
el grinding units for the stage before edge gluing.
“These tools have excellent features”, Volpato says.
“They are made of aluminum, so their weight is ap-
proximately one third of a similar piece made of con-
ventional materials. This means less effort, less en-
ergy, lower moving masses, with great results in terms
of final quality. These tools are provided with me-
chanical-mount diamond cutting edges, ensuring con-
sistently high quality and a constant diameter over
time, an essential condition when high accuracy is
required for modern production processes”.

IN FRANCE…
As foreign markets are critical for success, why not
look for new and "stimulating" partnerships? That’s
what Fravol has done on the French market, as the
sales manager Alberto Faccin says. “We have sub-
scribed an agreement with Larenn, a manufactur-
er of vertical panel saws based in Couseix, near the
Atlantic coast, to distribute our solutions in France.
The first feedback is positive, because the product
is complementary to edgebanding and the compa-
ny has longstanding experience and knows how to
approach the market. The first signals and the results
we are seeing after the Lyon exhibition, the first event
we attended together, confirm that this collaboration
is effective”. ■
Hall 11 - Stand E48

Lay out e immagine della interessante 
esperienza canadese di una fabbrica automatica “24/7”.
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Isve company from Poncarale (Brescia), skilled in
vacuum driers and wood preservation autoclaves pro-
duction, will be present at Ligna Fair in Hannover with
a new two m3 plant, which matches drying and ther-
mical treatment functions. Their technicians studied
and verified the possibility to use vacuum technol-
ogy for wood thermical treatment; autoclaves with
capacity from 2 to 10 m3 are arranged and enforced
to heat wood until 180-230°C. From this procedure
we can reach a controlled pyrolisys in a no-oxygen
atmosphere and specified moisture which can
change aesthetics, physical and chemical wood
properties. High temperature wood treatment patent-
ed by Isve with brand Htvst uses as heating system
electrical plates inside a cylinder under vacuum. Vac-
uum presence and oxygen lack avoid heating and
energy dispersions and burning dangers. The pos-
sibility of pre-drying function of the machine allows
to begin the treatment with a uniform moisture of the
wood which guarantees the same colour in all the
timber. In addition to new technologies development
Isve improved also on industrial waste recycling sec-
tors and presents the widest range of shredder,
grinders and granulators on the market. With Isve
technical staff and special charpentry unit, the
company projects and realizes standard plants as
well as custom-made lines and demonstrates reli-
ability in post-saling through digitalization of assis-
tance services. ■

Hall 13 - Stand A08.

STORTI
“FLEX 60 M” AND “”PGS 350”

ISVE
FOR DRYING AND THERMICAL TREATMENT

Storti (www.storti.it) “Flex 60 M” is a mechanical
nailing machine with independent heads for
decks/stringer pallets; it is characterized by high
production, an automatic adjusting system, reduced
consumption of compressed air and electricity, lim-
ited noise level and high accuracy. It allows high
flexibility to use different wood quality and requires
a limited maintenance. “Flex 60 M” is the second

generation of “Flex” ma-
chines, seven years later the
production of the first model.
The Canter “Pgs 350” resaw
process has been designed
by Storti to produce a flexible
sawmill with small space re-
quirement and labour re-
duction. It can run with two

cutting configurations: log cutting and log cutting
with prism resaw.
Using the log cutting configuration, the two chip-
ping heads automatically adjust the cutting width
according to the log diameter. The 4/8 sawblades
installed on Canter “Pgs 350” are automatically ad-
justed too. Final product is: not edged side
boards, not edged central prism.
Using the resaw configuration the system produces
a stock of not edged central prism and resaw it.
The two chipping heads automatically adjust the
cutting width according to the prism width in order
to produce edged prism. The 4/8 sawblades in-
stalled on Canter PGS 350 are automatically ad-
justed too to produce wood beams. 
To complete a flexible sawmill, Storti is able to sup-
ply horizontal and vertical saw (for central prism and
side board/prism) with automatic stacking device. ■

Hall 27 - Stand C06.
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Dynamic and constant organization makes G3 a
notorius leader  company for quality and produc-
tivity and the innovation of tools for wood, plastic
and aluminium.
G3 company is operating in the wood working tools
businnes from almost than fifty years.We will be pres-
ent at the next edition of Ligna Exhibition in Hannover
with a selection of  tools, focusing on new lines of
high-tech products with also the  tools that charac-
terize the history of G3, like the multicut spiral cut-
ters, tools for chair production  and  for Cnc ap-
plication, always evolving to meet customer needs.
The  company  investments during the recent years
have been focused especially to the realization of
innovative tools: groups suitable for beams, walls,
doors and wooden steps anti slip , to equip cut-
ting centers of beams and carpentry. This line has
been studied for the green building operating with
policies and practices that respect the environment
and the human well-being
Also G3 has provided particular attention to the
“Hydro” tools, precise up to one thousandth of a
millimeter, designed to minimize vibrations and in-
crease the advance speed of the wood. In plan-
ing application with these  tools you can have a
clean result of the material without chipping, in pro-
filing you have a perfectly shaped surface.
These will be some of the strengths that G3 is go-
ing to present in Hannover, placing himself avail-
able to all those who will be interessed with all the
experience, expertise, passion and cooperation that
characterize the company itself and its staff. ■

Hall 12 - Stand E36.

INSTALMEC
HIGH EFFICIENCY MDF CLEANER

G3 FANTACCI
DYNAMISM AND ORGANIZATION

Instalmec (www.instalmec.it) will participate to the
"Ligna 2013". The team will be pleased to show their
visitors the latest innovations and are available to
offer their experience to discuss projects linked to
the Wbp, Osb, Mdf and pellet production plants.
Besides its traditional product range, Instalmec is
proudly going to present the new high efficien-
cy Mdf Cleaner. It eliminates nearly every kind of
pollutants contained in fibre wood. It is a system
much more efficient than the traditional ones as it
works in two stages; it halves the installed and ab-
sorbed power. Some characteristics are the ex-
cellent protection of press steel band, the improved
panel quality, excellent panel surface, increased
production of first quality boards, low production
costs and compact installation. Its innovative
cleaning system for recycled particle wood gives
98 percent guaranteed cleaning efficiency and al-
lows additional cleaning of finest fraction. 
State-of-art pellet production plants. A gravi-
metric separator as pre-dryer removes heavy
pollutants as stones, glass etc. A special com-
bustion chamber guaranteeing 20 percent of
saving on fuel thanks to innovative exhaust gas re-
cycling, with an automatic ash extraction system
and a special design for NOx reduction. 
The patented Low Pressure Drop Cyclones is for
application both in particleboard and in Mdf
plants. A very low pressure drop compared with
traditional cyclones (~50%): lower air speed re-
duces wear and saves electrical  energy thanks
to the lower pressure drop. ■

Hall 27 - Stand F16.
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FOCUS ON FINISHING, 
STEP BY STEP

For the 2013 edition of “Ligna” in Hanover, Cefla Fin-
ishing Group (based in Imola, near Bologna, a com-
pany specializing in painting and wood and wood-
based products lamination) will feature a series of
innovations from several brands, including signifi-
cant technological evolutions as well as important
product range extensions to complete the package
offered to the customer, with particular attention to
the reduction of costs and energy consumption.

CEFLA FINISHING
As to Cefla Finishing, the exhibited products will in-
clude “Easy” spraying machine, fully redesigned
and ensuring higher performance in order to con-
tinue to be a market reference. Polymerization, a

pioneering activity field of the brand since the Sev-
enties, opens a new era with “Uv-R Led”, available
in a completely led solution or with  the “Hybrid” ver-
sion to meet different market requirements: leds –
a very cold Uv light source -  ensure great bene-
fits for substrates like pine that are more sensitive
to temperature. In addition, the new “Uv-R Led” al-
lows to integrate a quick switch-on and off system
to ensure the highest power energy saving. 
The exhibition will also include “Uv-R Superfocus”
(patented), the UV oven suitable for spraying
lines with a width of 1,300 millimeters that – with a
single lamp – allows to dry workpieces on all sides,
with transparent as well as pigmented paints, halv-
ing the use of the necessary electric power and heat

Not single operations, but an integrated process consisting 
of evolved and innovative technologies: this is how Cefla Finishing Group 
is presenting at the international “Ligna” 2013 meeting. 
Passwords: flexibility of use, final quality and limited costs.

“Easy” Spraying machine by Cefla Finishing Group. “Uv-R Superfocus” oven.
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on the piece. “Prima” automatic spraying machine
is the solution to improve the effectiveness and qual-
ity of manual painting/finishing operations cutting
total costs of ownership. 

The automation is also the focus of the “iBotic” ro-
bot for panel spraying, a versatile solutions ensuring
high-quality finishing results also with particularly
difficult shapes and edges. The mechanical features
allow to obtain a speed of up to 130 meters/minute
of linear axis motion. The two arms are independ-
ent and can be moved one by one or jointly allowing
for more product changes in hidden times (while
an arm is operating the other can be washed and
loaded with a different product); they can be
loaded with the same product and work on the same
pallet contributing to reduce the spraying time; by
positioning the two arms at the ends of the machine
it is possible to spray in “spraying” mode. 

DECODIGIT
As to digital printing finishing, one of the last fron-
tiers of furniture design and indoor architecture cus-
tomization, “Decodigit” presents “Pixart Plot” sys-
tems for high-definition and large-format printing
(“multipass” solution allows to manage extremely
wide dimensions, also on furniture doors with reliefs)
and “Pixart 350 Single Pass”, for high-speed and
high-productivity printing, ensuring the flexibility nec-
essary to manage also very limited batches easily. 

FALCIONI
Falcioni will present “iGiotto” system for automatic
spraying of small and medium series of windows,
that integrates a very high-performance and relia-
bility anthropomorphous robot with the best vision
technologies and spraying techniques, applying
them to great Cartesian extensions of doors and win-
dows, also with a height of 3thousand millimeters.

A spraying tool that allows to
combine the action of two guns –
that can be activated simultane-
ously – ensuring the best appli-
cation of high-performance and
high-thickness water-based paints.

SORBINI
Sorbini will present the “Inert
Coating Technology” process
(patented), for the preparation of
the panel base of all kinds of sub-
strates (mdf, hdf, particleboard,
raw, hollow-core and much more)
with significant savings as to sur-
face covered, electrical energy,
CO2 emissions and, above all, paints, with a re-
duction of approximately 75 per cent of the envi-
ronmental impact as compared to standard lines.

At “Ligna” Cefla Finishing Group will also present
its “360 degrees” approach to panel finishing
process. This include “Smartedge”, an innovative
process, widely tested by several customers all over
the world, that allows to fill with filler particleboard
or mdf edges with extreme flexibility and ease, in
very limited spaces, obtaining a high mechanical
resistance surface. Sorbini will present a working
machine  for edge processing: for vacuum pig-
mented cycle on mdf edges as well as for filling par-
ticleboard edges with putty with the “Inert Coating
Technology” integrated process. 
“Smartparquet”, finally, is the optimal system for
wood flooring application of natural oils, oils and
UV paints, urethane oils and standard waxes, be-
sides dyes and pigmented products .

“Our goal – said Alberto Maestri, Sales Manager of
Cefla Finishing Group – is to be close to our cus-
tomers, mainly in this difficult macro-economic situ-
ation. We strongly believe that only through constant
process and product innovation we can be a unique
partner offering a complete package of customizable
solutions, specifically designed for our customers'
needs. All this without neglecting the financial stability
and sturdiness that Cefla can boast. Thus a unique,
proactive and, above all, reliable partner”. ■

Hall 17 - Stand D32-F33.

“iGiotto” system
for automatic

spraying 
of medium 

and small 
windows series 

by Falcioni.

“Prima” automatic spraying machine.
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TECHNOLOGY AND SOFTWARE
IN THE "LIGNA” SHOWCASE

Technological innovation and new software are the
main course that Biesse Group (leaders in wood,
glass and stone machining plants and systems) is
serving at the approaching “Ligna” in Hanover, Ger-
many, from 6 to 10 May. 
Based in Pesaro, one of Italy’s districts for the wood
and furniture industry, Biesse Group employs over
2,300 people in different production sites in Pesaro,
Gradara (Pesaro Urbino), Lugo di Romagna
(Ravenna), Alzate Brianza (Como), Bangalore in In-
dia, and branches/subsidiaries in Europe, North
America, Middle East, Asia and Oceania, plus at
least 300 resellers and agents in over 100 countries. 

As to technology, the big news on the internation-
al stage presented by Biesse Group will include the
innovative “Uniline” for windows, the five-axis
working center “Rover A”, and “Opera 7”, the lat-
est creation by Viet for wood surface finishing. 
“Uniline” is the Biesse innovative multicenter suit-
able for artisans and small and medium industries
looking for a flexible plant for the production of win-
dows and doors; it is equipped with loading and un-
loading system and its production capacity match-
es the specific dimension target. The solution is mod-

ular and can be integrated as multiple cells, which
makes it interesting also for medium companies will-
ing to plan an implementation project over time. It
can produce standard and special linear frames in
a continuous cycle unattended, requiring operator’s
action only for twenty percent of working time. 

The new five-axis working center “Rover A” is a flex-
ible solution that can produce very complex pieces
on one machine. Five-axis “Rover A” can execute

Biesse Group is stepping onto the global stage of the German 
wood industry exhibition with great news in technology and software. 
The ultimate purpose is to increase flexibility and optimize 
the production process.

A processing stage on “Uniline”

“Uniline” technology by Biesse 
for window production.
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boring and milling operations with five interpolat-
ing axes very easily, differentiating from other
products on the market for its capacity to position
a workpiece up to 225 millimeter thickness. The al-
lowed width of the workpiece is 1,660 millimeters;
the performance and flexibility of the machine are
maximized by the possibility to load a panel
measuring 2,100 millimeters, without any interfer-
ence with the machine's moving elements.  

The third news at “Ligna” 2013 is “Opera 7”, a finishing
center designed and built by Viet for the big indus-
try. Designed to be installed in high-productivity au-
tomated lines, it can perform all kinds of applications.
The proposed version (cross unit, roller, spinbrush, su-
perfinisher and cross unit) makes the machine suit-
able for applications ranging from the pre-sanding and
superfinishing of veneered and painted panels, to the
rustic brushing of raw or laminated panels, up to the
contouring of any type of element. 
The “Hp” technology, installed both on roller units
and on buffer units, combined with the big size of
abrasive belts (8,700 millimeters for the cross unit
and 3,250 millimeters for the longitudinal unit) and
all other available technological solutions, place
“Opera 7” at the high end of sanding machines for
the big industry. 

In a dedicated area of the exhibition stand, Biesse
Group will present the new software “bSolid”, an

intuitive and innovative solution entirely devel-
oped in house. “bSolid” allows to simulate and de-
sign, easily and intuitively, also for inexperienced
users, providing sophisticated functions to move
from concept directly to visual design. With
“bSolid”, manufacturers can progress from an
idea to a visual design in few steps, therefore from
drawings to the development of an entire program,
with just one click. ■

Hall 25 - Stand B41-D40.

Processing stages on the 5-axis working center “Rover A”.

The finishing center “Opera 7” by Viet.

A detail of the new promotion campaign for “bSolid” software by Biesse.
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Ut.Ma. (www.utma.it)
will introduce at Ligna
2013 two new
grinder. The circular
knives grinder mod-
el “Ac400” has been
projected focus our
attention at the ma-
chine design (er-
gonomic and com-
pact overall dimen-
sions) working flexi-
bility. It allows to
sharpening with an
easy programming the bevels of circular knives up
to diameter 400 mm. Two wheels are mounted on
the grinding spindle and allow two different grind-
ing options: grind with cup wheel or grind with pe-
ripheral wheel.
The H.M.circular saw grinder model “Al805”
equipped with acoustic probe is able to grind the face
and top geometry of the teeth in a single automat-
ic cycle. The main technical aspects are: face & top
grind in a single automatic cycle, full enclosed cab-
in with ability to run oil coolant, user friendly touch
screen control panel.
Standard capacity to
grind circular saw
blade up diameter
800 mm and on re-
quired up diameter
1200 mm. Acoustic
probe (option) is able
to measure some
saw information and
to make the position-
ing set up automati-
cally wi th out operator
intervention. ■

Hall 13 - Stand B73.

OMMA
INNOVATIONS AT LIGNA

UT.MA.
TWO NEW GRINDERS

Since almost 40 years, Omma (www.omma.com) is
a leading manufacturer of rolls application machinery,
including in its range of top quality level a series of
different solutions regarding cleaning, gluing, fin-
ishing, laminating and protection of flat surfaces.
Ligna  is the most important European possibility for
showing to our potential customers worldwide our

new proposals, the last
process innovations
and technical im-
provements of the
standard production.
Omma will exhibit a
demonstrating hot melt
Pur Hot Melt Pur glu-
ing line, highly suit-
able for HI-Gloss fin-
ishing with thin thick-
ness, from sheets or
from reels, complete
with cleaning systems
and transversal auto-
matic cut.
More specifically, it will
be possible to see at
work the “Spx”, trans-
versal brushing unit,
the “Hgs_Rc”, heated
rolls coater for “mirror
finishing” glue appli-
cation, as well as
cleaning and coupling

system for sheet materials, cleaning and coupling
system for materials from reel. And also the “Xpr”,
coupler/roller press and “X-Cut”, automatic trans-
versal cut.
It will be also present their laminators with automat-
ic cut” Pro-J” and “Pro-J_TF”, always more requested
to protect flat surfaces (wood, metal, plastic materi-
als, glass, etc) using self-adhesive plastic films.
Omma stand will be completed with traditional glue
spreaders for water base adhesives, integrated with
glue feeding and cooling automatic devices. ■

Hall 25 - Stand B81.

“HGS_Reverse_front”.

“Pro-J”.





www.pessaimpianti.com
info@pessaimpianti.com

PESSA IMPIANTI SRL
Via Claudia, 316
I-30023 Concordia Sagittaria (Ve) Italy
T. +39 0421 270 999 r.a.
F. +39 0421 273 999

We offer
complete solutions

Wood particle board, MDF, OSB
Biomass
Pellets
Briquettes
Wood dust
Wood wastes recovery
Animal beddings  

Flaking and 
chipping lines for

Machines and plants for wood size reduction

Forty years experience.

High capacity rectangular silosRefining mills

new

Automatic wood feeding systems

Hammer mills

Universal discontinuous flakersAutomatic wood feeding systems

Knife ring flakersDrum chippers

Storage and extractionSize reductionWood feeding

Animal bedding 
shaving machine
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MAURI MACCHINE AND GIARDINA,
“THE COURAGE TO CHOOSE”

“Yes, of course, there is a crisis: it’s been a period
of big problems and great worries... we have feared
having to take painful decisions for many people.
However, exactly in that period, in the worst moment
actually, we decided to acquire Giardina. Quite a
few said we were crazy. And we thought it as well,
but still we did it!”. 
That’s the start of our conversation with Giampiero
Mauri, owner of Mauri Macchine and, for a cou-
ple of years now, president of Giardina. To be hon-
est, we also had the same opinion: buying a giant
in trouble – with over 200 employees and a pro-
duction site of 20 thousand square meters totally,
11 thousand indoors – was really too much in such
a difficult moment for the industry and the entire
country. However, Mauri didn't want to see the end
of a global brand, a flagship of made-in-Italy, so he
persuaded others to joint the game, to accept the
challenge. So, he and his partners were the only
group to submit an offer. No one else had the guts
to stand up and take care of a huge asset of peo-
ple and knowledge…
“To change your life and your business, you have
to make decisions”, he says in his Giardina office,
in Figino Serenza. We look around and we see a
giant waking up again, a big factory, with large halls
full of equipment, machinery and plants that are
ready to be brought back to ancient splendor. We
understand why this meeting – which we had re-
quested repeatedly to Mauri, with little enthusiasm
on his side – has happened only now: they were
too busy revitalizing the giant. Now that things are
starting to improve, they can talk about it, they have
the time to draw a first balance and tell a story...

“We are working hard, but it’s not easy”, Mauri adds.
“Things are going much better now, but in 2010,

when we submitted our offer to the receiver, our
hands were trembling. Now revenues are growing
exponentially, until April 2013 our orders are 50 high-
er than the whole 2012. It's an excellent result we
are managing to translate it into organic, structur-
al and solid growth. We are turning a crazy dream
into reality. We believed in it, we accepted to suf-
fer, we put our business before everything else, shar-
ing this challenge with thirty people who have al-
ready come back to work.
Being an entrepreneur is somewhat like being a
priest. You need a vocation, set goals that are ab-
solute priorities, be ready to make sacrifices,

Our Ligna preview finally offered the opportunity to meet Giampiero Mauri
and talk about his decision to acquire Giardina, together with other 
business partners, including the Imex of Lenna (Bergamo). In these times 
of crisis and difficulties, this meeting brought a touch of optimism.

Giardina’s “R&D Center”.
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many sacrifices in some periods... be ready to give
up something, because business must come first,
the enterprise, the people who work there and gen-
erate wealth for many.
I am 65 and I have plans for ten years, possibly
merging Mauri Macchine and Giardina in one site.
A businessman must have a plan, a target. I hate

these thoughts at night, because they "eat up" my
life, my time; but in the morning, I can't do without..."

Clear words that illustrate the times we are living.
Sacrifice, passion, sense of responsibility, the
courage to choose. And to manage Giardina, an
industrial company, and Mauri Macchine, a “tailor”
business, with 90 percent make-to-order produc-
tion, ad-hoc plants, “…orders that we acquire be-
cause we can understand our customers, what they
need, and offer them what they expect of us”, Mau-
ri adds. Before being delivered, these machines are
assembled and tested thoroughly. All of them.

“We have seized an opportunity”, adds Piervittore
Turri, Mauri’s mate for many years. “We have ac-
quired a historical company, owning specific ex-
pertise in the territory, a renowned brand worldwide,
with a business that is mostly complementary with
Mauri Macchine. In this way, we can lend a hand
to people who lost their job... why not try to fix it?
And so, here we are.
Mauri Macchine and Giardina are two independ-
ent companies, working together when their joint
offer is a good opportunity. Two stories, two different
souls:  Mauri Macchine is focused on profile fin-
ishing, Giardina on panels; Mauri Macchine de-
velops special plants, customer-specific solu-
tions, while Giardina has an industrial approach for
bigger plants. It’s not mere chance that the two com-
panies have always collaborated. We must admit
that, in the current situation where the market prefers
one-stop partners and strong organizations, clos-
er integration yields results, because we have a
wide range of options we can offer to potential cus-
tomers. In big plants, designed to handle all kinds

A BIT OF HISTORY...

Giampiero Mauri founded Mauri Macchine (www.mauri-
macchine.com) in 1972. The company based in Cermenate
is specializing in the production of spray-coating plants for
wood in the furniture, profile and construction industry. Pro-
duction includes complete painting and drying plants for pro-
files with conventional, Uv and water-based coatings, spray-
painting and drying plants for panels, as well as special paint-
ing plants for doors, beams, windows, turned pieces and pres-
surized booths.
In few years, the market will be the whole world: technolog-
ical solutions and product innovation will increase accordingly.
In 1989, Finmach was established for consulting services and
painting system supplies abroad, then in 1993 River, focused
on customer service, spares and consumables.
In 2004 the group acquired Ventilazione Italiana, expand-
ing the product range.
In 2010, the acquisition of Giardina (www.giardinagroup.com)
in Figino Serenza, a company in the coating business since
the Seventies, developing more and more advanced plants
with successful applications in Uv, roller machines, solvent
and water-based coating plants. Environmental protection is
one of Giardina’s key goals, as demonstrated by the successful
introduction of the “MOS®” system, using selected mi-
crowaves to dry water-based coatings.

Some production stages.fo
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of painting cycles, we can integrate some “spe-
cialty” by Mauri Macchine... this has opened up new
business opportunities”.

“In such a difficult time, we have decided to take up
this challenge”, Turri adds. “We are based in Brian-
za, which is not the same as a couple of decades ago,
in a domestic market with lower and lower propen-
sity to investment, focusing on export that has ex-
ceeded 90 percent of production. The world is our
market: we are working well in Germany and we are
building big plants in England, including a huge line
for a major kitchen manufacturer, and one in France”.

Mr. Turri, what’s the real challenge of coating right
now?
“Providing solutions. At Giardina, we know who
we are, we know what we do. We have a tradition
of good machinery and we want to keep manu-
facturing good machines, do things like they
should. We are not making any compromise to fight
on price, although competition is very tough and
you cannot pretend that the price doesn’t matter
in a business deal. I want to add another answer
to your question, namely that our customers are of-
ten good furniture makers, they can process wood

and wood-based materials very well. It’s more dif-
ficult for them to know a process in detail, such as
painting or finishing in general, where results can
be achieved in different ways. What we offer is our
experience, our expertise to achieve results in the
most appropriate way for the product our customers
wants to create. There are many variables: the coat-
ing product, the application technique, the process
conditions. For this reason, we must act as tech-
nical consultants, presenting different directions and
options, their benefits and possible limitations. 
I add a third answer: a technological challenge we
have committed to, with good results, is "batch one"
in coating, i.e. finishing all different parts with no con-
tinuity, frequent color changes and very fast cycles”. 

“We have made big steps forward with water-based
coatings”, says Giampiero Mauri. “In the wood-
working industry, this is one of the favorite solutions,
also thanks to the performance achieved by Uv
lamps, which are increasingly effective and ensure
applications with excellent results. Giardina and
Mauri Macchine have all the answers the market
is seeking. We keep traveling around the world to
make sure that everyone knows what we can pro-
vide, and the results are rewarding our big efforts.
I repeat: the crisis exists only for those who accept
it. If you don’t give up, if you keep searching for the
smallest opportunity in all corners around the
world, there will always be something to do.
This is the spirit we are taking to next Ligna, where
we are showing who we are and what we can do.
Among other things, we are exhibiting three robots,
which are the most representative technology of our
company, one for windows, one for large-volume
painting lines and one for “booths”. It will be another
opportunity to make and to choose…”. (l.r.) ■

Hall 16 - Stand A12.

Some products.
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MAGGI ENGINEERING’S CELEBRATION:
50 YEARS OF TECHNOLOGY

The evolution of the product range has followed, and
continues to follow accurately, the growth process
of the craftsman. And an international exhibition
stage such as Ligna in Hanover, Germany, is a his-
toric meeting not to be missed. These are two of
the main features of the story of Maggi Engineer-
ing, founded exactly half a century ago, in 1963,
in Certaldo, near Florence.
Starting as a manufacturer of automatic feeders for
woodworking machinery (“Steff” feeding units), to-
day Maggi Engineering – a facility with five thousand
square meters – provides “evolved” craftsmen with
a complete solutions’ package: besides feeding units,
radial arm saw, single-head and multi-head boring
machines and edgebanders. The will to grow and
invest to compete in the market has never lacked
even during the most critical years of global crisis
when the company continued to invest to improve
the quality and performance of its production.

Close to the historic owner and founder Lionello
Maggi, his son and daughter Stefano e Stefania
Maggi have been working in the company for over

twenty years. And it was with Stefania Maggi, Sales
Manager, that we talked about the results obtained
during fifty years of history and about the future,
starting from the next edition of “Ligna”.

Mrs. Maggi, how have machines and customers
changed in this particularly difficult period?
“Many of our customers have been working with us
for ten, twenty, thirty years. Customer loyalty is one
of our key strengths: Long and profound relation-
ships with mutual satisfaction. They know our
products, they know how we work, what we believe
in. They came to us to ask for simple feeding units,
our aces in the hole, our passe-partout, and then
they chose also all other products we have been
developing during these years.
We began with the installation of feeding units on
spindle molders, complementary equipment, sim-
ple aggregates that have experienced an evolution.
Today we can say that we are the market leaders,
that we have been so attentive and competitive that
we basically remain the ones to propose them.

The core of Maggi Engineering’s vision is the offer 
of a complete solution package for handicraft businesses.
A way to proactively support one of the most dynamic segments 
of the made in Italy industry.

Stefano, Lionello and Stefania Maggi.
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Indeed since the end of the Eighties we have been
monopolizing the market... For some fifteen years
we have been facing - just like many others - Asian
competitors but we are however the only European
manufacturers. We can count on a top-quality pro-
duction, effective service and our customers’ af-
fection. The feeders is still a winning product, last
year as well we produced about five thousand units.
Not bad for the crisis time that we are experienc-
ing… But we have done and we still do - fortunately
- much more: Through-
out the time, we have
added the production
of radial arm saws
and vertical cutting
machines, the latter
included in the cata-
logue until the Nineties.
Then we have started
with the development
of boring machines,
that currently account
for 60 percent of our
turnover and that we
believe they can grow further because they rep-
resent a product family for which we want to be the
reference company. In more recent time we have
also introduced edge-banding machines.
We could say that the “poor” feeding unit has
opened the doors of customers who have bought
the other machines we produce later, a product
range that has evolved in fifty years of history, has
been shaped according to our market vision and
our partners' needs. In 2012 our turnover reached
six million five thousand euros with an increase of
15 percent as compared to the previous year; to-
day the production of feeders only accounts for 20
percent of our turnover”.
What is your position with regard to a market that
is always looking for new technologies?
“We cannot ignore our DNA: We are a handicraft
company, considering the best meaning of the term.
We care of our product, we feel the passion for what
we do, we pay the highest attention to our cus-
tomers with whom we have a constant, continuous
and deep relationship. These elements represent
a strategic choice, they allow us to proudly consider
ourselves as a "handicraft company". As I said be-
fore, throughout the years we have listened to what
the market was asking for and we have decided to
produce the solution we felt closer to us, that we

believed they could
ensure good results. 
This has been the case
in the period when we
have decided to pro-
duce multiple boring
machines as well as for
all the other machines
that are still part of our

range today.  The underlying-theme has always been
and still is the production of machines for crafts-
men, designed and developed to ensure the high-
est quality, flexibility and performance for joineries
that do not manage big series production batches.
This orientation has allowed us to develop a NC au-
tomatic through-feed boring machine, “Boring Sys-
tem Evolution” that meets the above-mentioned re-
quirements and “21 Technology”, a single-head bor-
ing machine that has been integrated with in-
creasingly high-performance electronic devices
even if it is a semiautomatic machine”. 

… for an increasingly evolved craftsman…
“Absolutely. And that has allowed us to grow and
to talk to the entire world: Italy is always less “at-
tractive”, with a suffering market that has pushed
our exports up to 90 percent of the production”.

This year you celebrate fifty years in business. Mrs.
Maggi, today is your company the one created by
the founder or by the second generation…?
“My father, Lionello, 76 years old, is not thinking
about the pension at all! He is still in the compa-
ny and takes part in our job actively. He is the clas-
sic entrepreneur of the Sixties: a great adventure
spirit, a self-made man with the will to do things ,
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with job ethics, willing to work night and day... if only
there were more people like this today… This does
not exclude that my and my brother Stefano have
given “our contribution" just like our partners Mau-
ro Landi and Lidia Gianni and our cooperators.
Today a company must be a team: If the first thir-
ty years have been the “years of the founder”, the
last twenty years are closer to us… Consider that
during the last ten years there have been huge
transformations that have changed the global
economic and political situation significantly; we
have witnessed a “natural” selection of manufac-
turers as well as of resellers and also Maggi En-
gineering has had to reconsider its way of operate
in the business world, with a future vision more fo-
cused on a smart growth, a watchful management
and a 360 degree cooperation spirit".

Let's talk about next “Ligna”: Consolidation or in-
novation?
“Mainly consolidation. Exhibitions have changed as
compared to the past years, even if they still are
events not to be missed. Also this year we will pres-
ent some new applications, the result of the work

of our technical office staff, led by my father: some
machines have been redesigned, some others have
been provided with patented technical improve-
ments increasing their performance. For us it re-
mains an important showcase thanks to which we
can grasp new opportunities and get new contacts”.

And for the next fifty years?
“It will be tough but we will make it, there will be new
standards, a new scenario in which we will have to
operate. We have had capacity, luck, will and de-
termination for fifty years and there have been so
many difficult moments. Now we want to go on and
grow further.
As to the future we think positively about the coop-
eration between complementary companies to ad-
dress to the market jointly, with the necessary en-
ergies to work with all over the world. If everybody
shut themselves up in their citadels we will leave the
others the opportunities that could be successful for
our companies: we need to overcome the Italian self-
ishness and act together to open new spaces where
made in Italy is still much appreciated.
I, we, have a dream for the next fifty years: to be
an excellence in all aspects and meet customers’
requirements, be always close to them and manage
our work to provide great satisfaction for everybody,
entrepreneurs and employees, so that everybody can
be prouder to part of an organization.
The achievement of this goal does not only depend
on us but we are focusing all our efforts in this di-
rection to feed this proactive and creative sprit on
a daily base and really ensure this opportunity”. ■

Hall 14 - Stand G24.
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edgebanders and numerical control working cen-
ters are the core business of Casadei Industria, with
manufacturing operations based in the Republic of
San Marino, founded in 1994 to produce automat-
ic edgebanding machines for handicraft and small
industrial businesses. The product range current-
ly includes three families: “V” (machines for pre-
glued edges), “K” (machines with glue pot) and “KC”
(machines with chain feeding). These are comple-
mented by numerical control working centers for
wood, aluminum and composites in general. Every-
thing is made in two factories, each specializing in
a “destination sector”, with over fifty thousand
square meter areas in total.
But let's take a step back: the Casadei
Industria history reflects the deci-
sions and lives of the Casadei fami-
ly, now at the third generation.
The relationship with the woodwork-
ing technology business dates back
to 1947, which makes this company

one of the oldest in the industry. Giovanni Casadei
founded Casadei Macchine, then his children
carried on the business. Much water ran under the
bridges: things change, families change and take
different directions.
In the years of mergers and acquisitions, the
company was sold to Scm Group.
But the passion for those machines and that busi-
ness was too strong. After a few years, Sergio Mu-
ratori, free from all constraints, decided to start over,
and here comes Casadei Industria. It was 1994. To-
day the company is guided by Andrea and Anto-
nio Muratori, whom we “framed” for this interview.
Small (but most of all easy to use and manage over

time) and beautiful are still key suc-
cess factors, and Casadei Industria,
which is not so small after all, likes this
“strong concept”.
Maybe because everything is closer,
more immediate; maybe because you
can perceive market moods more
quickly; with the support of well-tar-
geted sales strategies and commer-

cial operations, for almost twenty years the company
has proved that, even in difficult economic periods,
you can find your own, profitable, business niche.

Mr. Muratori, the name of your company is a syn-
onym for edgebanding….
“That’s true: our roots are in the production of edge-
banders for joiners, although for some time now we
have approached new sectors and applications;
new challenges for new opportunities.
We have several edgebanding patents that ensure
significant competitive margins. Our technical de-

Edgebanders and vertical working centers 
for joiners and small businesses 
are the specialization of Casadei Industria. 
A combination of ease of use, simple approach 
to production and business competitiveness.

Antonio Muratori.

WHEN SMALL 
IS BEAUTIFUL
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partment leverages these opportunities with great
commitment and consistency. We have a young
team, with solid experience in edge application; but
this is just a starting point, because the ultimate goal
is to go further, work well, keep high standards for
our technology, possibly revisiting solutions installed
on high-end machinery to make them available also
on products that require lower investments. One of
our daily challenges is to understand what we have
to do to get the best quality, and implement this into
our machines at the lowest possible cost, so that
the results enabled by sophisticated technology are
also accessible to small joiners.
This strategy works: we are satisfied with our results,
and having financial resources means we can in-
vest in research, in the development of new ma-
chines, in the protection of our business with a num-
ber of patents".
We made a clear choice when we established
Casadei Industria, targeting a specific market
niche: small machine with high technological con-
tent, conceived for joiners and with a global vision.
United States, Spain, France, Australia… Our for-
mula has worked: these and other markets have ap-
preciated the availability of easy-to-use machines
with high productivity rates and quality that compares
with bigger squaring-edgebanding machines.
You know that, in Europe, there are 400 thousand
family-run joiner’s workshops, with father, one or two
children, the wife in charge for accounting and sup-
plier relationship management.
It’s a small-scale business, but not a small world,
full of flexible micro companies, quick to act, pro-
duce, adapt, repair. These companies look for small

but performing and durable equipment.
Today we have 70 employees and we
have felt the crisis, though not so
much. It’s a looming threat, a disturb-
ing travel companion you often think
about, but we are facing it with caution
and peace of mind”.

What about your working centers, Mr.
Muratori?
“In 2003 we launched the production of
vertical working centers for wood
and composite aluminum.
We were looking around to find a
complementary business to edge-
banding, and we found an opportuni-
ty: we acquired the full package, again
considering a product for joiners, with-
in a certain price range and a small
footprint. It worked, and now we have
a two-thousand-square-meter hall for
this product, which is bringing good
satisfaction”.

Are you strongly oriented to foreign mar-
kets?
“Export accounts for 95 percent of our
production. Since its foundation,
Casadei Industria has always had a
strong international vocation. In this
respect, we are getting ready for the
upcoming Ligna, which is an excellent
stage to meet the world. In Hanover we
are introducing our new working center
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“Multiranger” for wood processing. We have de-
veloped a vertical machine that integrates sawing
and routing, a configuration that allows small join-
ers to avoid buying a vertical or horizontal panel saw
and a separate router. On the head, we have installed
a 5 kW sawing unit with 250 millimeter blade, but you
can install different working heads. The entry level
is a small 2.2 kW model with manual tool changer,
up to 5.5 kW with eight-position tool magazine, six
onboard and two at the side of the worktable.
With our concept you can execute two operations
with one setup, all nesting, boring and routing op-
erations without removing the panel from the ma-
chine. After this stage, the workpiece can move on
to edgebanding, which is tightly integrated; the op-
erator can even decide to calculate the edge thick-
ness during the sawing stage, compensating for its
dimension or leaving the nominal panel dimensions
unchanged. The new thing is that joiners are no
longer forced to decide whether to purchase one
or more machines, consequently opting for low-cost
solutions. They can avoid low-quality equipment,
used machinery or Chinese technology.
We are talking about a quality process, with a vac-
uum pump to clamp the panel firmly by vacuum dur-
ing operation.

This eliminates all vibration and ensures the best
quality of the finished part”.

And what about the future?
“Success will depend on our capacity to understand
that the market is made up of several niches and
many different opportunities. We have already be-
gun to look around, with attention and openness,
leveraging our small dimensions to be very agile
and to make the most and best of our resources.
We look for markets where there are still opportu-
nities, minimizing cycle time from concept to de-
sign, up to the machine ready for operation.
It’s more difficult for big organizations to face
changes and new directions, because their speed
and size make it more complicated. We can col-
lect customer and market requirements, and trans-
fer them to our technical department to get quick
responses; in this way, we can meet requests and,
at the same time, acquire new experience to be ap-
plied to other market niches”. (l.r.) ■

Hall 11 - Stand G58.
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Recovering waste and by-products from industrial pro-
duction and exploiting them as a resource; reducing
volumes and moderating transport and storage
costs; recycling waste and making it a precious en-
ergy source: these are the needs that led Di Più to
develop a complete range of briquetting presses and,
in thirty years' experience, to acquire the technological
and design know-how that has made it one of the
leaders in its category at world level. 
Thanks to the great know-how of its technical staff,
Di Più has also been able to specialize in the real-
ization and supply of complete "turnkey" systems for
the production of briquettes. Sawdust, waste from
polymer materials, scrap from machining metals and
agricultural process residues are some of the materials
that can be processed with the briquetting presses
from the “Brik” and
“Metalbrik” series. 
The main product of
the company are the 8
different types of me-
chanical briquetting
machines (“Brik series)
that satisfy the require-
ments for both small
and large companies.
These machines satis-
fy the main quality stan-
dard and are known
all over the world for
their high robustness,
reliability and performance. Thanks to a continu-
ous development, implementation of new technolo-
gies and to the high pressures exerted in the com-
pression chamber, the briquette produced has a high
density and quality (with a diameter that varies de-
pending from the machine used, from 50 mm up to
120 mm). Further, their construction ensures the ef-
ficiency to work 24h/7day per week. The superior ra-
tio between the hourly output/kW used and the low
running costs are particularly advantageous com-
pared with other technologies or competitor present
on the market. ■

Hall 13 - Stand D08.

BASCHILD
NEW CONTROL SYSTEM “ZOOM”

DI PIÙ
ROBUSTNESS, RELIABILITY, PERFORMANCE

At Ligna Exhibition Baschild will introduce its new
control system “Zoom”.
The company will present Zoom’s advantages and
features in a special area of the stand B10, Hall 013.
In a new thermo treated dome, located in the mid-
dle of the stand and created by the famous New
Zealand-based designer David Trubridge, you will
discover the new Baschild’s way to dry.
“Zoom” is entirely developed by Baschild’s R&D De-
partment and it was born from the know-how of our
technicians in order to obtain a high quality process.
The new controller aims at improving the drying ex-
perience, thanks to a user-friendly and customizable
interface and new functions that simplify the process
management.
Zoom allows you to dry everywhere and from any de-
vice in a very flexible way, without software installation.
Drying professionals can create their own settings
according to their needs, while inexperienced peo-
ple can start using the set up suggested by
Baschild.
Zoom retains all your drying data, even if you
change a piece, ensuring the tracking of the
processes and the back up of your personal settings.
This innovative controller is made in Italy, like all
Baschild’s products.  
These are just few of the many reasons to come and
meet Zoom, the new Baschild’s control system.
The preview will be at guests’ disposal for the whole
duration of the exhibition. ■

Hall 13 - Stand B10.
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QUICK AND ACCURATE CUT-OFF
AND DEFECTING SAWS…

Stromab (www.stromab.com), the company based
in Campagnola Emilia (Reggio Emilia) will present
many solutions during the next edition of Ligna. With
an experience of almost fifty-years – the company was
founded in 1965 – Stromab has defined a wide range
of solutions for cutting operations and for the production
of elements for wood-based constructions, keeping
always in mind its vocation, that is to deliver equip-
ment and machines featuring high reliability.

Thanks to constant research to develop higher-per-
formance solutions meeting users’ needs, the
company will exhibit two new products that will be
under Hanover's spotlights.
The first one, we are talking about in these pages,
is “WS.1” roller cut-off and defecting saw, Equipped
with a controlled axis, fully designed and developed
in Italy. A really sturdy machine, featuring a base
and a “machine body” designed to ensure stabil-
ity and time precision. Fully re-
specting Stromab tradition,
“WS.1” offers a series of features
and high-level performances
in terms of sturdiness, quality
and reliability: an ideal tool to
defect or cut to size wood bars
of any size.
“WS.1” is a perfect solution to
be integrated in the production
of laminar wood; to be used for
cut-off and defecting opera-
tions of bars coming from mold-
ing machines, multi-blade saws,

drying machine or other stages of the production
cycle; to be positioned upstream a line for finger-
joint processing. Well, usual cutting and defects
elimination operations which are carried out by this
next-generation machine effectively, also thanks to
high-quality components combining high-level
precision and high speeds. All this is ensured keep-
ing the highest easiness of use, thanks to an ex-
tremely intuitive multi-language user interface.
An important contribution to give positive benefits
to a production cycle and make it far more effec-
tive and profitable. Another important feature is the
compact design of its structure allowing reduced
footprint and simplified logistics.
All these features, as a whole, allow to provide the
user with several benefits and high productivity (also
supported by the presence of the loading unit on both
sides), with an excellent price/performance ratio.

The second solution that Stromab will bring to
Hanover is “CAT.1” automatic cutting center that
Alessandro Scacchetti, Sales Director of the com-
pany, presented to us. “ “CAT.1” stems from our ex-

"WS.1".

Automatic 
cutting center
"CAT.1" 
and on next
page two 
details.
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perience in wood cutting”, said Scacchetti. “With this
machine we wanted to approach a segment that is
not so visited by wood technology manufacturers, of-
fering a solution that combines high motion speeds
of the pusher, up to 240 meters per minute, with high
cutting precision.  For this kind of technology, the dif-
ficulty is to find the best connection point between
speed and precision: you can bet of the first one
thanks to roller transmission, or you can chose pre-
cision, but with a really different blade motion.
Stromab has found the way to combine the speed
with our renowned precision, a combination that
makes this solution suitable for the production of
parquet floorings, doors and windows, furniture
items where there is the need to operate quickly and
process rather precious materials.
“CAT.1” is an “automatic cutting center”, as we
have defined it, equipped with a continuous load-
ing system: the operator position himself/herself in
front of the working table, marks the defects and
brings the element to the loading area. A chain load-
ing unit brings the workpiece on the table made of
zinc-plated sheet metal, a material chosen to
avoid wear or surface damages. Six pneumatics
pressing devices get out of the machine base and
push the piece against the ledge, along the slid-
ing guide.  At this point the pusher's action begins:
the camera with which is equipped reads the signs
indicated by the operator and gets ready to bring
the wooden element in the optimal position for cut-
ting operation. Precision and speed are ensured
also thanks to the double gripper (upper and low-
er) that tightly clamps the profile and handles it with-
out any problem, at high speeds”. 

“The cutting operation – continued Scacchetti – is
carried out by a 500 millimeters blade, placed on a
single-piece carriage unit that moves on a proprietary
aluminum extruded profile, specifically designed and
produced for this application. There are other ele-
ments that contribute to obtain the highest preci-
sion, that is positioning performance with a tolerance
of more or less 0.1 millimeter. I’m referring to the fact
of having gathered everything in a single unit, to the
brushless motor, to the pinion-type rack and inclined
teeth, special bearings that we have mounted for they
are particularly effective in case of high-speed mo-
tion. We have done all that was necessary accord-
ing our long experience in order to support the ma-
chine’s high performance with the most suitable sup-
ports and technical choices.

In the final part of the “CAT.1” we find the carpet
where pneumatics  frontal ejection units carry out
the immediate selection of the cut material ”.

“With this machine – continued Scacchetti – we
mainly address to evolved markets, Europe first of
all, where there are still important volumes and the
labor costs represent a significant variable. Stromab
proposes a solution that ensures a significant pro-
ductivity level with a limited operator attendance. 
With “CAT.1” we complete our range adding a pow-
erful, quick and extremely reliable machine. We
do not lack experience in this specific industry:we
have sold over a thousand of our solutions with push-
er, all over the world, in ten years approximately. We
wanted to have a machine for the high-end user seg-
ment, if we can call it like that, that allowed us to face
competitors and be sure of our success”.

“We are particularly satisfied with what we have
been able to do to eliminate loading downtime” con-
cluded Scacchetti.  “Not to mention the huge pre-
cision, particularly suitable – as I have already said
– when you process materials or products with a
specific quality level. All this keeping a price in line
with what the market expects”. (l.r.) ■

Hall 12 - Stand F78.
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“LINK BETWEEN IDEAS
AND GREAT PRODUCTION”

The presentation at Ligna will demonstrate the abil-
ity of the Scm Group to generate technological in-
novation with its thirty brands. There will be many
innovative machines, systems and new or profoundly
renewed work cells on show in halls 25, 11 and 26.
“A presence – said Raphaël Prati, communications
manager at Scm Group – that intends to illustrate
what the Scm Group is today: a large, strong in-
dustrial group, engaged in conceiving and creat-
ing innovative technologies that give substance to
ideas, that make production more simple, efficient,
economic and competitive”. 
As we have already written, the Italian group image
has been designed in collaboration with Bloomlab,
a prestigious architecture and design firm that
boasts many and well-known partners. According
to rumors, we will find an impressive stand at Ligna,
a powerful visual communication concept of what
can be done today with innovative woodworking
technology.
At Ligna, Scm Group will exhibit in hall 25 over 1,600
square meters, presenting machines, plants and so-
lutions for the industrial domain. With the payoff
“Leader in Production Process”, Scm Group em-
phasizes its vocation in the “Industrial” field, that is,
“high end” solutions for large-scale production.
Three working cells will be presented by the “Fur-

niture” division, conceived for a market that demands
more integrated, flexible and fast systems. Gabbiani
and Mahros will show the beam saw “Galaxy 2” with
“Flexstore” device; Morbidelli the “Uniflex” boring cell,
in collaboration with Mahros for loading/unloading.
Stefani will present the latest developments of
“Easy Order Az”, a “smart” one-batch edgebanding
cell which checks a thousands times per second all
the operations being carried out, reaching unthink-
able levels of efficiency and versatility: whatever the
daily production volume – from three kitchens to a liv-
ing room, a single shelf for furnishing an office – us-
ing the “Easy Order Az” is always cost-effective.
The “Furniture” division will present other innovations:
from Morbidelli “Author M200” and “Universal Hpl”,
from Dmc “System T4”, from Superfici the innova-
tive multimedia presentations about “Bravorobot”,
“Compact” and “Contivert”.
An absolute preview will be offered by the “Housing”
division, namely “Accord Wd”, a working center se-
ries for window frames and solid wood in general, de-
signed for unattended operation to the benefit of high-
er productivity, also for special parts. Productivity and
at the same time total flexibility, small working di-
mensions and the opportunity for a rapid return on
investment also make this incredible solution ac-
cessible to small and medium-sized frame makers. 

With this pay off Scm Group summarize its participation 
at the Hanover exhibition. As usual, it will be one of the biggest exhibitors 
in terms of square meters, number and quality of solutions presented 
to operators from all over the world. 

Stefani “Easy Order Az”.

Morbidelli “Universal Hp”.
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In hall 25 you will also find the new working centers,
including “Accord 20Fx” and “Accord 30 Fx-M”, the
automatic molder “Superset Nt” and the angular
working center “Dogma”.

In hall 11 the company will show solutions for car-
pentry. Several products will be proposed under the
“Minimax” brand, traditional while delivering inno-
vative contents also in basic operations for the de-
manding hobbyist and wood professionals, with com-
bined machines integrating up to six operations, plan-
ers, saws, routers, edgebanders. Even in this ap-
parently simpler domain, new technology has intro-
duced changes that enable operators to produce
more, better, with less fatigue and more simplicity.
Spotlights will also be cast onto the “red brand” Scm
solutions and the “L’Invincibile” range, a brand that
distinguishes the higher end of classical Scm ma-
chines. 
New solutions or solutions with new aggregates will
be on show, from panel sizing to classic machines,
from edgebanding to boring, from finishing to work
centers. 
Among panel saws there is “Sigma Impact 110”, the
automatic molder “Profiset 60 Ep” and three disk
saws “Si 400 Ep Class”, “Si 400 Nova” and “Si 5 L’in-
vincibile”.
And then new planers, boring machines “Cyflex”, new
edgebanders, new spindle molders, including the
electronic version with programming unit and tilting
shaft “TI 145 Ep Class”, the new boring-milling cen-
ter “Tech Z1 pro space”, designed for all joiners, with
its compact footprint and technological equipment
for higher productivity, with very short setup times and
– once again – great ease of use. All at a very af-
fordable price. 
So, quite a lot of proposals and ideas...

The Scm Group review at Ligna will be completed by
the area in hall 26, dedicated to industrial compo-
nents by Hiteco, the brand focused on production
of electrospindles, drilling units, robotic units and work-

tops, offering optimal performance for both group so-
lutions as well as for the most prestigious Italian and
international industrial companies. 

EASY AND “ECO”
All technology presented in Hanover share the
same commitment to help users perform any oper-
ation easily and intuitively. Such commitment is rep-
resented by a constantly evolving suite of software
and programs, which ensure the full usage of machine
functions, from the most powerful and versatile
working cell down to entry-level solutions. Because,
we repeat once again, the challenge lies in making
complex things simple!
Particular attention will be focused on the potential
of the “Savenergy” packages which characterize all
group machines and solutions. A set of innovations,
components, aggregates and expedients which -
specifically applied to individual machines and for dif-
ferent production processes - will allow a reduction
in consumption (energy and materials) and less wear
of parts. Measurable savings, therefore, perfectly
quantifiable.

IN CONCLUSION...
“Our participation in Ligna 2013 will be a great oc-
casion to show what we have worked on in recent
months”, said Raphaël Prati. “We believe we have
made further steps forward to provide a real ad-
vantage to our partners. We have leveraged our ex-
tensive experience to create increasingly powerful
tools, fully expressing our passion for wood, our faith
in a splendid, natural, ecological material”. “At
Ligna – Prati concluded – we will exhibit advanced
technologies, software, mechatronics, ability to
process data and information at high speed, “tangible”
performance, ability to get the best out of a panel or
a piece of wood”. ■

Hall 26, 25 and 11.

Scm “Tech Z1”. "Accord 20 Fx" by Scm. “Olimpic K560”.
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CUTTING SPECIALISTS,
WOOD BUT NOT ONLY

Cutting is the core business of
Putsch Meniconi based in Pog-
gibonsi, near Siena, an Italian-
German brand created in 1956 in
the domain of agricultural tech-
nology.
The company from Tuscany is an
established brand in the wood in-
dustry and a member of the Putsch
Group. Originating from the sugar
industry and a joint-venture with the
German group Putsch, Putsch Meni-
coni has always relied on produc-
tion diversification as a key ap-
proach to seize all opportunities and
withstand the crisis in a very difficult
period. After the crisis of sugar mills, which collapsed
from 140 to 4 in Italy in few years, the company
changed its route and headed for new destinations.

First of all, technology for our industry, namely ver-
tical panel saws and, more recently, horizontal
models. That’s for panel cutting, of course, but also

for plastics, composites and insulating
panels. And there are also powerful au-
tomatic sawing machines for armored
and fireproof glass, machines and
tools for the hollow glass industry, so-
lutions for footwear production, and
complete plants for the sugar industry.
When you enter the Poggibonsi prem-
ises, you must be ready to be sur-
prises; just look around and you’ll see
engineers working to setup and opti-
mize a range of different solutions, all
characterized by great attention and
accuracy in design and construction,
based on longstanding, articulated
and extensive industrial experience.
In the wood industry, the next inter-

From sugar mills to panels for furniture and constructions, 
up to glass, plastics and metals: this is the evolution path followed 
by Putsch Meniconi. The focus is on diversification, 
to grow and stand up against the crisis.

Model “SVP 145”.
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national stage to present recent product innovations
will be "Ligna" in Hanover, where the company is
introducing – among other things – the new verti-
cal panel saw "SVP 420 CS" and the new brand im-
age, based on the typical light blue color of the
Putsch Group, that has been applied to equipment
traditionally painted in yellow. 
In times of crisis, “teaming up” pays back. And the
message must be perceived by everyone, imme-
diately, easily...

Paolo Cantarutti is the new general manager at
Putsch Meniconi, joining the company after Fran-
co Renzi left all operating tasks after many suc-
cessful years, while remaining in the board. As Can-
tarutti and some staff guide us on a tour of the com-
pany, we ask to explain how many souls can live
together... cutting panels is not exactly the same
as cutting beets to make sugar…

Cantarutti says: “We are the out-
come of a long story starting in
the Fifties with the joint-venture
between the German group
Putsch and the Tuscan family
Meniconi (in 2000 the Meniconis
definitely transferred their shares
to the German partner, Editor’s
note).
Since then, the “Italian branch”
has gone a long way, we have
developed our specialization ar-
eas, we have turned into a com-
pany that shows its knowledge
and expertise through the ded-
ication and commitment of fifty

employees who generate revenues around eight
million Euros, one third in the wood industry. 
We are a multi-industry group, as you may guess,
with diversified activities according to destination mar-
kets, and manufacturing sites in Italy, Germany, Spain
and the United States. In Italy, the core business is
glass and wood, in other countries we are more fo-
cused on industrial applications and sugar”. 

Let’s talk about your decision to add horizontal mod-
els to your “classical” vertical panel saw range...
“The basic know-how is the same, obviously
adapted to different principles. Let me add that the
sales channel is also the same, although sometimes
it is strategic to have two parallel networks, one for
horizontal and one for vertical machines. In some
countries, then, we mainly focus on mid-sized en-
terprises... that’s to say that you cannot always ap-
proach different markets with the same methods.
We must be “tailors”, deliver the most suitable cut-

An assembling phase
of model “Svp 95”.

Model “Svp 420 CS”.
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nels that can ensure the best results, mostly
thanks to the skills of employees and collaborators”.

The vertical saw is still the core of your program,
isn’t it?
“I would say yes, not only because it is a cutting
method used in many countries, but also because
it has a smaller footprint and the process is carried
out before the eyes of the operator. In addition, it
is a simple and intuitive machine, that can be op-
erated by new staff with minimum training. Final-
ly, our machines are strong and heavy, so cutting
accuracy is preserved over the years, also thanks
to our availability for complete and consistent main-
tenance over time.
There is another element to be highlighted, name-
ly the possibility to cut wood as well as other ma-
terials. As a result, we can differentiate our desti-
nation markets, from joiners to retail. Business is
growing: we are receiving requests for cutting and
milling insulating panels up to eight centimeter
thickness for roof insulation, just to make an ex-
ample. I believe this is our peculiarity: providing cut-
ting solutions for all types of materials. Just consider
that in some countries we have a sales organiza-
tion with three dealers or resellers, each special-
izing in a specific application domain”.

What is your idea, your project for this tough season?
“It’s easy to say: do the best we can to seize even
the smallest opportunity, waiting for better times,
for a rally in Italy, Europe and the whole world... We
are committed to preserving employment, which is
essential for our home town and the supply chain. 

We are confident, because
also in the cutting domain,
though definitely "mature", there
is still much room for devel-
opment and growth, especial-
ly in terms of safety and au-
tomation, and the methods to
deploy a faster, more conven-
ient process”. 

What about your relationships
with the mother company, with
Germany?
“As of 2000, the company is
100-percent owned by the

German holding, and we should
also add the Us and the Spanish branches that rep-
resent Putsch in those countries. As everyone
knows, Germans are good at analyzing technical
issues and identifying the necessary solutions, while
we Italians are more creative and innovative; this
is our recipe to create and improve the quality and
the technology of our products.
This is a joint effort: there is no holding company telling
the others what they should do; the different organ-
izations around the world work on equal levels to de-
sign, build and sell in their respective market”.

Mr. Cantarutti, the upcoming Ligna in Hanover….
“As usual, it will be a topical event for us, we strong-
ly believe in it. We have a booth larger than one hun-
dred square meters, where we are exhibiting our
range of horizontal sawing machines "Vantage”. We
will also show the “SVP 145” vertical saw, that can
handle plywood, particleboard, mdf, osb and sol-
id wood panels, blockboard, plastic materials, alu-
minum, glass, Corian… all you have to do is replace
the blade with the suitable milling cutter, and you’re
done: there is no panel you cannot process”.
In Hanover we will also exhibit the new “SVP 420
CS”, where “CS” stands for "Clamping System", al-
lowing to cut also the lower portion of the panel with-
out moving or turning it. The "lifting grippers" are
positioned at such a distance that even very
heavy and large panels can be processed”. ■

Hall 11 - Stand A35.

Model “Vantage 95”.
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Primultini will present many novelties at Ligna 2013
such as the two-spindle multiple ripsaw model “Mra”
with max depth of cut 160 mm and model “Msa” with
max 260 mm. The machine is completely en-
closed in compliance with current European safe-
ty regulations, thus becoming suitable for working
both with manual loading and into a completely au-
tomatic line. It is used to obtain boards and prisms
from a large plank. The double shaft makes rip-
sawing extremely easy even for considerably thick,
large hardwood planks. 
Moreover, the one-spindle multiple ripsaw model
“Mpa”, with possibility to assemble up to four
movable blades: it is used to obtain prisms of var-
ious dimensions. Features the same European
safety regulations given for the two-spindle multiple
ripsaw. As far as the traditional models are con-
cerned, will be presented the band saw headrig
model “Shf” with flywheels diameter 1400 mm:
heavy-duty cast iron structure with solid flywheels
also in cast iron and supported by both sides, as-
sembled on prismatic guides and ball sliding
blocks. Blade guide is assembled on prismatic
guides and is equipped with hydraulically operat-
ed pressure guides.
Log carriage model “Cfn”: log clamping through hy-
draulic cylinders having two selectable closing pres-
sures. Independent displacement of headblocks,
each of them being driven by a brushless motor to
grant a rapid and accurate centering of log. Log turn-
ing device mounted on each headblock, features
hydraulic lifting. ■

Hall 27 - Stand D06.

PRIMA ELECTRO
“OPENCONTROL PRODUCT LINE

PRIMULTINI
MANY NOVELTIES AT LIGNA

Thanks to the Osai numerical control’s position as
an international leader for applications in wood, glass,
stone and special metalworking, Prima Electro
(www.primaelectro.com) has become the number
one player in the Italian numerical control market. 
Prima Electro will be presenting the complete
“OpenControl product line at Ligna 2013. The new
Osai “OpenControl” Cnc family offers immense
scalability of software performance and hardware
configuration. Within the system, “OpenControl”
software can move up to 64 axes using 40 channels,

each one interpolat-
ing up to 12 axes si-
multaneously. The
system allows users
to explore Plc, Gen-
eral Motion Control
applications, using
production process
management and
axis interpolation. This

is implemented within the “Open-10” machine log-
ic, along with Cnc applications for 2D, 2½D (“Open-
20”) and 3D machining (“Open-30”), incorporating
Tcp, Hsm and volumetric compensation.
At Ligna Prima Electro will display its brand new con-
trol panel, the “Openpanel Compact”, which offers
all the HMI functions for a perfect integration and ap-
plication of “OpenControl” in a single customizable
module. This operator panel optimises features, di-
mensions and price without sacrificing any aspect
of design or ease of use. 
Osai Cncs will be displayed with “Mechatrolink III”
fieldbus and with “ Sigma 5 SD” drives & motors.
Also, Prima Electro recently signed a strategic
partnership agreement with the Yaskawa company.
Therefore, with the new “OpenControl” platform,
Yaskawa and Prima Electro offer an optimised
package for most Cnc applications. Due to this co-
operation, customers benefit from the synergy of com-
bining the knowledge of a strong specialized Cnc
manufacturer and a market leader in the field of drives
and motion. ■

Hall 25 - Stand D19.
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Veba Meccanica (www.veba.it) can boast a 30-
year-long experience in the sector of traditional
woodworking machines.
The product range is wide for each machine cat-
egory: thicknessing planers, surface planers, com-
bined surface-thicknessing planers, circular saws,
spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines, band-saws.
Further to the current models “S350”, “S400”,
“S500”, “S520”, “S630”, “S800”, a new model has
been added to the range of thicknessing planers,
the “S800-T” for beams, suitable to work large and
very long solid wood. 
It can plane workpieces up to 800 mm wide and
up to 300 mm high. 
The large working table is 800 mm wide and 3320
mm long. The machine has four powered rollers
(one infeed, two outfeed and one on the table) and
12 idle rollers for a smooth sliding of workpieces.
The table lifting is done by 6 big screws that can
support heavy weights.
As a standard, this machine is equipped with the
automatic table lifting, the digital electronic read-
out of thickness measure and the variator of
feeding speed from 4 up to 20 m/1'.
All the planning machines, either surface or thick-
ness, can be equipped on demand with the cut-
terhead with inserts, that unlike the cutterhead with
classic knives, gives great advantages in terms of
reduced power consumption during processing,
small chips (eliminating the problem of clogging
the aspiration also with very soft wood), reduction
of noise level, easy replacement of inserts with no
adjustment process. ■

Hall 11 - Stand A62.

IMAL-PAL GROUP
LIGNA 2013 PREVIEW

VEBA MECCANICA
THIRTY YEARS EXPERIENCE

In 2012 the Imal-Pal Group continued to strength-
en its presence on the market and completed its
already wide range of products when Globus joined
the group. 
Some of the innovations which Imal will be show-
casing at Ligna 2013 include the “Dynasteam-
press”, the only continuous press in the world
where steam is applied at infeed, the Dynasteam,
a small pre-press which injects saturated steam into
the mat, compressing it at the same time, to sig-
nificantly improve board properties, three new high
pressure Pb, Osb and Mdf resination systems, with
which resin consumption may be reduced by 10
percent, some new laboratory equipment and the
first ever blister detector capable of detecting blis-
ters over the whole surface of the board.
Pal will be presenting its new “Cleaning Tower”, in-
novative technology combining aerodynamic, mag-
netic and spectrographic grading principles to re-
move all unacceptable pollutants from the wood flow. 
Globus will be presenting the Src knife ring flak-
er equipped with 690 mm long knives and the in-
novative wobble spreader disk which utilizes the
full length of the knives to achieve a radical im-
provement in chip quality and an increase in pro-
duction capacity. ■

Hall 27 - Stand G52/G46. 
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A big thank-you. 

Celebrating 50 years 
This special thanks go to our customers from all-over the world, 

who are still choosing us after so many years.

A long standing history of cooperation 

www.maggi-engineering.com 
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COIMAL, AKA ENGINEERING, 
CELEBRATE FORTY YEARS

If you look at the list of plants and production lines
installed all over the world, you are more than im-
pressed. Renowned customers like Brazil’s Flo-
rense, Jwico in Amman (Jordan) or sheik Al-Alam-
oudi, owner of Midroc Group and number 65 in
Forbes’ ranking. For sure, forty years it’s a long time
and you can do many things, but when it comes to
delivering big plants to remote destinations, in dif-
ficult conditions, starting from a green field or a plot
of desert land to end up with a bedroom or a
kitchen, it’s not a joke. But that’s exactly what Coimal
(www.coimal.com), based in Pesaro, has been do-
ing for forty years: full-cycle plants to make anything
the customer wants, from armchairs to living

rooms, from cabinet doors to skirting boards,
from outdoor furniture to glulam beams. Wood and
panels are the starting point, but then they are
turned into many different items.
We talked about the past, present and future of

A celebration for a company that, before others, has focused on engineering
and turnkey projects, delivering its solutions all over the world.

A picture that has become
synonimous with Coimal.

Coimal seat in Pesaro.
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Coimal with Michael Zajko, co-owner together with
Maurizia and Maurizio Manfredi, who have an ac-
tive role in the company, Monica Manfredi and Pao-
lo Carnevali.

“Coimal was created in 1973 by a team of pioneers,
led by Giuseppe Manfredi who founded Idm in Pe-
saro, Dmc and Gianni Tosetti. A group of manu-
facturers – names like Morbidelli, Celaschi, Sorbi-
ni, Ventilazione Italiana, Cpc and a few more – who
joined their efforts to build lines and plants around
the world, integrating their knowledge, skills and
technology.
A challenge producing good results and great sat-
isfaction. A long time has gone by, many things have
changed and the companies that belonged to “
Costruttori impianti macchine lavorazione del leg-
no” – that’s where the acronym Coimal comes from
– went different ways, while Coimal continued to do
the same job.
We pursued our business all around the world, es-
pecially in countries with less mature economies,
wherever technological expertise was needed to
deliver turnkey plants. The picture of a hand that
offers a key has always been our flagship. When
I say plant, I don’t mean just woodworking ma-

chines, as we often provide the entire manufacturing
site, including heat and energy installations, com-
pressed air, suction, design, definition of the final
product, the production cycle to obtain the best and
most cost-effective product, supervision, staff
training, and much more.
The challenges make you shiver, sometimes, but
we have never pulled back, we have never left a
project incomplete or a customer unsatisfied".

A tough challenge... 
“Really”, Zajko says with a smile. “You have to de-
sign a factory, define how to achieve a result with so
many variables, identify the required technology and
equipment. This is enough to guess the quantity of
problems we have to solve. As a matter of fact, we
are general contractors: we receive an order and we
purchase all we need to push a button and start pro-

COIMAL SERVICES

a) Layout study and execution. 
b) Prototype study and execution. 
c) Supply of execution drawings and production cycle work sheets
(know-how), including the mechanical layout of machinery ac-
cording to the planned cycle; execution schedule and methods
(procedures and optimization); execution drawings of the prod-
uct to manufacture; bills of materials and accessories according
to the final model to manufacture.
d) Study and supply of raw materials and accessories.
b) Study and execution of technological plants. 
f) Supply of machinery, installation, testing and production startup. 
g) Workflow optimization. 
h) Staff training at installation site or in Italy in factories or pro-
fessional schools. 
i) After-sales service.

From the right: Michael ZajKo and Maurizio Manfredi.
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ducing. We are the only reference for the customer,
we are responsible for everything”.

“We have always made clear choices”, Zajko
continues. “We have never wanted to grow too
much, as we know that our strength is the project,
the idea. A valuable team with all the energy it
takes, ready to expand for big orders, but always
careful not to be carried away by a crave for giant
size, which in our business is often hard to handle.
Our mission is to understand a problem, analyze
how we can reach an objective, select the most suit-
able partners and tools. 
We provide our customers with the technology, pos-
sibly made in Italy, that suits their projects, selecting
them according to the customer's needs: if they ask
for high-tech production, we adopt highly automated
solutions, otherwise we rely on more convention-
al technology, requiring more staff and a totally dif-
ferent organization of workflows”.

In which regions have you had more satisfaction?
“It’s hard to tell... we started off in Latin American,
then we moved to the Far East and many other re-
gions. Today the Middle East is a profitable mar-
ket, because it offers significant economic and fi-
nancial resources.
I want to stress that wood has always been our core
business, although sometimes we have crossed the
border. Several times, our customers have recog-
nized our skills and entrusted us with additional proj-
ects “outside wood”, so to say; of course, we have
seized these opportunities.
I can tell you that, today, a key business for us is con-

tract, especially in the Middle
East, where hotels are pop-
ping up like mushrooms and
they must be fully furnished.
Local manufacturers are ac-
quiring flexible machines and
plants to produce not only
bedroom furniture, but also all
installations for common ar-
eas, receptions, bars, restau-
rants, doors, offices, outdoor
areas...”.

Mr. Zajko, what has changed
in these forty years?
“It's banal to say everything,
but that’s it. Machines were

simpler: electronics did not exist and there were no
numerical controls. You just had to combine ma-
chines accurately to create optimal workflows. For
our engineers it was easier to teach operators what
they had to do and how they could work. Now it
takes different skills, qualified staff must have a
knowledge base onto which our trainers can build
specific skills. Working with numerical control ma-
chines requires a “basic technical culture” that is
not always available, especially in some regions.
Our job is not simple, I repeat. Many companies
have tried themselves at engineering, and most of
them, maybe all, have given up. Manufacturers must
do their job, namely build as many good machines
as they can. Engineering diverts them from this core
business. A factory that produces technology
does not necessarily have the resources and ex-
pertise to build another factory...”.

And for the next forty years?
“We would like to keep doing what we have done
in the past forty years, although things have got
more difficult. The situation is not encouraging, but
there are still entrepreneurs willing to invest. We are
a small organization, as I said. We sow seeds and
maybe harvest results after two or three years. One
single order can boost our annual turnover from one
to 17 million Euros; I'm not giving figures at random,
that was Coimal's turnover in 2012.
We will keep doing what we can do, plants where
you process wood...". (l.r.) ■
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CONQUERING MARKETS?
A MATTER OF MEASURE...

Klein, a renowned brand in over 50 countries
around the world, introduced 25 years ago by Sis-
temi in Pesaro, was initially identified with a tight
partnership with a German company, but has
then been growing until today through a merger of
experience with company M. Conti, represented by
its owner Davide Semprucci.
The ace in the hole, accounting for 30-35 percent
of production, is measuring systems for panel
processing, a value-added technology for small
and big panel processing companies looking for
solutions that can give a competitive boost to their
business. This is a rare specialty on the Italian and
international woodworking technology market, that
Sistemi Klein and M. Conti have enhanced in
many years of research and collaboration. 
Today, the catalog includes the company’s own
products as well as systems supplied by other Pe-
saro-based companies, which leverage an ex-
tended distribution organization as an ideal plat-
form to be competitive; the range includes wood,
aluminum and plastic processing tools, integral
widia cutters, toolholders for numerical control
routers and bits for automatic boring machines,
milling cutters for spindle molders, sawblades and
planer knives, special tooling for windows. 

The “mind” of Sistemi Klein has always been
Gabriele Laghi, founder and owner of an organi-
zation with 16 employees in distribution, plus 22

people in M. Conti lab-
oratory and tools pro-
duction, generating 3.5
million Euro revenues. 
Direct export account for
75-80 percent of turnover,
in markets like Northern
Europe, Germany, Aus-

tria, Scandinavia, France and Benelux, Spain and the
United States, up to promising Russia, China and Lat-
in America. That’s what he told us during our inter-
view.

Mr. Laghi, can you tell us about the milestones of
your story?
“The technical know-how of M. Conti was essen-
tial to distribute measuring instruments that were
suitable for modern times.
We began with classical gauges, then we added
digital gauges and we developed a bench to con-
trol panels in three dimensions. The next step was
the development of specific software for quality con-
trol management both on inline machines for
squared panel processing and on routers, i.e. for
shaped panels and detail verification. 
With the introduction of cnc routers, we offered a
full range of “Preset”, high-precision instruments
to detect tool dimensions to be transferred to the
numerical control in order to have an accurate set-
up without wasting time. The latest model, “Preset
Leaser”, will be exhibited at Ligna”.

Measuring systems for panel processing are a key product 
for Sistemi Klein, an added value of technology and control 
for small and big furniture companies.

Gabriele Laghi.

Measuring bench.
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Has this always been your core business?
“Not so much in terms of revenues, but surely from
an "emotional" point of view, if I may say so, it's our
distinctive product... Let me tell you that measur-
ing instruments are tools that every manufacturer
should always have within reach. But they don’t, be-
cause they are expensive and they are not strict-
ly related to the production process, they don’t give
direct economic benefits. However, these instru-
ments make the different between those who talk
about quality and those who actually control qual-
ity. The Iso 9000 certification was really helpful,

as it established the necessity to check quality con-
trol using objective and adequate instruments. Our
experience, combined with our knowledge of
woodworking tools, has enabled us to close the loop
and deliver complete systems. The Us market was
critical to achieve this goal, leveraging the rela-
tionships with companies that offer full software
packages for operations management. We got to
know each other, they appreciated our ideas and
decided to adopt our measuring instruments,
connecting them to their own instrumentation”.

Tools are a traditional part of your program. Do you
have tools for all needs? 
“Sistemi Klein is traditionally active in panel pro-
cessing. So, this mostly means boring and routing
machines. Over time, we have expanded our sales
program, exclusively targeting resellers and keep-
ing "for us" only few types of measuring instruments,
requiring direct relationship with final customers. 
Today we have a full range of tools, representing
a huge portion of our catalog, for any type of wood-
working machine. We started from boring and rout-
ing machines, then we included cutting, sawblades,
handicraft cutters. 
Making holes for shelves or inserting hardware was
a real challenge for handicraft businesses twenty
years ago. We had specific equipment, simple and
effective, that became obsolete following the de-
velopment of numerical control technology, but they
are still very useful for installers". 

You cannot certainly make such a wide range in-
ternally...
“We design the product and outsource production
to our partners. We manage two out of three func-
tions internally: we handle design and product dis-
tribution, while we only produce few products for bor-
ing and routing. Our flower in the buttonhole is “Tri-
matic”, to be installed on a conventional drill to make
all the necessary holes in the exact positions in one
pass; this tool has been further developed to drill holes
for the hinges of top-hinged furniture doors, or to be
installed on small boring machines, so that handicraft
businesses can also work on small batches”.

You respond to creativity needs...
“Our existence depends on the capacity to iden-
tify solutions mainly to the problems of handicraft
workshops, which cannot afford purchasing ma-
chinery with high flexibility and equipment for all their

“Preset Leader”.fo
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different needs. Another success story
I can mention is a tool to process
curved elements, not only simple arch-
es, but also dual-radius, polycentric or
elliptical arches. This is a difficult prob-
lem to solve without a working center, but
with our tooling it becomes a simple man-
ual task: three items that can be pur-
chased separately and then imple-
mented, namely “Arcade” for simple
arches, “Zinkel” for depressed poly-
centric and “Ellix” for elliptical shapes.
And that’s all”. 

Are these devices significant for your revenues?
“They used to be, but now more than 65 percent
of our business is tools; the rest is represented by
measuring instruments or special devices like
those I have just described. 
The diffusion of working centers has pushed aside
less agile and cheaper machines, but for handicraft
businesses it is often interesting to buy one of our
systems, which pays back with few special windows
without investing in a numerical control center. Pro-
vided volumes are not that big, of course...
For our business, it's always been important to in-
form wood industry operators that they have these
options, and that they can take any order with smart
equipment that only requires minor investments”.

Mr. Laghi: what about the
upcoming Ligna?
“For M. Conti measuring
instruments, we are pre-
senting the radio-frequency
gauges “Digit+Rf”, a new
range of gauges that can
transfer the detected meas-
urements via radio waves to
a pc or any other IT device
far from the measurement
spot. For tools, we will focus
on routing technology for
light alloys and plastic
materials. We have to di-
versify, bring woodworking
technology to different in-
dustries. 
A few years ago we pre-
sented some solutions for
aluminum or pvc windows;
for these products we have
increasing demand, espe-
cially in applications on
light alloys and composites.
Times have changed and

we have to change accordingly...”.

A challenge for the future?
“We are living a new age, an experience that was
unknown. We cannot think that wood and furniture
in general is our only business. We cannot believe
that Gdp will keep growing. We have to learn to live
in the world we are getting to know, look around and
understand the new scenario where we should seek
success, following different roads for sales and
products... we are trying hard”. ■

Hall 26 - Stand A54.

Iso 30 stainless steel 
toolholders and stainless

steel toolholders 
with “Hsk63F” shank, 

stainless steel “Er 32 - Er 40”. 

Radio frequency gauges “Digit RF”.



At Ligna 2013 Salvador will
be present with a series of
new technical solutions able
to satisfy different segments
of market. The company,
founded in 1982 and spe-
cialized in cutting of solid
wood, in particular optimiz-
ing, has always had, as a
motto, the sentence: "We
cut your wood, we innovate
your future."
On the stand you can find 5
different solutions, all gen-
uine: real technology for real
customers even in times of
crisis, solutions with the fast
amortization that creates real
value for the user.
Therefore, it will be showed
from the new manual cutting
saw, entry level "Classic 50"
with unbelievable price but
with all the guarantees in
terms of security to the opti-
mizing saw “Supercut 500”,
the fastest, equipped with a
complete and innovative full
automatic loading system.
Also the “Superpush 200”,
optimizing saw with the
pusher and maximum flexi-
bility, will be equipped with a

new automatic unloading
system for the cut pieces.
The out-feed collecting plane
with integrated ejector with
double axis to eject the com-
plete sequence of the cut
pieces in only one cycle
and during the phase of
coming back of the pusher.
No time lose. All this allows
perfect alignment of the pack
even during cutting due to
the inclination of 30° and
also during the ejection
thanks both to the same in-
clination and the rotary
movement of the collecting
table.
The will be also the “Su-
perangle 600” which is the
ideal cutting center for an-
gles optimized cutting. Direct
technological evolution of

traditional
cutting methods, “Su-
perangle 600” is able to in-
crease productivity, to ensure
maximum accuracy and
maintain a logic process
simple and flexible.
The rotating table is fixed on
an innovative high precision
mechanical construction sys-
tem that guarantees exact
angles and it is managed di-
rectly by an electronic motor
of high technology and pow-

er also during braking. Only
thanks to the combination of
these two innovative and
highly technological solu-
tions, Superangle 600 ob-
tains at the same time the
maximum precision with the
maximum speed of move-
ment.

Las but not the
least the “Su-
percut 100”, the ideal auto-
matic cutting machine able
to revolutionize the process
of cutting the maximum val-
ue for money. The “Supercut
100” is characterized by a
unique feeding system by
covered and toothed belt
creates maximum adhesion
with the material being
processed. The steel ca-
bles in the belt ensure con-
sistency, durability and pre-
cision.
The system pressure of the
wood is composed by a se-
ries of large diameter wheels
with automatic pressure lev-
el management. The rollers
positioned before and after
the blade moves up and
down directly by electronic
and pneumatic components.
Salvador waits everyone to
show not only machines but
to give the best hospitality,
believing that interpersonal
relationship are also very
important. ■

Hall 12 - Stand D74.
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SALVADOR
NEW TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS AT LIGNA
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Bongioanni is an historical brand in the woodworking
and sawmill sector. Their machines and systems are
able to satisfy the various production targets, from
5.000 to 100.000 m3 logs/year. All machines and sys-
tems are produced in Bongioanni/Pezzolato plants
in Envie (Cuneo-Italy)  and in the plant in Pianfei (Cu-
neo-Italy). A staff of specialized technicians analy-
ses, elaborates and proposes detailed projects ac-
cording to the different customer necessities. The
main goal of the whole Bongioanni team is to
achieve the customer satisfaction by giving a qual-
ity product and a quality service. Bongioanni pro-
duction includes a wide range of industrial sawmill
machines and  systems for the sawing of logs of all
dimensions and types. Of course the technical de-
velopment is continuously running at Bongioanni, and,
thanks to the latest application developed together
with qualified customers, is now able to present the
following new machinery: “Sro 1100” – Horizontal
band resaw for precision cuts. This machine joins
robustness and precision, thanks to the big dimen-
sions (wheels Ø 1100 mm) not to find in the panora-
ma of horizontal machines. This allows  productivi-
ty (up to 40 m/min) and reliability in the long term.
The cut precision is ensured among others by means
of the electronic speed control according to blade
deviation (Blade width: 110-120 mm). Moreover,
“Compact Logic”, a profiling line developed together
with the end user, in order to optimize the machine
concept for coping with the targets of a high pro-
duction flexible sawmill for medium-small dimension
logs (up to 320 mm @ 60 m/min.). This line can be
differently configured according to the end user re-
quirements, for maximum efficiency, with optimisa-
tion of the initial investment. ■

Hall 27 - Stand D29.

CASATI MACCHINE
GLUE SPLICING OF VENEER SHEETS

BONGIOANNI
HISTORICAL BRAND FOR SAWMILLS

The glue splicing of the veneer sheets: this will be
the subject that Casati Macchine srl will be pre-
senting during the forthcoming Ligna.
The company will be offering a complete range of
solutions in order to meet all different requirements:
both high production or small custom made pro-
duction.
They are presenting a wide range of machines: per-
mitting to join by integrated splicing unit, to join pre-
glued sheets or to spread the glue on the veneer
edges. This  range of models permits to meet the
different users requirements.
Advantages of the glue splicing: absence of glue
thread marks when using light coloured veneer;
strong splicing resistant to traction and bending
stress or to high temperatures due to some
processes like membrane press or edge coating;
no need to stock thermo-adhesive thread thus
avoiding any deterioration. ■

Hall 16 - Stand B19.



Ligna  

B12 – Hall 12
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Also this year the company Saomad 2 srl, located
in Padua, Italy will participate at the Ligna 2013 in
Hannover (presenting the innovative, flexible and easy
to use woodworking center  “Woodpecker Just”.
Configured for the production of doors and win-
dows, “Woodpecker Just”  can produce from 12
up to 15 completely finished  windows  per day with
a single operator, with a high processing speed and
extreme precision. The machine can work au-
tonomously up to  80 minutes,  allowing the operator
to perform other jobs such as, for example, the as-
sembly of the pieces.
The working center “Woodpecker Just” you can see
in our stand  is equipped with a group with inde-
pendent units to perform tenoning and profiling op-
erations, a vertical spindle Hsk 63E and motor pow-
er 17 kW, liquid-cooled, C-axis at 360° and a tool
storage at 30 positions.
It is also equipped with a working  plan with five sin-
gle-profile bars for the squaring of doors, window
frames and stairs and a loading/unloading system with
motorized belts with a capacity of 20 pieces. ■

Hall 12 - Stand D79.

IMS
TOOL HOLDERS FOR CNC

SAOMAD 2
“WOODPECKER JUST” 

The high quality and innovative standards of Ims
(www.ims.eu) tool holders and ability to offer their
customers a wide range of personalized services to
satisfy every need and binding them in time, are the
main strengths of the company, which have always
distinguished them, and allow them to maintain the
leading position on the Italian and foreign markets.
Now available in their products line a wide range
of hydraulic technology, particularly the hydraulic
chuck for cylindrical tool shank and the hydraulic
mill arbor.
The hydraulic technology is mainly used within the
metal and wood working industries, but also in the
areas of mold making and medical industry.
Thanks to the strong position acquired over
decades of intensive activity Ims is able to act as
a protagonist in the context of globalization of in-
dustry and maintain its identity, its own brand along
with its operational autonomy.
The synergies produced in this context have
contributed to the growth of the company through
optimization of production and sharing of tech-
nological,logistical and marketing capabilities.
Ims starts the production and sales of suction cup
for glass and marble working machines.The suc-
tion cup are made of aluminium. The top rubber
with the high supporting surface of the suction cup,
ensures a strong resistance to sheet or slab tilting,
a reduction of vibrations and therefore a long life
for all the processing tools. ■

Hall 12 - Stand B80/1.
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For more than ten years DDX has been develop-
ing specific Cad/Cam software solutions for the
woodworking sector, satisfying the requirements of
more than 5000 customers worldwide in its offices
in Italy, Spain and the brand new company in Ger-
many. A 70 percent  share of foreign customers
demonstrates the reliability and the competence of
DDX specialists also in international markets. 
DDX's software manage every stage of the ma-
chining: from design of the project, tools and ma-
chining management, disposition of pieces and un-
derpieces on the table, check of possible collisions
with simulation and part-program generation. 
The product line is especially created to satisfy the
requirements of the whole woodworking sector:
“PowerWin” is the parametric software for win-
dows, doors, French doors, jalousies, blinds,
shutters, “PowerStairs” for staircases, “Easy-
Wood” for panel and solid wood machining with
3, 4 and 5 axis, “EasyBeam” for wooden structures,
roofs, gazebo, winter gardens and “EasyWall” for
panels and walls. 
Thanks to the software modular structure, DDX Cus-
tomers choose the options which best meet their
needs like automatic collision detection, 3D sim-
ulation, automatic nesting, automatic Cam. 
DDX provides complete solutions including not only
the software, but also configuration, installation,
training, update and after-sale services and has a
professional team to support its Customers by
phone, by e-mail and via web for every needs. ■

Hall 25 - Stand D58. 

TVM TERMOVENTILMEC
SAFETY AND ENERGY SAVING

DDX
THE INNOVATION TO SHAPE THE FUTURE 

The wood working industrial sector has gained
greater attention than in the past when speaking
about suction and filtering systems. Beside effi-
ciency, new needs are emerging: reduce energy
consumption as much as possible and higher safe-
ty standards.
Since 1951, TVM termoventilmec (www.tvm-ter-
moventilmec.com) has designed, built and installed
suction and filtering systems in the wood working
industrial sector and, thanks to this vast wealth of
experience, the company is now proposing robust
technology solutions that are able to meet these
new needs.
TVM not only adopt new mechanical achievements
but introduce a new generation of control systems
which match the energy consumption of the dust
collector system to the real production plant
needs: for example, if production decreases by 30
percent, the dust collector system also decreas-
es its energy consumption by 30 percent.
As for safety TVM proposes a new mechanical de-
sign in compliance to Atex rules: in the worst case
scenario the system prevents major damage to the
plant and injury to the workers.
This technical approach gives the customers the con-
fidence to trust in a reliable technology partner. ■

Hall 27 - Stand J43.
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Makor (www.makor.it) will exhibit at Ligna 2013 the
new “Robospray” designed to achieve the best fin-
ishing quality both with matt and high-gloss coatings,
at the same time ensuring maximum flexibility for small
series and just-in-time production. The machine has
two arms, the first one is the anthropomorphic cn ro-
bot arm already adopted for the previous model, while
the second arm is an oscillating unit. This combination
allows the machine to work as through-feed robot-
oscillating sprayer, that is – with panels moving for-
ward without stop-
ping inside the cab-
in like traditional ro-
bots require. The first
cn arm will be coat-
ing the edges (and/or
routed parts) as pan-
els are moving for-
ward, while the sec-
ond arm will be coat-
ing their top face,
thus matching high quality finish on edges with high-
er productivity. This configuration makes “Ro-
bospray” very versatile as it can also work both in
robot mode (for difficult shapes and 3D items) or as
a 2-arms reciprocator. The new one-arm oscillating
sprayer “Start-One” will also be introduced at Ligna,
a machine designed for flexible productions, ensuring
lower running costs and higher consistency of the
finished product. “Start-One” will be exhibited in line
with the automatic loader/unloader “Lift”, an inno-
vating new concept of handling for parts to be paint-
ed, which leaves only preparation and supervising
duties for the operator. With regards to edge seal-
ing technology, a special applicator mounted on the
“Gemini” machine, patented by Makor, along with
the expertise and sanding solutions of the sister com-
pany Tecnolegno, makes it possible to seal chip-
board panel edges to then apply the following coats
for base and top coat.
This process is addressed both to producers of
wrapped panels who use increasingly attractive thin-
ner finished papers and to clients who must produce
lacquered panels. ■

Hall 17 - Stand H11.

PESSA IMPIANTI
WOOD AND FLAKE PREPARATION

MAKOR
BEST FINISHING QUALITY

Specialist in wood reduction and flake comminution,
Pessa Impianti srl (www.pessaimpianti.com) de-
signs and manufactures machinery and lines for the
primary working of wood and flake preparation.
Moreover, it supplies a full range of systems and
equipments with complementary functions for work-
ing improvements and full automation of flaking and
chipping lines. It is a reliable partner to face and work
out the realization of new lines and machinery but
also for the up-grading of existing plants to meet
changing production needs. A consolidated ex-
perience of more than 50 years is a real gurantee
for customers who can also count on a reconditioning
service of the part subjects to heavy wear as cut-
terheads, rotors and impellers, that assure high ef-
ficiency and top performance of the machines.
In details, the production includes: machines for
the primary working of wood and recovery of wood;
milling machines and shredders; wood feeders,
wood handling and storage systems; machines for
particle comminution as knife ring flakers, hammer
mills and refining mills, and so on...
The production range was recently increased with
the new ‘wood shaving machine’ type “PL”, for an-
imal bedding soft flakes. It works logs and roundwood
and the final product is a soft flake very suitable to
be used in zootechny, especially in horse boxes.
Once dried and dedusted, shavings attain to high
hygienic and sanitary standards, forming a natural
substratum, with good resistance to trampling and
high absorption capacity of humidity and smell. ■

Hall 27 - Stand J52.
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Internationally renowned as a specialist for machines
and automatic plants for the production of the door
frame, for over two years Essepigi (www.essepi-
gi.com) offers on the market a complete range of
modern automatic plants fully controlled by Pc, for
the production of the door panel.
“Doormatic” is the base model of the range and
it is offered in different solutions to produce from
400 to 800 door for working shift, with management
for job orders and with only one operator.
In a difficult economic climate like today’s, you can
notice some door manufacturers that still work well
and others who trudge.
The difference between them is probably in incurred
costs and production flexibility, that at the end
means service to the customer.
In this context Essepigi proposes to doors manu-
facturers “very modern” solutions, that means so-
lutions able to combine a high or very high pro-
ductivity with the machining flexibility of the job or-
der (lot 1).
The Marche manufacturer has developed modules
that, by job order production, allow to process any
type of door from the reversible door (pivot
hinges) to the sliding door, with all the hardware
on the European market. ■

Hall 25 - Stand D55.

CMA ROBOTICS
QUALITY IN FINISHING

ESSEPIGI
PRODUCTIVITY AND FLEXIBILITY 

Cma Robotics is one of the Italian companies very
important in the production of anthropomorphous
painting robot.
Even if Cma is operating all around the world in
many sectors of application, the field of the wood
is always the most important and in which more in-
vestments in research have been made.
Today, thanks to its matured experience Cma can
offer valid solutions to the companies producing
chairs, assembled furniture, tables, coffins, plain
panels, kitchen doors, windows and disassembled
elements of every type.  
Cma Robotics can boast a range of products ab-
solutely ampler in comparison to any other producer
of painting robot: five different models with five or
six axes built  in ten standard versions. 
The Robots have been certified Atex by Tuv and
this allows the user to use in security all kind of paint
with solvents.  
In the last years, Cma Robotics developed auto-
matic solutions assisted by systems of artificial
vision for the painting of windows and plain pan-
els, in particular kitchen doors.  
An example of this system will be shown to the
Ligna fair at our stand E38 in hall 12.
The innovation of these plants is the extreme flex-
ibility, but in particular the high level of quality in
the finishing, until now never reached with other
types of plant. ■

Hall 12 - Stand E38.
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INTERZUM READY TO START...

Here we are again, talking about Interzum 2013.
As announced in our previous issue, we had an in-
terview with Thomas Rosolia, a name that our read-
ers have become familiar with. Before we listen to
his remarks, here is some useful information, start-
ing from exhibitor figures. Just few weeks before
the opening, official figures indicate over 1,500 ex-
hibitors, up by a few percent points from two years
ago. As much as 70 percent of companies come
to exhibit in Cologne from abroad, from sixty
countries approximately. Among them, 250 Italian
companies, the largest foreign delegation, followed
by Turkey and Spain.
Also exhibition surface has grown, though not much,
reaching about 160 thousand square meters.
So, record figures. No explosive growth, but in times
like these, it is really a big pleasure to find an ex-
hibition that, rather than minimizing damage, is
recording an improvement of all significant figures.
We are confident we will be pleased also when we
see the numbers of visitors attending the show. In
2011 there were 53 thousand, including 60 percent
from 147 foreign countries. Organizers suggest that,
also for visitors, there might be some small but
pleasant surprise, at least based on preregistra-
tions... we will see.

We won't forget the most "peculiar" piece of infor-
mation, namely this year Interzum is running from
Monday 13 to Thursday 16 May, a new placement
that saves the weekend. And for the first time it will
follow Ligna (Hanover, 6-10 May), instead of com-

ing before, as it has always been. So, this year, the
dates of the two shows of the "German May" have
a couple of days in between for a break... Not bad:
collaboration is not reduced, quite the opposite, as
with one ticket you can visit both exhibitions.

THOMAS ROSOLIA
Let’s give the word to Thomas Rosolia, general man-
ager of Koeln Messe Italia, satisfied with over 250 Ital-
ian companies coming to Cologne, forty more than
in 2011, “… and there might have been even more,
if we had had the necessary space in the halls”. Any-
way, Rosolia is very happy the way things have gone,
also because it is more and more evident that Interzum
has no rivals: it’s the real, big cathedral of the com-
plex and rich world of supplies and semifinished ma-
terials for the furniture industry. 

“Interzum is really exceeding our most
optimistic expectations”, Rosolia says.
“We scored a new record in terms of ex-
hibitors and square meters, both for the
exhibition as a whole and for the Italian
team. This result is a reward to our work
and a reaffirmation of a more wide-
spread and articulated trend: the exhi-

With a record edition, 
Cologne is getting ready 
to host the business of supplies
and semifinished materials 
for the furniture industry. 
We talked with 
Thomas Rosolia, general 
manager of KoelnMesse’s 
Italian subsidiary.

Thomas 
Rosolia.
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tion. It’s been very clear for a long time now that the
global economy will revolve around three regions
where you must be absolutely present. I mean Eu-
rope, Asia and South America. 
Companies will have to select a preferred exhibi-
tion in each market, they will have to choose the
place where they want to introduce themselves at
their best, building a hub for their sales, market and
product promotion activities. I think nobody can deny
that, in Europe, 80 percent of major exhibitions are
in Germany. In Italy, there is only one exhibition left
that can be considered a must, I’m talking about the
Saloni, which once again proved their leading role
in the past weeks.
But apart from this single exception, German exhi-
bitions offer a successful combination, in terms of
services and quality of exhibitors and visitors. 
In this respect, Interzum in May will reaffirm its role
of reference exhibition for the targeted industries
worldwide. We have added two halls compared to
2011, and unfortunately, we still have waiting lists.
It’s a biennial event no company can miss if they want
to have a place to interact with the global market.
The “Interzum system” is getting more and more
established and Italian companies bet on this, be-
cause their stage is the world, even more now that
domestic demand is stagnating”.

“During four days at Interzum –
Rosolia continues – we will pres-
ent initiatives and events to sup-
port sales and business at the ex-
hibitions; these events have be-
come very popular among the
companies of made-in-Italy. More
than in the past, we see that they
are willing to attend any event that
can offer a different vision of
their products, while looking at
markets, trends and operators
from a different perspective.
More than in the past, you have
to pay great attention to all

signals, wherever they come from, any way they
are generated: new ideas, new habits, new mate-
rials. Any spur can trigger a new route, that’s why
Koeln Messe has committed to offering different
ways to read the present and, most of all, to in-
vestigate the future. An exhibition is and will always
be a business place, but it must also be an ob-
servatory for trends, possible developments,
what's going to happen. With our side events, we
want to cast spotlights on new visions, new designs,
ideas of what might happen, materials used in oth-
er industries, other products, other technology.
Not to mention that these event attract companies,
operators and experts from other industries, visitors
belonging to different categories from those we know,
opening up new opportunities for our exhibitors.
A modern and effective exhibition that must also be
an incubator of opportunities”.

Mr. Rosolia, you have just mentioned “Interzum sys-
tem”...
“I am thinking about Interzum Guangzhou, an es-
tablished reference in China. We have been able to
develop an exhibition model that is complementary
to Cologne, an exhibition where 80 percent of ex-
hibitors are Chinese and look at their domestic mar-
ket, these companies are not interested in ap-
proaching the European market, they have enough
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of Chinese demand. On the Rhine, there are big in-
ternational organizations, world-class companies.
Maybe there are some Chinese or Asian companies,
but actually those with global operations and skills,
with requirements and methods that are similar to all
other Interzum exhibitors. It’s a high-end show-
case, if you allow this definition, combined with a high-
quality exhibition, a format designed for China,
where all companies interested in this huge market
can participate”.

The same for Rooms Moscow...
“Yes, the same applies to Rooms Moscow, a col-
lection of all living-related exhibitions staged in
Cologne (from Orgatec to Imm, from LivingKitchen
to LivingInteriors, from Interzum to Gafa-Spoga…)
starting this year. The 2013 edition will be a test, a tri-
al for a model that might have good chances. This
year, home and office furniture will be under the spot-
lights, together with outdoor furniture: there will be ap-
proximately 600 exhibitors, including about thirty Ital-
ians. It’s an experiment, I repeat, that we believe will
lay the foundations for future expansion. Let me add
that biennial frequency is the most suitable for a big
show like Interzum, supported by the “networked”
events I have just mentioned in interesting markets
offering business opportunities. I repeat it again: Koel-
nMesse is very keen on these and other opportuni-
ties, on the search of new and different solutions that
are not just business for organizers, but tangible op-
portunities for exhibitors and their customers”.

And what about Italian collective pavilions?
“This is a reason for great satisfaction for the Ital-
ian subsidiary, as we organize collective pavilions
virtually in all Koeln Messe exhibitions. At In-
terzum 2013 there will be “Spazio Italia” in hall 8
for hardware, another area in hall 6 for panels, and
one in hall 5.2 for mechanisms and components.
Thirty companies on the whole. Our pavilions are
going well, demand is increasing because it’s a
service, especially for small and medium busi-
nesses approaching a market for the first time or
unwilling to deal with logistics, as they prefer to fo-
cus on their product. We give them full service at
a fixed price and with more visibility”.

EVENTS
A few notes, continuing our report from the pre-
vious issue, about areas dedicated to specific top-
ics, which are now three, with the benefit of a bet-

ter overview of the event. “Materials & Nature”:
halls 5.1 and 6 will gather companies operating
in the wood industry, veneers, parquet flooring,
decorative surfaces, decorative papers, laminates,
wood-based materials, plastic-laminated sheet ma-
terials, mineral materials, edgings, surface treat-
ments, etc. 
The second area is called “Function & Compo-
nents” (halls 3.2, 4.2, 5.2, 7 e 8), featuring semi-
finished materials, hardware, elements, seals, locks
and components. “Textile & Machinery”, in Halls
9 and 10, dedicated to materials and technology
for upholstered elements, mattresses, coatings and
leatherware…
There will also be the “Innovation of interior”
squares; here, among other things, you will find un-
usual materials, “smart” surfaces still relatively un-
known. The latter will be the stars of a special show
called “Smart materials”, featuring kitchen tiles that
change color, surfaces that repel bacteria, or
floorings that purify air (we are really curious to find
out what it means…).
Within so much innovation, there will still be the
pleasure of seeing and touching wood, the undis-
puted star of “Materials & Nature” in hall 6, while
hall 10.1 will be the “textile place”, with all sorts of
topics, up to fabrics for car seats, and a real pro-
duction line running "live".

A special remark for the ever interesting “In-
terzum Award”. Also this year, some Italian com-
panies had excellent results: Italiana Ferramen-
ta for hardware, Cleaf in “materials and surfaces”,
Ovattificio Fortunato for the world of upholstery.
We will talk about it after the exhibition: until then,
our congratulations to the companies that have
waved the made-in-Italy banner up high.
We repeat what we have already written about the
event in hall 11.2, the “Innova Materia” con-
gress, a debate about materials, not only for fur-
niture; this might be a great occasion to collect ideas
and "flairs" to introduce into our world, which has
never been so much in need of new blood. ■

Fairgrounds, where
"Rooms" in Moscow
will be hosted.
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Since 1970, Nastroflex
(www.nastroflex.it) has been
a benchmark in the world of
surface sanding, through
its production and conver-
sion of coated abrasives,
over forty years at the serv-
ice of industries that have
made Italian products suc-
cessful on the international
scene, in the furnishing
trade, one of the mainstays
of north-east Italy, but also in
the fields of engineering,
cloth, tanning, footwear,
glass and ceramics.

Vast experience on the one
hand, and diversification of
use for coated abrasives on
the other, have stimulated
Nastroflex to constantly de-
velop and grow, providing
the market with innovative so-
lutions and products with
differentiated performances
that meet customers’ needs,
together with qualified
process consultancy servic-
es to achieve the best results.
This untiring development
of research and consultancy
has awarded the company a
leading position in the in-
dustry, permitting it to co-op-
erate with the most important

enterprises in the interna-
tional supply chain. One of
the most recent examples is
the company’s commitment
with Cefla, the world’s largest
supplier of surface treatment
equipment on a turnkey ba-
sis, which has chosen to
work with Nastroflex to test
the quality and effectiveness
of its machines.

Another recent and signifi-
cant collaboration  is with the
multi- national AkzoNobel,
a company specialized in the
production of paints and
chemical products, with
which Nastroflex is a partner
and consultant in developing
abrasion and painting sys-
tems. 
A fundamental aspect of
these joint projects is the
organization of regular tech-
nical meetings held to iden-
tify and analyse emerging
trends in order to ensure

that needs are
met punctually.
This includes of-
fering “bespoke”
products creat-
ed according to
the types of ma-
terial, painting,
machining, and
results required.

The locations of their two
Italian facilities, at Levada di
Ponte di Piave (Treviso)
where the company was
founded, and at Trezzano sul
Naviglio (Milan), are in two
territories which host most of
Italy’s furniture production,
and thus have certainly con-
tributed to making Nastroflex
one of the levers for the
abrasive industry’s develop-
ment.

Nowadays, in a global sce-
nario where new needs are
evolving in new fields, Nas-
troflex is present in all of the
most important furniture pro-
ducing countries, making its
contribution to the growth of
operators in the industry
through the sale of its prod-
ucts and the transfer of pro-
duction know-how.

In addition to these technical-
commercial initiatives abroad
Nastroflex has undertaken in
Italy – its headquarters – an
investment scheme orien-
tated towards product and
process innovation, with the
aim of further raising the
quality that distinguishes the
“Crocodile” brand, already
well-known throughout the
world.

The facilities at Ponte di Piave
and Trezzano sul Naviglio
currently employ approxi-
mately one hundred peo-
ple; exports represent 40
percent of turnover, a figure
that is in continuous expan-
sion, especially in central
and northern Europe and
South America. ■

NASTROFLEX, ABRASIVES “MADE IN ITALY”
FOR INDUSTRIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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THAT'S HOW WE DRESS UP PANELS...

Increasing customization, more design, for in-
creasingly wide and diversified markets. And be-
hind that, strong research for creativity and tech-
nology, rooted in a corporate history that fully fits
into the made-in-Italy design tradition. 
Cleaf, based in Lissone (Monza Brianza), found-
ed in the Seventies to sell particleboard, has be-
come a synonym for furniture surfaces and interi-
or decorations, with one peculiarity: total control on
the entire value chain. 
Talking about decors is minimizing, the innovative
definition for Cleaf's products is "thermo-structured
surface", flexibly produced according to customer
requirements, from top brands to high-quality re-
tail. Placed at the heart of Brianza, the home of fur-
niture, Cleaf had a clear mission from the beginning,
constantly pushing its activity not only in terms of
research, but also for technological development. 
The company’s produc-
tion assets have been
recently expanded with
a new hot lamination
press for panels meas-
uring 3500x2070, a sin-
gle-daylight model
reaching 100 kilos pres-

sure by square centimeter with high flexibility; it can
laminate panels from 3 to 50 millimeter thickness,
featuring 65 positions for different coatings and the
possibility to emboss at different depths. The
panel is not laminated, it’s thermo-structured. The
new cycle has been set up at the new Lissone site,
large production halls, a wonderful showroom
and areas to meet, understand, create, design...
This is the new frontier for Cleaf, reasserting their
great innovation skills and specialization in the serv-
ice of design and architecture with custom prod-
ucts. A big challenge that Alessandro Carrara,
general manager, is taking seriously, as he explains
in this interview.

Mr. Carrara, can you say that your technology serves
creativity?
“That’s right. We have strengthened our commitment

with the new showroom-
container “Ccube”, which
is part of our new head-
quarters. That’s where
we present the results
of our efforts, based on
our culture of materials,
surfaces and finishes,

Wonderful tactile surfaces in 3D, with sophisticated colors and responding
to the demand for continuous evolution by designers and manufacturers.
This is the new frontier of research in panel “skin” applications promoted
by Cleaf, which has recently moved out into new premises.

Alessandro Carrara. Luciano Caspani.
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combining aesthetic research with high-perfor-
mance decors. In this place we also make training
classes, we meet engineers, resellers, customers...”. 

The surface-product evolution has been very
strong, especially in recent years.
“Laminated surfaces have acquired an added val-
ue of innovative surfaces. The innovation game is
now played on surfaces, on furniture doors. I’m talk-
ing about visual impact, tactile sensation, texture
and structure of a surface. At Cleaf we do great
things because we know the entire cycle, from raw
panel to finished furniture items. In our plants, we
don’t just laminate, we cut to size, we edgeband,
we post-form, we bore... we can even deliver a fin-
ished prototype to our partners.
In this way, we can meet any request, we can test,
understand and offer the best response to archi-
tects, designers, customers”.

Like many others, or even before, you have moved
towards decors...
“It was a forced decision, if I think about it. We have
never been a company with large production vol-
umes, as we are not backed up by panel or chem-
ical production expertise, which is essential to car-
ry on specific projects. This has characterized our
story of “processors” of semifinished materials.
We have leveraged the skills, the know-how of our
district, Brianza, boasting deep and strong roots
in the furniture culture. 
We are historical suppliers of industry leaders; we
have lived parallel lives, we have grown and de-
veloped together. I can say that Cleaf is behind
much of Brianza’s design, with our desire to be part

of a project, to go in certain directions. Now it’s al-
most taken for granted talking about solutions for
one “big brand” or another, and it’s normal for them
to think of us, but there is a huge effort behind, a
deep culture of work, an industrial and tech-
nological policy that – let me tell you – only few
have. 
The product must be accurate, clean, close to per-
fection. We pay great attention starting from raw ma-
terials: we certainly don’t look for cheap products,
only those that are most suitable for the results we
want to achieve”.

It must be difficult to be competitive with your kind
of product...
“It’s true, but we have found our own niche of orig-
inal creations, a tailor-made offer that puts us on
a different level. We are exporting more than 30 per-
cent of our production, also to emerging countries,
where we are collecting increasing requests. We
sell a package based on a “technological” panel,
as we call it, and with suitable plants our customers
can make high-quality front elements and surfaces,
offering great visual impact all around the world. 
We are doing very well in the United States, for in-
stance, and we have recently closed an agreement
with some Brazilian manufacturers. Important joint
ventures, if you want to use this definition: we sup-
ply materials they cannot produce, as they don’t
have plants with suitable flexibility, but rather
technology designed for large volumes. The
Chilean giant Masisa, for example, will distribute
Cleaf products in Brazil, and we are also consid-
ering joint production for some articles in that re-
gion…”.

“CCube”.



involved are many, and very different. Today we use
innovative materials to do what used to be done with
wood. In our opinion, no material should be ex-
cluded for furniture surfaces and interior decora-
tions: glass, plastics, iron, aluminum, stone, fabric,
melamine, laminates, paints, lacquers... you have
to understand and learn how to use them. The sur-
face communicates emotion and performance to
the customer, even if it's furniture for the retail chan-
nel. A melamine panel, properly made, has a dig-
nity and performs a function".

What about the next “Interzum”?
“We are introducing different products. The Cologne
review is a place where you can meet the whole
world. We will bring several color combinations, some
of them already exhibited at the Saloni in Milan, where
we were directly or indirectly exhibiting in eighty
booths! A figure that is making us very proud.
We are seeing that international customers are more
than Italian customers looking for diversity and dif-
ference. In Italy, we prefer to delegate to design-
ers or follow the trend of the moment. The emerg-
ing figure is the developed craftsman that uses
powerful working centers and, with the consulting
support of capable designers and collaboration with
suppliers, produces excellent things at lower
prices. A very interesting phenomenon...".

Mr. Carrara, are you optimistic about the future?
“Sure, the world is big. We are not going to stop fur-
niture production, we have to change the production
method and focus more and more on surfaces. The
boutique of panels is good, but we should not for-
get that, behind it, there is an industry that works,
makes profits and invests to carry on. We must be
flexible, with flawless and undisputed service, fol-
lowing – or better, anticipating – the needs of our cus-
tomers. The Italian market will never be again what
it used to be in the past decades, and to establish
yourself abroad, you need years, a strong organization
and image. We expect 30 percent export growth,
keeping a strong focus on quality and research, thus
increasing our credibility and reliability”.

by Luca Rossetti ■

Hall 6.1 - Stand C30.
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This industry is looking ahead
and is also a factory of taste:
is it difficult to combine these
two aspects?
“No. It’s easy if you have
people who believe and an or-
ganization up to the situation.
At Cleaf we work well, we are
a good team. In our “Cleaf
Lab” we support the visual im-
pact of our products with an
accurate study of materials, to
ensure consistent improve-
ment; research is part of our
dna, supported by the en-
thusiasm and long-sighted-
ness of our owner, Luciano
Caspani, who has always in-
vested in technology and ad-
vanced plants”.

It seems that veneers have
lost the battle, considering
what can be done with new
decors...
“Many companies have
missed the opportunity to use
technology materials to make
quality furniture, exclusively
focusing on cost saving com-
pared to veneer. It’s hap-

pened in Italy, less in Germany. Research on ma-
terials and lamination was more limited, we missed
opportunities running after lower prices. A pity..:
We try to do our job and to keep customers satis-
fied by anticipating their needs. With “Ccube”, our
business partners can have real-time feedback for
our new products. We are smaller than others, but
we are more flexible, faster and curious. Our cre-
ativity is not submitted to technical limitations, to
people deciding whether a process is profitable for
the company or not. We immediately react before
any new idea: we test, we check, we look for im-
mediate feedback”.

Who sets trends today? Architects, big contractors,
the contract sector?
“Trend is a word that must be taken with caution.
Often someone has gone wrong and other have fol-
lowed without realizing that the real market was not
interested. The market is the world and the elements

“Millennium”.

“Engadina”.
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COATED ABRASIVES FOR ANY KIND OF SURFACE

Nastroflex SpA
Via delle Industrie, 17 - 31047 Levada di Ponte di Piave - Treviso - Italy
tel. +39.0422.853018 - fax +39.0422.853533
nastroflex@nastroflex.it - www.nastroflex.com



Austrian fittings manufactur-
er Blum will be presenting
new and interesting products
to international visitors at in-
terzum 2013 from 13 to 16
May in Cologne. The com-
pany will be displaying tried
and tested fittings solutions
as well as innovative concept
studies that bring enhanced
convenience to the entire
home – in particular to
kitchens. 
“Clip top Blumotion”, the
hinge generation with inte-
grated soft close, not only
comes as a standard 110°,
profile door, blind corner,
angled and aluminium frame
hinge, but is now also avail-
able with an opening angle
of 107°.
The new option ideally com-
plements the existing pro-
gramme and offers new pos-
sibilities. It has a smaller
drilling depth of just 11.5
mm and can be used for
door thicknesses of 15 mm
or more.
Blum’s “Aventos” lift sys-
tems, comprising the bi-fold
lift (HF), up and over (HS), lift
up (HL), stay lift (HK) and
small stay lift (HK-S and the
NEW extra small HK-XS),
cover a wide range of appli-
cations. What’s new at the
trade show is Blum’s “Tip-
On” mechanical opening
system, which is not only
available for the HK stay lift
but now also for HK-S and
HK-XS – ideal for small han-
dle-less wall cabinets above
the fridge or larder unit. 

Blum will again provide plen-
ty of space for the presenta-
tion of its box systems, for
example, “Tandembox an-
taro”, the minimalist pull-out
system with a rectangular
gallery or also available as an
enclosed drawer with gallery
and design elements of var-
ious materials such as glass,
metal, wood, etc. 
As for “Legrabox”, Blum’s
new box system with slim
and straight side walls, there
will be two models on show,
both with the matching “Am-
bia-Line” inner dividing sys-
tem. The first is “Legrabox
pure” with matte, metallic
side walls and the second
“Legrabox free” with large
design elements of, for ex-
ample, glass. “Legrabox”’s
runner system boasts a syn-

chronised feather-light glide,
low sag values, and lots
more. 
First presented in 2011,
Blum’s “Movento” runner
system for wooden furni-
ture is available in a wide
product range and has out-
standing running character-
istics. The concealed solution
is designed for dynamic
loads of 40 and 60 kg. Its
high stability and very low
sag values are impressive.
In addition, Blum will be pre-
senting two concept studies
at the trendsetting fair in
Cologne which are designed
to bring even more conven-
ience to modern furniture
and are likely to be at the
centre of attention.
For Blum, interzum is an in-
ternational trendsetting fair for

the furniture industry and
therefore a permanent fixture
on the trade show calendar.
The company’s international
sales team is looking for-
warding to presenting nu-
merous new products and
will make the most of the op-
portunity to further consoli-
date Blum’s position as a
market leader in the fittings
industry. ■

Hall 4
Stand D068/E069.
Hall 7
Stand A020/A021/C021.
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BLUM 
PRODUCT INNOVATIONS AT INTERZUM 2013
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Egger is presenting a range
of new products and servic-
es at the Interzum trade fair
in Cologne.
From lightweight to com-
pact, from deeply brushed to
high gloss – the Tyrolean
wood-based material man-
ufacturer is presenting new
products, services and ap-
plication-oriented solutions in
its “House of Inspiration” at
the Interzum trade fair in
Cologne. The focus is on
decor and texture highlights,
deep surfaces with syn-
chronised pores on both
sides, compact laminate for
interior applications and the
“Vds kitchen box” as a
service innovation.
The Egger stand is approx-
imately 500m2 (5,382 square
feet) in hall 6 (exhibition
stand A70 and B79) where
visitors can enter a House of
Inspiration. It has the full di-
versity of products and serv-
ices for furniture and interior
design. Ulrich Bühler, Man-
agement and Managing Di-
rector Marketing and Sales of
Egger Group explains: “For
us as a full-range supplier
with various distribution
channels,being able to pres-
ent innovations across our full

range of products and serv-
ices to the industry as well as
architects and distributors
is very important”.
Visitors can experience the
diversity of Egger products
during their tour. From new
decors and textures for the
furniture industry to the
“Zoom” Collection with its
matching Mfc, laminate and
Abs edging. The “House of
Inspiration” also features
lightweight building boards
and acoustically effective el-
ements that can be cus-
tomised with perforation pat-
terns. The fully coordinated
product range stands for
maximum design flexibility
with “Eurodekor”, laminates,
melamine and security edg-
ing and is presented under
“Everything from a single
source”. Egger Group sub-
sidiary Roma is integrated
into the joint trade fair con-
cept. Products on display –

including melamine edging,
Pvc/Abs security edging and
accent edging – are tailored
to the variety of customer re-
quirements for industry and
distributors.
Egger is represented in the
“innovation of interior” special
exhibition, presentino the lat-
est innovations for the furni-
ture industry aimed at archi-
tects and designers. The
exhibition stand in hall 4.2
presents the decor and tex-
ture combinations with wall
panelling in the form of torn
strips of paper.
Experiences for the senses
are also provided at the “Ma-

terials & Nature” piazza in
hall 6 – here Egger made a
significant contribution to
materials and know-how.
Building materials for the ex-
hibition stand and items for
the material exhibition were
provided by Egger. The
wood-based material man-
ufacturer is also participating
in all four focus days with
technical presentations on
the piazza. ■

Hall 6 - Stand A70, B79.

EGGER 
“HOUSE OF INSPIRATION” AT INTERZUM

Ulrich
Bühler
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m SHERWIN-WILLIAMS ITALY

We had already reported it in the previous issue, but
we couldn’t resist the temptation to get more details
and give a clear picture of today’s Sherwin-Williams
Italy. Nothing better than an interview with Alessan-
dro Pirotta, managing director South Europe.

“With the creation of Sherwin-Williams Italy, we have
completed a process undertaken two years ago with
the Sayerlack acquisition in 2010 and Becker Acro-
ma in September”, Alessandro Pirotta says. “On
January 1st this year, we merged all the group com-
panies, creating one single entity – Sherwin
Williams Italy – including Sayerlack, Becker,
Oece and Linea Blu.
As Sherwin-Williams Italy we can improve our or-
ganization; this was an urgent and stronger re-

quirement following the earthquake that damaged
the Oece and Becker site in Cavezzo, a dramatic
event because one of our employees was killed…
Now we are all Sherwin-Williams Italy, one company
name, I repeat, including four brands, each  man-
aged independently, marketed through two differ-
ent organizations, one for Sayerlack and Linea Blu,
one for Oece and Becker, on the Italian and inter-
national markets. Our four brands are quite pop-
ular also outside Italy, generating export that we
manage from Italy with operations all over the world. 
In 2012 we had a consolidated turnover of 143 mil-
lion Euros, 90 from export. Just consider that our
second market, after Italy, is Russia, where in 2013
we will exceed 20 million Euros.
It is worth spending a few more words about the Lin-
ea Blu brand, probably less known to your readers.
This is a water-based product line for professionals
who need small volumes and for DIY hobbyists; these
products are sold through resellers and retail”.

“The packaging of our coatings will still feature the
different brands, with the new company name in the

A new company name for established businesses joining 
the American giant that, with these acquisitions, 
conquered the European leadership in wood coatings.

On the left, Dennis Karnstein, Sr. vice president 
& general manager-Europe, Product finishes; 
on the right, Alessandro Pirotta, Managing director South Europe.
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lower section of the label”, Pirotta adds. “We did
not want to squander the valuable asset represented
by our brands in the wood industry. Recently, we
have made a Europe-wide survey which indicated
that Sayerlack is the best-known brand among
users of coatings for wood and wood-based prod-
ucts, even those who don't use our coatings and
even in the few countries where we have no active
sales operations. These results are incredible...
The same for Oece, although this is a niche prod-
uct, and Becker, much closer to North European
markets and the Swedish origins of the brand; for
this reason, it is a reference partner for Ikea, just
to mention a significant customer…
As a result of these acquisitions in 2010, the Sher-
win-Williams group has achieved the goal of be-
coming European market leader in a short time:
until 31 March 2010, the group did not sell one sin-
gle can of wood coating in the old continent, while
on September 30 it had acquired the biggest mar-
ket share”.

Mr. Pirotta, have you also re-organized your pro-
duction sites?
“Basically, we all still do what we did before. In Mar-
iano Comense we produce uv coatings and plas-
tic coatings for all brands. In Pianoro we have con-
centrated the production of water coatings, also for
Oece and Becker; in Cavezzo we have the other
product lines of both brands, mainly the coatings
for glass, Oece’s flagship product.
In Italy we have 450 employees in three produc-
tion sites, plus our sales networks and three em-
ployees in India, a very interesting market... It’s a
drop in the sea, compared to the giant size of Sher-
win-Williams, Us market leader in coatings for any
industrial domain, from constructions to automotive,
from metal to plastics... 
All these products are sold through approximate-
ly 3,500 brand stores.

In this context, Sayerlack, Oece and Becker rep-
resent high specialization, high-level technology for
the wood coatings market developed by these three
brands, offering excellent products that we also sell
in the United States, of course. 
We are specialists, we invest a lot in research and
innovation… we are not used to focusing on sales
exclusively, to base competition on mere pricing,
we prefer to build customer relationships and de-
velop new scenarios, grow together…”.

What were the reactions to this development?
“I must say the market is responding well, also be-
cause this is not a real change. In a way, it was just
a formal act. The coatings are the same, the brands
are the same, performance and people are the
same... only the invoice letterhead has changed!
The economic situation is well known to all of us,
and we cannot neglect that we are talking about
companies, sure, but also people, who need se-
curity and confidence in this period; they feel the
need to be part of a company, to be involved in an
organization projected towards the future.
Our customers, our resellers have definitely ap-
preciated the merger, as they know it can support
growth. A few months after the launch of the sales
networks, Sayerlack and Oece-Becker, it is clear
to everyone that we are working to improve, to
achieve better results for everybody”.
For us, continuity is not just a word, it's part of our
relationship with customers, with all the users of our
products all around the world. Continuity and im-
provement. Every day, I repeat to myself and my staff
that our goal is to be so close to the market and to
our partners that we can anticipate their wishes, con-
sidering coating as a solved issue, in terms of tech-
nical service, sales and logistics.
This is and shall always be our commitment”. (l.r.) ■
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The perfect finish needs decorative surfaces that
offer more than just visual upgrading: sheathing and
veneer edging should offer protection, emphasize
the character of Your products and match them
seamlessly.
Vicover (www.vicover.it), Business Unit of the Pe-
dross Group, offers technically and aesthetically so-
phisticated surfaces that shape the appearance,
value and function of your products. The interac-
tion of highest processing precision and cus-
tomized format and design options opens undreamt-
of possibilities for the design of the personal edge
and sheathing system.
At Interzum 2013 Vicover (hall 5.1-stand D069) pres-
ents its wide range of products: edges and veneers
to be able to answer the highest expectations. The
program includes more than 100 standard surfaces
– we produce about 80 traditional and exotic woods
from anigre to zebrano, but also different types of
cork, in our facilities to make high-grade rolled prod-
ucts. The product range also comprises metal sur-
faces like brushed aluminium with different designs.
Digitally printed special papers and veneer round
off the selection and provide unlimited design op-
tions for the customers.
New by Vicover: real wood veneer with customized
embossing and real wood veneer with perforation for
the optimization of the acoustic features! ■

Hall 5.1 - Stand D069.

VICOVER
ANYTHING BUT SUPERFICIAL

Since 1964 Effegi Brevet-
ti has been conceiving,
designing and producing
innovative solutions for the
furniture industry such as a
wide range of fittings as well
as mechanisms for doors’
displacement.
During the current year the
company has been imple-
menting some improve-
ments on existing prod-
ucts both from the techni-
cal and economical point of

view. The products have been mainly focusing on
for the improvements are: “Plano”, sliding system
for inline doors. A new version was released with
a simpler lower track for a faster installation and cost
saving; “Pegaso”, a mechanism for the horizontal
opening action of furniture doors: the aesthetical as-
pect of this mechanism was improved and a new
support plate was developed to give a better sta-
bility to the cabinet. “Rostrino”: this connecting fit-
ting offers a so called “Zero Visibility Effect” being
almost  fully concealed. Thanks to its reduced di-
ameter body it can be used in panels of minimum
16 mm thickness. “Ghost” is a range of concealed
shelf holders are now available with a larger range
of fixing bolts. The range has been recently ex-
tended by two new versions: with single dowel for
classic applications, and a  Ø20 h13 version for spe-
cial applications. And also “Winch”:  this mecha-
nism for flap doors is very much appreciated thanks
to its design. It is available in different colours and
materials as well as in various spring strengths.
The brand new product from Effegi Brevetti released
in 2013 is “Infinito”: it is a new mechanism for in-
line doors which offers a wide range of solutions in
terms of sliding doors dimensions. In other words
it will be possible to  consider doors of different width
and or height in the same cabinet structure using
one type of track. ■

Hall 8 - Stand C30/D31.

EFFEGI BREVETTI
IMPROVEMENTS ON PRODUCTS RANGE
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COLLANTI CONCORDE
THE “XILOBOND T”

Engineered timber has some advantages such as
the manufacturing process and the respect for the
environment; from this perspective, the company
Collanti Concorde srl (Vittorio Veneto, TV, Italy) has
developed the polyurethane adhesive “Xilobond T”,
high performance single component, Voc-free,
solvent-free, formaldehyde-free and heavy metal-free.
This product is suitable for the production of
XLam panels, for wooden green building structures
and the construction of prefabricated buildings.
“Xilobond T” is particularly suitable for gluing parts
of resinous wood (spruce, pine, douglas) for the
production of laminated panels, outdoor block-
boards, windows, semi-finished products subject
to high humidity. Also suitable for gluing particu-
larly difficult materials such as heat-treated wood
(thermowood).
In agreement with Cnr/Ivalsa and on the basis of re-
sults confirmed by Tum of Munich, Collanti Concorde
certifies “Xilobond T” as En 15425-compliant. ■

Hall 16 - Stand D26.

VAUTH SAGEL
THE NEW “VSA” LARDER DRAWER 

In 2013, the focus of the com-
pany’s interzum presentation
will be on innovative product
solutions and the Vauth-Sagel
values. Even the architecture
of the completely redesigned,
more than 400-square-metre
trade fair stand astonishes,
while at the same time exem-
plifying the self-conception of
the renowned, firmly-estab-
lished German company that
has characterised Vauth-Sagel
for over 50 years now. The pri-

mary focus of the product presentation will be on the
new “Vsa” larder drawer, which is an excellent ex-
ample of the company’s brilliance and perform-ance:
it not only excels with its superlative quality married
with its high-end look, it simultaneously embodies
Vauth-Sagel’s material competence. At the 2013 in-
terzum, the new “Vsa” in all its diversity will be just one
of the highlights of the presented product range. 
The “Vsa” is the storage space miracle for tall cab-
inets, whereby the front panel is initially connected
to the carcass by means of standard hinges. Two
door couplers on the top and bottom sides of the
system fitting are then connected to the cabinet door,
hence enabling automatic extension of the “Vsa”
when the door is moved. In this way, the shelves with
stored items are comfortably extended beyond the
front edge of the cabinet. This not only permits a clear
overview of the contents of the cabinet, it above all
also provides fast, easy access. 
The “Vsa” is customisable and available in five dif-
ferent basket variants. Customers can choose be-
tween the “Classic” and “Saphir” entry-level mod-
els, which in turn come in various col-ourways and
chrome-plating. 
The “Premea” and “Premea Glassline” wooden shelf
programmes are the more exclusive basket variants
and are perfectly rounded off by the “Premea Art-
line” range in the top segment. ■

Hall 7 - Stand C20.
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At this year’s interzum, Grass will be presenting not
only the new exclusive drawer system “Vionaro”
but also an entirely new exhibition stand concept.
Visitors can look forward to an emotional product
presentation of a special kind – and that applies
to both Vionaro and the many other enhanced and
optimised features in the various product areas. 
In the furniture and kitchen industry there is a grow-
ing desire on the part of many manufacturers to dif-
ferentiate their products through exceptional de-
sign. This approach is also taking on ever greater
importance inside furniture. With its unique prod-
ucts, Grass is addressing precisely this need, and
gives kitchen and furniture manufacturers sys-
tematic variety that offers them differentiation
from their competitors as well as optimal scope for
product segmentation within their own ranges. 
The “Vionaro” drawer system is based on the con-
cealed slide “Dynapro” and is the only system that
allows the use of wood, steel and aluminium
drawers on one and the same slide system. The alu-
minium drawer side assures the utmost in individ-
uality and provides ample scope for custom design
elements to differentiate the end product. “Vionaro
is the solution for all customers who are not prepared
to compromise on colour, form or material in the de-
sign of their furniture”, says Ronald Weber, Chair-
man of the Grass management Board. ■

Hall 7.1 - Stand E020/E021. 

GIEFFE
TABLE LEGS SERIE “XL” AND “Y4RG”

GRASS
THE NEW “VIONARO” DRAWER SYSTEM 

Gieffe, division of Formenti
& Giovenzana spa, based
in Veduggio con Colzano
(Monza e Brianza) is spe-
cialized in the production
of furniture fittings and fur-
nishing accessories.
Investing continuosly in
R&D and always looking
for new styles, Gieffe has
lanced a new type of table
legs: “Serie XL”.
Four new legs of major di-
mensions with round,
elleptic, square or rectan-
gular sections and different
finishes open up new per-
spectives and new con-
cepts for the table, thanks
to the possibility of differ-
ent positionings with re-
spect to the tabletop ac-
cording to the situation
and specific needs.
But Gieffe doesn’t look to
the new designs only and
continues to invest in im-
proving also the standard
products quality.
An important result is the
new patented mounting
plate “Y4RG”, studied to
permit to grant a better fix-
ing and resistance of the
leg. ■

Hall 7.1 - Stand A030.
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Ferrari (www.ferrarispa.it), company based in
Verderio S. (Lecco) at the Interzum will present to
the market “Wave”, cushion for hinges, and “Pilot
Line”, longitudinal hinge clip base.
The installation of “Wave” is easy, fast and safe,
thanks to the practical fastening clip without tools
directly on the box hinge, and can be performed di-
rectly during the installation phase of the furniture,
ensuring maximum flexibility to the manufacturer in
the differentiation of the different types of product.
“Wave” is perfectly suited to doors of different
weights and sizes thanks to the quick adjustment,
two-step, which allows to vary the damping effect
of 20 percent.
“Pilot Line” combines functionality and ease of use,
guaranteed by the coupling system “Anyway Clip”,
unique in the market, with elegance and design, the
small size of the base allow you to completely hide
it inside the hinge.
Through the cam you get a continuous and pro-
gressive adjustment, ensuring maximum grip at
every point of the wing without any subsidence.
Ferrari hinges are also available in various finishes
to meet the needs of the most demanding furniture
makers and follow the latest design trends.
The increased finish, for example, is specific for use
in environments where high criticality is required,
such as superior corrosion resistance and is guar-
anteed over time without sacrificing a valuable aes-
thetics.
The antique brass finish instead has been developed
following the latest trends in the industry in order to
integrate even more the hinge in matt furniture or

darker wood finishes greatly improving
the overall aesthetic appearance. ■

Hall 8.1 - Stand A30-A38.

BELLOTTI
“LARIDECK®” AT INTERZUM

FERRARI
RELIABILITY AND QUALITY

Bellotti participates in in-
terzum 2013 and welcomes
its visitors in Pavilion 5.1 –
Stand 071, inside an original
structure entirely built us-
ing spruce battens. On this
occasion the company is
going to introduce some of
its market leaders: Lar-
ideck®, a modular flooring
system for outdoor appli-
cations (which Bellotti uses

here for the frame of its stand), panels targeted to
the building and furnishing industry, assembled with
ground-breaking and high-tech materials with heat
insulation properties and timber elements of sever-
al wood species. 
Still, the company mostly wants to stress its extreme
manufacturing flexibility allowing to offer customized
and tailored solutions meeting the different re-
quests and needs coming from the wood-furnishing-
building world. It is a wooden modular flooring for out-
door environments, ideal to meet any requirement.
Thanks to its extreme easiness of laying and re-
moval and to its superlative versatility, Larideck® is
the most practical and advantageous solution to floor
any kind of outdoor space in a completely au-
tonomous way, it is suitable for swimming pools
edges, garden lanes, gazeboes, terraces and ve-
randas. Moreover, it is an excellent floor for saunas
and public spaces in fitness and wellness centres,
spas and bathing establishments. Larideck® is
manufactured by four-side profiling of wood battens
which are then screwed into a polypropylene sup-
port. Modules can be coupled by a simple grid in-
terlocking and can be laid in two ways: the first one
is similarly to a "ship deck" (with one laying direction
only) while the second one is based on a "chess-
board" pattern (with the perpendicular crossing of
single gratings). Larideck® is available in various
species, among which teak, iroko, Sapele ma-
hogany and bio-cork. For Larideck® as well as for its
other products, Bellotti stocks up with first-rate ma-
terials and the used wood comes only from controlled

plantations or from ones where refor-
estation is planned. ■

Hall 5.1 - Stand 071.
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Technical and handicraft skills, creativity, willingness
to make, to grow, to change... for a purpose that
needs no big explanation: the treatment, recovery
and social inclusion of people whose life was
crushed by drugs. This is, briefly stated, the Join-
ery of San Patrignano, an excellence of the treat-
ment and recovery center (www.sanpatrignano.org)
established by Vincenzo Muccioli in 1978 in Cori-
ano, near Rimini, hosting 1,300 people approxi-

mately. We had the opportunity to get acquainted
with the community, to spend a day there, an ex-
perience we recommend to all our readers...
The joiner's workshop is an integral part of the com-
munity, one of a thousand activities and hosts of serv-
ices that are born here and always have a different
flavor. Joinery is an opportunity that San Patrignano
offers to those who want to change their lives, an
opportunity that has been growing for thirty years,
also thanks to the longstanding friendship between
the Aureli family and Muccioli, who has always count-
ed Scm Group among their strongest supporters.
Initially conceived to supply furniture, interior dec-
orations and wood constructions for the commu-
nity, in few years it turned into a real workshop: clas-
sic, traditional furniture, with manual skills making
the difference. 
But then things changed, because “life is the art
of encounters”, said Vinicius de Moraes. And en-
counters affect your life, such as the meeting with
Maurizio e Davide Riva, owners of Riva 1920
(www.riva1920.it), whose fantasy and passion for
wood resulted into the “Barrique” project, involving
about thirty star architects, designers and indus-
try professionals such as Luca Scacchetti, Matteo
Thun, Mario Botta, Aldo Cibic, Paolo Nava, Aldo
Spinelli, Terry Dwan, Pierluigi Cerri, just to mention

SAN PATRIGNANO: 
JOINERS IN SECOND LIFE
In the community founded by Vincenzo Muccioli, a joiner’s workshop 
has been operating since 1980. Supported by Scm Group, 
it provides young people with an opportunity to find a new job, 
with a focus on design with a capital “D”...
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ter has a laundry, a legal office, a medical center
with a small hospital, dentists and dental engineers.
We have our own school, where we train hundreds
of young men and women, and a remote access
university. We have vineyards and a winery that is
known all around the world for the quality of
wines. We have grazing land, a butcher’s shop, and
we make all sorts of cold cuts and salami. We have
an area for minors, a clinic open to the public in col-
laboration with the local health and sanitary district,
a kindergarten, a nursery, a relatively famous
restaurant, a store where we sell all our products…
150 children, the sons and daughters of operators
who are following the track... there are 250 people
working at the center each day. I am mentioning
these figures to give you an idea of what San Pa-
trignano is today and how it is open to the world.
There are no fees and donations are never enough.
We have organized as a business enterprise, set-
ting up technical, sales, purchasing, communica-
tion and accounting departments, plus others to
manage our workshops and specific skills. 
This approach also involved the joiner’s workshop,
which has started working for external customers,
too. Classic furniture, handicraft measure-made
pieces, cabinetry. We have approached the mar-
ket and realized it is not easy, we had to spend too
much time outside the center, a situation that is hard
to handle for many guys. 
So, about ten years ago, we had an idea: make a
catalog of standard furniture, representing our style,
our vision, with the support of selected designers,
and then sell them directly to the market, through
stores and showrooms, directly to final consumers”.

Is it just furniture?
“No, we have tried to preserve some market op-
portunities we had opened in the past. I am refer-
ring to shipbuilding, to measure-made furniture, and
special initiatives like the “Barrique” project, which
are developed in parallel with the daily operations

a few. Mission: reuse the oak wood of “barrique”
casks for wine aging, another excellence in the San
Patrignano community.

During our visit, we were guided by Marco Ste-
fanini, who knows this story very well. he was a “San
Patrignano guy” himself, he arrived on the hills in
Romagna at 18, now he is the workshop manag-
er. He is a bit older, but he is still the boy who want-
ed to tell everyone about what he had inside. Thank
you, Marco.

“Our joiner’s workshop was created in 1980, one
of the very first initiatives of the community. We made
the tables, chairs, beds, windows and doors we
needed. We managed our own house assets. We
were all very young and inexperienced. We had
learned a few tricks here and there, we were just
so willing to do something... then we got to know
more and more “important” people, we got in touch
with designers, engineers and famous artists. I re-
member Renzo Mongiardino, a great interior de-
signer who brought all of his craftsmen to live in San
Patrignano… I remember Patrizio, a great joiner,
who taught us all he knew! A small team, five-six
boys who learned to job and became the “core” of
the joiner’s workshop. 
One day, Vincenzo Muccioli decided to involve lo-
cal craftsmen, retired people who were offered a
second opportunity to be active with us in the com-
munity, to share all their expertise with knowledge-
hungry persons like us. Not only for joinery, but also
for out textile laboratory, for decorations and for
many initiatives that were about to start”.

“It is worth reminding – Stefanini says – that San Pa-
trignano is a cost-free community, there is no fee
to be paid and everyone has the same duties and
rights. There is no money: if you need bed linen or
trousers, the community will take care. We are all
active and there are plenty of opportunities: the cen-
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US TOUR FOR SAN PATRIGNANO CASKS

Scm Group is the top partner of the
event featuring furniture and items
made from reclaimed casks used to
age the wine made in San Patrignano.

From San Patrignano to the United
States, a long roadshow from May to
October 2013, traveling through
Boston, New York, Washington,
Charleston, Miami, Houston, Chicago

and Atlanta. A journey that tells the sto-
ry of just a small portion of what hap-
pens every day in this community, the
biggest in Europe, which has been wel-
coming young men and women with
problems of drugs and social margin-
alization for thirty years. An organiza-
tion that needs no introduction, where
attention to people, work and com-
munity leads to the re-birth of thou-

sands of boys and girls, men and
women. Just like the barrique
wood is re-born...

Two activities of the community
– excellent winemaking and a
joiner’s workshop equipped with
“Premium” machines by Scm
Group in Rimini  – resulted into
a project called “Le botti ri-
nascono a San Patrignano”.

Using reclaimed casks where valuable
San Patrignano wines have matured,
the community created lamps, furniture,
doors, toys, armchairs, chairs, small ta-
bles… The items were designed by
about thirty famous designers, in-
cluding Claudio Bellini, Luca Scac-
chetti, Pierluigi Cerri, Michele De Luc-
chi, Aldo Cibic, Terry Dwan, Elio Fioruc-
ci, chef Gualtiero Marchesi, Karim
Rashid, Matteo Thun, Aldo Spinelli, An-
gela Missoni, Paola Navone, Paolo Pin-
infarina and another chef, Marc Sadler.
Without forgetting Maurizio and Davide
Riva of Riva1920 from Cantù (Como),
who have been supporting this project
since its official launch at the Milan Sa-
loni in April 2012, recording great
success among audience and critics.

The long US tour will also draw atten-

of the joiner’s workshop. We always try
to diversify activity, so that our guys
have to opportunity to live ever new
experiences; in this way, we of-
fer a lot of training, we expand
the skills of each person, so
that, once they leave the com-
munity, they can consider open-
ing their own workshop or finding
a qualified job. We are strongly
dedicated to social inclusion, espe-
cially in times like these, where it is really dif-
ficult for young people to find a job or credit from
banks. For this reason, we are creating micro-cred-
it initiatives with banks. 
We cooperate with Scm Group not only to re-include
our guys through the “channels” and the personal
contacts of Scm Group people supporting us, but
also to offer school programs inside the communi-
ty. When possible – again in collaboration with Scm
and some banking institutes – we are supporting the
creation of small teams for small businesses or small
cooperatives, helping guys find their way back into
society and offering a network of job opportunities.It’s
all about offering an opportunity based on skills ac-

quired with tools that can help capable
people build something of their own".

How many guys have been
working at the workshop over
the years?

“We have about eighty at pres-
ent, but thousands of people

have learned a job here. The av-
erage treatment and recovery pe-

riod is four years, which is long enough
to train a person for any job. San Patrignano

offers more than forty different activities. We try to
give an effective answer to every boy and girl, both
in service-related activities for the center’s guests
and in the decoration workshops, where we pro-
duce wallpaper, fabrics, household and personal
care products, just to mention a few examples.
There are also many training courses for joiners,
electricians, plumbers, bricklayers, blacksmiths,
weavers, breeders, farmers, dairymen, vine-
dressers and cellarmen, plus jobs in the many of-
fices that the community has today”.

Let’s go back to your relationship with Scm Group...

Barriques at San Patrignano.
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tion to Italy in general. That’s why the
“Barrique project” was listed by the For-
eign Affair Ministry among official ini-
tiatives celebrating 2013 as the “year
of Italian culture” in the States, with a
calendar including over one hundred
cultural events and initiatives.

Scm Group will be the top partner, to-
gether with sponsors like Italy-Amer-
ica Chamber of Commerce in New
York, Ice (the Italian agency for enter-
prise promotion and globalization),
Friends of San Patrignano (a com-
munity founded in 2003 to help young
Americans based on the same mod-
el of the original community), Foun-
dation for Italian Art and Culture in
New York; Fondazione Bracco, by the
same-named pharmaceutical industry
family; Poltrona Frau, an excellent

brand in the production of seats
and upholstered furniture; Msc-
Mediterranean Shipping Com-
pany, a giant of maritime trans-
port; Aon insurance and rein-
surance group; Federalimenta-
re and Federvini, complement-
ing design with Italian taste, of-
fering wine tasting experiences
at each stage of the roadshow.

“We are honored to take part in this
great adventure of San Patrignano
and “made in Italy” in the United
States”, said Adriano Aureli, general
manager of Scm Group. “It’s an op-
portunity to testify our support and 30-
year friendship with San Patrignano
and their joiner’s workshop, where our
machines are an established presence.
But it is also a way to be close to the

big and exciting world of design, to
show what we believe in, our deter-
mination to provide tools that can turn
a great idea into a great product. This
is our mission: collaborate to make a
dream, an idea come true. Improve life,
make it more beautiful... a miracle
that happens every day in San Pa-
trignano! And I’m not talking just about
furniture or wine, but people...”. ■

“They have been supporting the development of our
joiner’s workshop since its creation. We have always
had and still have only Scm machines, model “Pre-
mium”. The company’s support, especially from the
Aureli family, was essential for us. The relationship
is still very close and not limited to supplies and fi-
nancial aids. Together, we are developing major proj-
ects like the "Barrique" I mentioned before. We lever-
age every opportunity, we are an open communi-
ty, always pursuing the goal of a self-sufficient or-
ganization and an experience that can be replicated.
For anyone who might need, not only in Italy...”.

How did you get to the “Barrique” project?
“The “Barrique” project was launched in 2012 with
Maurizio and Davide Riva. I had seen the “Briccole
di Venezia” project and I asked: can we do the same
with the barrique casks we use to age our wine? And
so it started: in April 2012 we had a great success
at the Furniture Show in Milan; we have involved
many wine producers who give us their reclaimed
casks, and in a few weeks the products created with
the “Barrique Project” will be touring in the United
States (see box on page 00, editor’s note).
Among the most fascinating projects, we are

working with Bob Krieger, a world-class portrait
photographer, for the production of special picture
frames...”. 

Do you handle the entire cycle in your workshop?
“Yes, from roughing to finishing, the workshop has
specific areas for sanding, primary operations, cut-
ting to size, numerical control operations, dec-
oration and painting/lacquering. All-round pro-
duction and training.
Our production of standard furniture uses “poor”
materials, often recycled or low-cost; for instance,
we use mdf panels to make items that are then
“dressed” with handicraft decorations to create
unique products. 
Most of our production is made with our own hands.
That’s essential for us. We are craftsmen. The Scm
machines we use are typical handicraft equipment,
although they are no longer what they used to be
in the past. We work each piece individually, we turn,
carve, glue and sand manually. We touch wood, we
cuddle it. We need passion. We are an expression
of passion. Without passion for all this, San Pa-
trignano would have never existed...”.

by Luca Rossetti ■
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Duerre in Pontedera (Pisa) is rooted in the Italian
tradition of family-led companies and considers in-
novation as a trump to valorize the creative and
manufacturing competence of made-in-Italy actors
on the international scenario of shipbuilding and lux-
ury yachts. 
Technology has played, and still plays, a key role
to ensure high performance in terms of productivity
and flexibility. Owned by the Burchi family, who

started as a joiner’s workshop in the Forties, pro-
ducing high-end furniture for private customers, in
the following decades became one of the leading
companies in the Italian shipbuilding industry. 
It employs some thirty people, plus forty exclusive
collaborators and a network of small handicraft busi-
ness for furniture installation. Being close to big Tus-
can shipbuilding sites, including Viareggio, the com-
pany generates a 5-6 million Euro turnover without
any direct export of its production. Today, Duerre
is guided by Roberto Burchi, sole administrator.
Grown up inside the company, since 1999 he has
been the promoter of technology and manufacturing
developments that have changed the approach to
the production of boat furniture.

Mr. Burchi, you had to re-
launch a company and
innovate its organization
and technology almost
from scratch...
“Well, actually, I perfect-
ed some principles I had
inherited from my family,

CREATIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY
WINNING COMBINATION

Boat furniture is an industry that has been less affected by the economic crisis
and fierce competition. If technological innovation adds to decades 
of industrial experience, you can grow even in a difficult market...

Roberto Burchi.
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time to change, to make a step forward. And we
had the courage to do so…”. 

How important is technology for you?
“Very important. In recent years, we have made im-
portant choices with Biesse’s consulting: we want-

despite the premature death of my father. I was con-
fronted with an abrupt and painful transition between
two generations... In 1999, when we moved to the
production of boat furniture, numerical control ma-
chines and working centers were considered nec-
essary only for mass production. I did not care and
I closed a partnership with Biesse, which is still my
supplier. Having started this joint process, we be-
came immediately competitive against handicraft
businesses for complex operations. 
At the end of the Nineties, we started to work with
joiners in Cascina who served
big shipbuilding contractors,
and we purchased a proto-
type of Biesse working center,
still up and running. Later
on, leveraging our competi-
tiveness and a bit of luck, we
started to acquire orders di-
rectly: we were no longer
“just” subcontractors.
To build a boat, you have to comply with strict stan-
dards that define materials, their fire and moisture
resistance, safety of the sailing boat... We are talk-
ing about a product that has been changing its
shape and performance over time. If you make fur-
niture, this means you have to improve the light
weight, solidity and elastic properties of the entire
system. This has resulted into a closer relationship
between the site where the hull is built and those
in charge for interior fittings and furniture”.

Competition...
“It’s decreasing, as the crisis is hitting also this in-
dustry. Companies have been literally halved,
only the stronger and more efficient are surviving.
Consolidating the company and investing, while pre-
serving some cash flow, was essential to hold on
in this period. 2012 was terrible and we had to con-
sider the situation very accurately; we realized it was

MAXIMUM CREATIVE FREEDOM 
FOR SHIPBUILDING

The edgebanding working centers series “Rover C” by Biesse ex-
ecute the entire shaping and edgebanding of a panel on one ma-
chine. The combination of milling technology with five interpolating
axes and edge processing make “Rover C Edge” suitable for com-
plex operations of different types, including highly complex boat fur-
niture. Benefits include: four operations in one machine (solid wood
processing, panel shaping and edge-
banding, boring on six faces and routing for
nesting); glue application directly onto the
panel for perfect bonding to the edge; trim-
ming aggregates and edge/glue scrapers
that can process profiles with 10 mm con-
vex radius and 18 mm concave radius; pos-
sibility to process panels up to 1,900 mil-
limeter depth; powerful 5-axis operating
units for parts featuring high thickness
and complex shapes. Technical features in-
clude: 6200x1935x275 millimeter working

area; 15 kW power spindle with 5 interpolating axes and liquid cool-
ing; boring head with 30 spindles; rear tool magazine with 14 po-
sitions; front tool magazine with 15 positions; twelve worktables with
automatic positioning by “Eps” (Electronic Positioning System); 48
carriages; conversion flat table (“Cft”) option; clamping system with
“Uniclamp”; two vacuum pumps (250 cubic meters/hour with liq-
uid cooling and 300 cubic meters/hours for “Cft”); edgebanding ag-
gregate for panels up to 60 millimeter thickness and roll magazine
with 4 reels; dedicated aggregates to trim, scrape and round off the
edge; control software “BiesseWorks Avanzato” with parametric
functions and interface to external software.

A picture of the technical department.
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ed to grow and optimize our manufacturing
processes. We have purchased a new working cen-
ter, much more advanced than the two we had, “C
Edge” and “Pro 4”. 
“Rover C 9.65” is a five-axis machine with work-
ing areas that can handle pieces up to six meters
by two or, on two worktables, two pieces measur-
ing 3,200 by 1,600 millimeters. It's versatile and
easy, equipped with a boring head and edge-
bander, a tool magazine and an edge magazine,
which can be selected as needed.
A quality leap, because the numerical control ma-
chine helped cut production cycle time and sim-
plified the production of furniture with many curved
parts, as it has to fit to the hull shape. Goodbye tem-
plates and counter-templates!
We furnish a dozen boats every year, from 20 to 80
meters, each different from the other. Without
working centers, we would never manage. They are
essential, they are the core of our production. Add
the key importance of operators: their skills and their
expertise often make the difference”. 

Is shipbuilding your only field of interest right now?
“No, but it is still the most important. We have grown
up in the shipbuilding industry and developed in-
teresting know-how. The company is organized for
the production of boat furniture: working in the civ-
il sector, we would have to face stronger compe-
tition that we probably cannot withstand”.

You were bold enough to make a big change in a
crisis period, was it really necessary?
“We make approximately 20 thousand pieces
every year, all different. How could we manage with-
out sophisticated technology or a skilled and ad-
vanced technical department? Innovation is es-
sential from all points of view: in recent years, we
have started to use dot cloud measuring systems
for the interiors of boats. We have eliminated meas-
uring sticks and gauges, replacing them with a laser

system to capture all basic reference points inside
a hull. Once we capture the 3D volume, everything
is easier, because our design is in 3D as well. With-
out technology, we would be out of business. There
is nothing else I can add.
At Duerre Arredi we execute the entire process, from
panel and solid wood to finished parts. Only
painting is outsourced, because we believe it must
be carried out by specialists. We cut the panel, we
prepare the veneer, we create curved parts with
complex geometry... 
Then we assemble, we add hardware, all the com-
ponents... or we take the pieces onboard for the fi-
nal test and assembling.
We are distinguished by a precise corporate phi-
losophy: we hold weekly meetings to exchange
ideas and opinions, to better understand how we
can face and solve a problem. Everyone can, must
contribute and support this process, so we all feel
valorized. Another approach we are keen on is con-
stant interaction with customers, who acknowledge
and appreciated our product quality. You also work
for satisfaction...”.

You have several passions, how do they affect your
way of living?
“They are very important. I was a parachutist in the
Folgore troops, I was a promising athlete of the Ital-
ian martial arts team. Now I am a member of the
Italian team of acrobatic glider, last year we won
the world championships in Slovakia and I got two
medals. The motivation that drives a small and
young businessman to grow, to carry on and to im-
prove must be just as strong, sometimes you have
to swallow bitter bites. 
To cultivate your passions, you have to be suc-
cessful, so they are a major driver. 
Motivation certainly comes from the family, I have
two children, I love to believe that the Burchi fam-
ily will have a fourth generation of joiners; and if they
take a different direction, that’s good anyway…”. ■

Some pictures 
of the latest 
investment, 
the “Rover C 9.65”
working center.
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Woodworking Technology Made in Europe

e
eUMABOIS
European Federation of Woodworking Machinery Manufacturers
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WOOD, MACHINES AND FURNITURE: 
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT (January-December 2012), (Mio Euro) 

WOOD EXPORT*  (January-December 2012), (Mio Euro)

WOOD FURNITURE EXPORT (January-December 2012), (Mio Euro)

Source: Intracen, codes Nc 846510, 846591, 846592, 846593, 846594, 846595, 846596, 846599,
846692, 84793.

Source: Intracen, codes Nc 4401-21, 4501-04, 4601.   
* logs, sawnwood, panels.

Source: Intracen codes Nc 940150, 940151, 940159, 940161, 940169, 940330, 940340, 940350,
940360, 940380, 940381, 940389
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Exporters 2012 Var. % 12/11
Germany 1,755.8 -10.8
Italy 1,155.0 -3.6
China 701.3 3.2
Taiwan 460.3 -2.4
Austria 359.1 0.2

Exporters 2012 Var. % 12/11
China 9,577.3 17.4
Canada 7,786.6 -3.1
Germany 6,518.5 18.4
U.S.A. 6,116.4 8.0
Russia 5,226.3 4.3

Exporters 2012 Var. % 12/11
China 16,100.0 20.4
Italy 4,422.3 2.8
Germany 3,743.6 -1.5
Poland 3,231.5 0.6
Malaysia 1,654.9 13.3

In this article we illustrate the export fig-
ures referred to the January-December
2012 period for machinery, wood and
furniture, by those countries identified
as major competitors worldwide. 
Export of woodworking machinery,
over the period, shows a negative

trend: both Italy and Germany confirm
difficulties of a global economic deficit.
Wood and semi-finished products
(logs, sawnwood and panels) show
strongly fluctuating flows except for
Canada that gives way three percent-
age points compared to 2011.

The trend in furniture industry shows
increasingly the consolidation of China
in the role of world leader, increasing
every year the gap with its main com-
petitors. Italy is confirmed to be the first
European exporter for wooden furniture
with over 4 billion euros in 2012. ■
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FOCUS ON POLAND

GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS

2010 2011 2012 Var. % 12/11
Export 37.9 48.5 66.3 36.7
Import 196.4 204.5 196.4 -3.9

Source: Intracen.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY IMPORT/EXPORT  (Mio Euro)

2010 2011 2012 Var. % 12/11
Export 2278.6 2455.7 2516.5 2.5
Import 1157.5 1337.3 991.2 -25.9

Source: Intracen.

WOOD IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio Euro)

2010 2011 2012 Var. % 12/11
Export 2758.9 3077.7 3062.5 -0.5
Import 260.8 268.5 267.9 -0.2

Source: Intracen.

WOODEN FURNITURE IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio Euro)

Source: Imf (International monetary fund). *estimate

2009 2010 2011 2012* 2013*
Gdp 
(constant prices, % var.) 1.6 3.8 4.3 2.0 1.3
Gdp (constant prices, 
Us billion dollarsi) 1,344 1,416 1,523 1,588 1,628
Gdp per capita 
(constant prices) 430.8 469.8 514.0 487.7 513.4
Investments (Gdp %) 20.3 20.9 21.8 21.0 21.2
Inflation (% var.) 3.4 2.6 4.3 3.7 1.8
Import volume of goods (% var.) -12.4 13.9 5.5 -1.9 1.3
Export volume of goods (% var.) -6.8 12.1 7.7 2.4 3.3

Real Gdp growth in Poland is projected
to decelerate from 4.4 percent in 2011 to
about 3 percent in 2012 and 2013 due to
fiscal retrenchment, weaker external de-
mand and a plateauing of incoming EU
funds in 2013, which in turn weaken pri-
vate consumption and investment. Un-
certainty stemming from the euro area cri-
sis and a weak labour market also act as
a drag on private consumption. Unem-
ployment is likely to rise to 10.7 percent at
the end of 2013, which will keep real wage
gains in line with productivity increases.
The government is on track to meet its gen-
eral government deficit target of 2.9 per-
cent of Gdp in 2012 as a result of a bet-
ter budget outcome in 2011 than had been
expected and consolidation measures. Al-
most half of the budget improvements con-
cern the revenue side, with the largest
items being a rise in the disability pension
contribution and the weakening of the sec-
ond pension pillar. On the spending side,
the continued freeze on the wage bill and
the maintainance of a spending cap on
discretionary spending coupled with low-
er public investment will contribute to deficit
reduction. Further measures will be need-
ed to reduce the deficit to the government’s
current goal of 2.2 percent of Gdp in 2013. 
These measures should focus on: cutting
tax expenditures, reforming the farmers’
social security system and further tight-
ening of eligibility criteria for disability sup-
port. Government plans to increase the re-
tirement age to 67 years for men and
women are a welcome step, but early re-
tirement schemes should be avoided. Pen-
sion privileges for selected occupations
should also be progressively removed.
Increased tensions in the euro area could
affect Poland through lower exports, the
predominantly foreign-owned banking
sector and higher interest rates on sov-
ereign debt, as non-residents hold about
30 percent of government bonds. Under
a scenario of a significantly sharper slow-
down, Poland would have policy space to
cushion the shock by easing monetary
conditions, although substantial weaken-
ing of the zloty could be destabilising.  Au-
tomatic fiscal stabilisers should be allowed
to work, but are constrained by the con-
stitutional debt rule. ■
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FAIRS

AUGUST 2013

14-17 August
Tecno Mueble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

21-24 August
Aseanwood Woodtech
www.biztradeshows.com/trade-
events/aseanwood-woodtech-
malaysia.html
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Woodworking technologies

SEPTEMBER 2013

2-4 September
Spoga+Gafa
Garden trade fair
www.spoga-cologne.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

10-13 September
Tekhnodrev Siberia
www.restec.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

JUNE 2013

4-6 June
Woodworking Intermebel
www.expokazan.ru
• Kazan (Russia)

13-16 June
Woodtech India
www.woodtechindia.in
• Mumbai (India)

20-22 June
Asturforesta
www.asturforesta.com
• Tineo (Spain)

JULY 2013

2-6 July
Fitecma
Wood industry 
and furniture exhibition
www.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies

18-21 July
Furnitex
www.furnitex.com.au
• Melbourne (Australia)
Woodworking technologies

24-27 July
Awfs Vegas
www.awfsfair.org
• Las Vegas (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

MAY 2013

6-10 May
Ligna
World fair for the forestry 
and wood industry 
www.ligna.de/
• Hannover (Germany)
Woodworking technologies

13-16 May
Interzum
www.interzum.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products, 
components and supplies

20-23 May
Index
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (UAE)
Furniture
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11-14 September
Fmc China
www.expo.fmcchina.com.cn/
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

11-14 September
Bife Timb
www.bife.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Furniture

11-15 September
Furniture China
www.furniture-china.cn/
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

24-27 September
Lisderevmash
www.lisderevmash.ua/en/
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies

25-28 September
Vietnamwood
www.vietnamwoodexpo.com/
• Saigon (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies

27-29 September
Tekno-Legno
www.teknowood.it
• Lanciano (Italy)
Woodworking technologies

27-29 September
Dremasilesa
www.dremasilesa.pl
• Katowice (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

OCTOBER 2013

1-4 October
Woodworking
www.minskexpo.com.by
• Minsk (Belarus)
Woodworking technologies

2-5 October
Made Expo
www.madeexpo.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

8-10 October
Holz Basel
www.holz.ch
• Basel (Switzerland)
Woodworking technologies

15-18 October
Sicam
www.exposicam.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Semifinished products, 
components and supplies

16-19 October
Komaf
www.komaf.merebo.com
• Seoul (South Korea)
Woodworking technologies

16-20 October
Ambienta
www.zv.hr
• Zagreb (Croatia)
Furniture

22-25 October
Woodtec
www.bvv.cz/en/wood-tec
• Brno (Czech republic)
Woodworking technologies

23-26 October
Mecha-Tronika
www.mechatronika.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Woodworking technologies

24-26 October
Wms Toronto
www.woodworkingexpo.ca/
• Toronto (Canada)
Woodworking technologies
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18-21 November
Timber
www.sbl.co.il
• Tel-Aviv (Israel)
Woodworking technologies

26-29 November
Woodex/Lestechprodukzia
www.woodexpo.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

NOVEMBER 2013

6-11 November
Mokkiten
www.mokkiten.com
• Nagoya (Japan)
Woodworking technologies

13-15 November
Woodtec
www.fair.ee
• Tallin (Estonia)
Woodworking technologies

You can find the updated list of exhibitions on www.xylon.it

“OUR” EXHIBITIONS 2013

6-10 May
Ligna
Hannover

2-6 July
Fitecma
Buenos Aires

24-27 July
Awfs
Las Vegas

21-24 August
Aseanwood Woodtech
Kuala Lumpur

11-14 September
Fmc
Shanghai

24-27 September
Lisderevmash
Kiev

25-28 September
Vietnamwood
Saigon

5-8 October
Woodprocessing
Istanbul

22-25 October
Woodtec Brno
Brno

Xylon is present at:
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The easiest way
to find 
the partner 
you need...
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PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE 
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68 
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036 
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Machinery and services for plywood 
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses 
and finishing lines; horizontal, 
vertical and rotary slicers, 
press dryers and clipping lines.

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 
I-20052 Monza (MI) 
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Vertical and horizontal log band
saws. Log carriages with variable axis.
Canter. Integrated working units 
with circular blade. Vertical and
horizontal band resaw systems. 
Multi-rip saws and edgers. Log
profiling units. Complete sawmill
systems for mass production.

BONGIOANNI srl
Via Provinciale Revello, 89 
I-12030 Envie (CN)
phone +39 0175 277261
fax +39 0175 277265
www.bongioanni.com
info@bongioanni.com

Wood processing machinery 
and systems for sawmills.
Vertical and tilted log band saws, 
log carriages with independent
Headblocks, tandem headrig,
chipping canter, one-headrig 
and Twin resaws, Multi Rip Saws,
manual and automatic edging 
line and saw servicing equipment.

PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70 
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it - info@primultini.it

The Company Sicar spa produces
wood working machines with more
than 50 years of experience. 
Thanks to the continuous technical
development and the strictly contact
with the international market 
we are able to offer a complete
range of products for the small 
and big industry. 

SICAR SPA
Via Lama 30
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 633111
fax +39 059 690520
www.sicar.it - sicarspa.info@sicar.it
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Secondary processing

Crossing-cutting lines

The Biesse Wood Division product
line includes panel sizing centres,
vertical panel saws, manual and 
automatic edgebanders, 
squaring/edgebanding machines,
sanders, cnc machining centres, 
routers, through feed boring 
and inserting machines, material 
handling equipment and packaging. 

BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 
I-61122 Pesaro (PU) 
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

The company Ebs is specialized 
in the production of automatic 
edge-bander for the hobbist and the
small/big industry. The range includes
manual trimming and edge-banding
machine and in particular high
quality and reliability automatic
edge-banding machines projected 
by an high-qualified technical staff. 
The total aim of the company have
always been the continuous
improvement of the machine’s
quality, research and development. 

EBS srl
Via Del Lavoro 32/A
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445364334
fax +39 0445370878
www.ebsbordatrici.it 
ebs@ebsbordatrici.it

Over 30 years of experience 
in designing and manufacturing 
a wide range of edge banding
machines for both small and medium
companies and for industrial
productions.

ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c. 
Viale Industria, 66/2 
I-27029 Gambolò (PV) 
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it

For over 30 years, De Stefani designs
and manufactures sanding machine
for panels edges and profiles.
Single or double sided edge sanding
machines equipped to sand flat 
and shaped edges on raw or
lacquered panels. Combined
machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines
for High Gloss finishing panels.
Profile sanding – denibbing

machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw 
or laquered mouldings. 
Angle profile gluing and assembling
machines for door frames.
Double end profile cutting machines.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914
fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com

Cnc machining centers to carry out
beams, roofs and wooden 
elements for prefabricated houses,
structures for playgrounds,
walls and "block house”.

Cnc machining centers for
processing windows, doors, 
arches, interior doors and stairs. 
Automatic trimming line 
for the automatic trimming
of pvc on doors and panels. 
Automatic lines for milling, 
cutting, edging plans 
for kitchen tops and shelves. 
Cnc machining centers for machining
curved elements, chairs, frames,
sofas, furniture. Cnc machining
centers for processing specific 
doors and panels.
Automatic lines for carrying 
out boring and milling 
on furniture elements as drawers'
fonts, doors of wardrobes. 
Special machines on request.

ESSETRE spa
Via della Repubblica Serenissima, 7
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com - info@essetre.com

Cross cutting-Top speed
optimization-Automation 
Cursal is the specialized Italian
company that produces the most
complete series of: crosscut saws 
for wood and assimilated; 
loading-unloading automations;
turnkey solutions and customised
cutting configurations for small,
medium, large sections; integration
into processing cycles from the large
sawmill production to semi-finished;
specific accessories and modular
components: Nc with software
interfaces, optical scanners for
automatic detection of 
lengths-widths-defects, moisture
meters, printers etc.; personalized
advice for advanced systems;
complete and, on time, domestic and
foreign mechanic/electronic support.

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
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Manual and automatic vertical panel
saws for cutting wooden panels, 
plastic and acm products. Welded
steel frames, to grant rigidity and
precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also
grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam
saws with many different
configurations accordingly 
to the panel sizes and thickness
requirements.

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Cn milling machines; anuba machines;
cn working centers; 
lines of production and special
machines for doors and frames;
automatic screwing of locks and
counterplates; wide range 
of accessories and solutions.

NUOVA PROGETTI snc
by Clerici Roberto & Rossetti Filippo
Design and manufactoring 
of wood working machinery
Via Bonifica, 6
I-27030 Sant’Angelo Lomellina (PV)
phone +39 0384 55189 / 938018
fax +39 0384 559984
www.nuovaprogettimacchine.it
nuovaprogetti@arubapec.it
nuovaprogetti@libero.it

Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws,
longitudinal milling machines 
with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, 
flooring industry technology, 
doors and modern furnishing 
industry technology.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24 
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com

Woodworking machinery: 
the widest range of products.

The product range is wide in the
sector of traditional woodworking
machines: thicknessing planers,
surface planers, combined 
surface-thicknessing planers, 
circular saws, spindle moulders,
combined saw-spindle moulder, 
universal combined machines, 
band-saws.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

Components and suction plants 
for dusts, smokes, fumes. Air
cleaning. Dry and water painting
booths. Pressurized painting plants.
Cleaners with activated charcoal 
for solvents. Suction benches and
booths for the sanding powders.
Separator cyclones. Electric fans.
Inverters for the saving of energy.
Filtering groups and handled 
sub-stations with mechanical 
and automatic cleaning in 
counter-current with compressed 
air. Storage silos. Sparks bearing
system and automatic extinguishing.
Mills and refiners for wood.
Briquetts presses. Dryers. Pellets
presses. Complete plants for pellets
production. Boilers and warm air
generators for solid fuels.  
Industrial insonorizations.

O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51 
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.omaimpianti.com
info@omaimpianti.com 

Dust extraction 
systems and filtration

Spark detectors and fire
extinguishing systems for 
industrial dust extraction systems.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it
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Surface finishing

Lacquering and printing lines for
furniture panels, hardboard, mdf or
chipboard panels, doors or parquet
flooring with roller or curtain coating
technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers, 
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and 
printing on coils.

Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture,
panels, windows and doors.

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division,
with a 20 years experience 
in developing and constructing
anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range
of complete solutions for automated
industrial painting applications 
in the woodworking industry.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Europa, 5 I-21040 Morazzone (VA)
phone +39 0332 879573
fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com 
info@epistolio.com

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it

Industrial painting machines as: dry
painting booth, water painting booths,
pressurising painting system 
and suspended transport lines.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio 
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it 
info@tecnoazzurra.it

Cefla Finishing Group worldwide
leader in the finishing of wooden,
plastic and non-ferrous material
products - designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines
for the wood, glass, metal and plastic
industries, tailored on customer 
needs and requirements.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441
fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

Finishing plants for the furniture 
and construction industry with
application by spray, by roller coaters
and curtain coaters  and drying 
by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants  for doors
and windows.
Spray booths. 

GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63
I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO) 
phone +39 031 7830801
fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com

Finishing machines and lines 
for mouldings. Finishing machines 
and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines 
for doors and windows. 
Special finishing machines and lines.

MAURI MACCHINE srl
Via M. Comacini, 12 
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com

Finishing  systems for plastic, 
glass and wood products.
Roller coater machines, curtain coaters,
spray robot with single and double
head, spraying machines, hot air, 
UV and vertical ovens.

VD srl
Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308
fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it
commerciale@vdsrl.it
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Timber dryers

Termolegno: the value of drying
Dryers from 10m3 up to 250 m3, 
pre-dryers, mini-dryers, tunnel-type
systems, turnkey drying plants,
dryers for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates, 
control systems, steaming kiln,
electronic moisture tester.

TERMOLEGNO srl
Via del Sile, 4 - Località Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39  0427 94190/949802
fax  +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com

Handling 
and commissioning

From over 40 years we propose
integrated solutions in material 
handling and industrial automation
sector. Highly personalisable and 
specific systems for furniture 
assembling, the automatic storage 
and the handling. 
Automatic warehouses, 
lazer guided vehiculs (lgv), 
robotized islands, conveyors, 
sorter systems, assembling lines, 
tilting units, management softwares.

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

Viscat Fulgor, for over 50 years a
leader in the production of flash
butt welding machines, welding
machines for large band saw blades,
sharpening and file sharpening
machines, setting machines, brazing
machines, high-frequency generators
for induction braze-welding and
dust suction units. 

VISCAT FULGOR srl
Viale Santuario, 42 
I- 26012 Castelleone (CR)
P.O. Box 52 Castelleone  
phone +39 0374 58217
fax  +39 0374 57942
www.viscatfulgor.com  
info@viscatfulgor.com

Auxiliary machines 
and equipments

Delivery 
of complete plants

Design, production, installation,
training, technical service for sawmill
machines and plants. 
Machines and plants for timber
handling, debarkers for hard-wood
and soft-wood. Technology for
sawmill. Sorting plants up to 50
boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs
and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for
round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading,
impregnation machines.
Machines for the production 
of shavings for animal litters. 
Grinders for pallets and wood cases.
Assembly tables for carpenters.

PRIBO srl
Via Nazionale, 12 I-38087 Lardaro (TN) 
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it - info@pribo.it

Software

DDX develops Cad/Cam/Cim 
software solutions: 
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid
wood machining using 
3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses,
walls, beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;
“PowerSTAIRS” for staircases 
design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind 
of windows, french doors, internal
doors, entry doors and shutters.

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111 
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone  +39 035 621093
fax +39 035 333723 
www.ddxgroup.com
info@ddxgroup.com

Construction of briquetting presses
and grinders for the recovery 
of wood waste, dust, textile,
nonferrous materials, etcetera

ECOMEC srl
Via del Mella 57/59 
I-25131 Brescia 
phone +39 030 2680515 - 2680503
fax +39 030 2680890
www.por-srl.it
ecomec@por-srl.it

Green economy, 
use of residual wood
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Tools and auxiliaries

The Firm Aliprandi is specialized 
in the production of wood working 
tools in solid carbide and 
carbide-tipped, both standard 
and special production.

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e
Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it

CP Utensili, a company which 
process woodworking tools since
1968, is the ideal partner for tooling
solution on demand. 
The German Quality Norm 
“BG-Prüfzert” for the high
production standard and 
an export quote of 80% confirms 
the international prestige 
of the company. 
Flexibility and fast delivery 
was always the way to success.

C.P. UTENSILI snc
di Crescentini Roberta & C.
Via Montanelli, 71 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420  
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
office@cputensili.it - sales@cputensili.it

Ful srl has been producing tools 
for the woodworking, plastic and 
aluminium for more than 30 years.

FUL - FABBRICA UTENSILI 
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it - fultools@fultools.it

Leitz is a leading technology
manufacturer of machine-driven
precision tools and process designed
tool systems for the professional
processing of solid wood, wood
derived and plastic materials.

LEITZ ITALIA srl
Industriezone, 9  I-39011 Lana (BZ)
phone +39 0473 563533
fax +39 0473 562139
www.leitz.org - lana@leitz.org

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been 
to design and build cutting tools for
machining wood, board materials 
and plastics. Specialists in cnc tooling.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A 
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Since 1924 Fink produces complete
sets of tools for windows, helicoidal
cutterheads, cutterheads for profiled
kinves, cutters in Hw welded, 
circular saw blades, dia tools, 
boring bits, solid carbide routers,
tools for cnc macchines, 
trimming hoggers.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15  I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 
fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com

Zuani Company is a leading 
Italian manufacture of tools for 
the Woodworking industry. 
We are producers of high precision
tooling with tc reversible tips 
as well as reversible profiling 
cutters for cnc automatic 
and traditional woodworking
machineries for wooden windows, 
doors and furnitures production.

ZUANI srl
Via dell'Artigiano, 57 
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it - info@zuani.it

Tools for wood-alu and plastic 
material working. Tools for automatic
boring machines and router bits for 
cnc router machines. M.Conti 
measuring devices for the 
woodworking industry.
Special devices for door 
and windows manufacturers.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com

Production of specials mechanical 
fixing and diamond tools 
for wood working cnc machinery.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2   
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)      
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
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Agents 
and wood trades

Since 2004 our company has started
here in Italy the production 
of 3-layer wood elements for
window and door building. 
We have been gaining a lot of
experience during these years and
we can now offer them in several
wood species, such as: Okoumé,
Ozigo, Slavonjan Oak, Tulipier 
and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue 
pvac - d4 - en 205 only.

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 
I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone  +39 0161 879797
fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com

Adhesives and glues

Glues and adhesives 
for the woodworking and furniture
industry: hot melt, PVAc glues, 
uf glues,polyurethane water
dispersion, solvent based adhesives.

DURANTE & VIVAN SPA
Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 23
I-33080 Ghirano di Prata (PN)
phone +39 0434 605211
fax  +39 0434 605204
www.durante-vivan.com
info@durante-vivan.com

North America: hardwoods 
and softwoods.
Lumber, ripped strips, components
and laminated windows scantlings:
Hemlock, Douglas Fir, White Oak,
Ash.
Europe: laminated windows
scantlings and finger jointed.
Asia: laminated windows scantlings.

TRA.WOOD srl
Via Risorgimento, 46
I-20881 Bernareggio (MB)
phone +39 039 6180091
fax +39 039 6015532
Branch Torino: +39 011 8194519
www.trawood.it - info@trawood.it

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIESLacquers

A new definition of Italian quality.

ICA spa
Division ITALIAN COATINGS
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.italiancoatings.com
info@italiancoatings.com

Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors, 
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings, 
fire-retardant coatings 
and pigmented coatings. 
Products for parquet floors, special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA 
ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com








